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CHAPTER 1 

Teaching Portfolio – University of Utah 

Fall 2012 to Summer 2016 

This is my teaching portfolio for my time teaching at the University of Utah, from fall 2012-

Summer 2016. While working on my Ph.D., I served as an instructor of record for Principles of 

Public Speaking (Comm 1020), Interpersonal Communication (Comm 2110), Technical 

Communication for Engineers (Co-instructor, Cveen 3100), and Leadership as a Communicative 

Practice (Bus 3910). I also served as a teaching assistant for several course in Management and 

for a TRiO course on writing.  

This portfolio will share my reflections on teaching, the courses I have taught, and my 

evaluations. This introductory chapter will include the following content: 

 My Teaching Philosophy

 My Teaching Responsibilities

 My Teaching Goals

 CTLE Evaluations

 Mentor Evaluation

 A Summary of Student Evaluations (complete evaluations are in the appendix section)
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Julie Snyder-Yuly 
Teaching Philosophy 

When asked why I want to teach, I said I wanted to make a difference. I have learned over the 

years that, outside of one’s own actions, one of the best ways to truly make a difference is by 

making others more aware of the world around them and educating them on how they can 

become change agents. As such, my teaching philosophy is developed around three goals. First, 

assist students in developing practical skills that include issues of diversity. Second, help them 

develop awareness of real problems and possible solutions. Third, encourage the belief that they 

can intervene and change the world for the better, no matter what they choose to do.  

I once heard that education is learning to become and training is learning to do. I believe both of 

these aspects are relevant in teaching. For instance, I can train students how to read and think 

critically, but it is through education where I can show them how and why intersecting markers 

of identity matter. These insights inform the variety of teaching/training techniques I use within 

my courses. I consider several things in constructing this type of classroom. First, I believe 

everyone brings in their own set of knowledge, skills, and experiences that influence what they 

need and want to learn. By recognizing this, not only do I get the opportunity to share my 

knowledge, resources, and experience; I get to learn from my students. By utilizing the 

backgrounds that students bring with them to class, I can develop teaching plans that allow me to 

help students discover the depth and breadth of what they know. We can then work together on 

ways to employ and apply this knowledge to multiple aspects of our lives.  

Second, I believe that everyone learns differently.  This realization has freed me to use my 

background in training and development, my personality, and my creativity. I employ a variety 

of teaching/training techniques including: discussion, demonstration, practice, reflection, sharing 

partners, and group work. These techniques allow students to engage in the material in a variety 

of ways; they have the chance to teach and learn from each other, to develop particular skills 

(critical thinking or consciousness raising), and to positively modify or change their behavior 

(becoming more aware of diversity or managing conflict).   

Finally, no matter where life takes each student, they will always be confronted with issues of 

diversity. Students must become critical consumers of the messages they receive and send.  By 

listening to my students, I can help them to both locate themselves in a particular subject matter 

and understand how it relates to them. For instance, I may have students review a website or 

publication material from a university and ask them how or where they fit into the university 

message.  By listening and learning from students, I show them they matter to me; through the 

course activities I demonstrate why the subject should matter to them. One activity I like to use is 

mid-semester oral and/or written class assessment. Through this activity, I challenge the students 

to evaluate how the course is working and suggest ways we can improve. I have frequently made 

changes based on suggestions, including such things as providing demonstrations of speech types 

or allowing students more time to work together in class prior to answering difficult questions. 

Additionally, techniques like partner sharing and role-playing let me observe and listen to how 

students understand the material and allow me to give immediate feedback if changes are 

needed.  Using homework assignments as a basis to start discussion allows students the 

opportunity to engage with the material before the lesson begins. Traditional classwork allows 

me to assess the skills each student develops over the course of the semester.  Ultimately, I aim 

to help my students grow their knowledge and develop their skills to do and become whatever 

they choose. 
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Julie Snyder-Yuly 

Teaching Responsiblities 

 “Your classroom was extremely well organized and you clearly have a deep understanding of 

your role as an instructor. I thought your class was exceedingly well organized and that you did 

a stellar job connecting current events to your classroom and getting your students to talk about 

potentially difficult topics. The shootings in Orlando were only days old but you covered them 

admirably and navigated some tricky political conversations.” (University of Utah, CTLE 

Evaluator, Summer 2016) 

From the beginning of my graduate career at the University of Utah, I have served in a variety of 

teaching roles. These have ranged from being the instructor of record in the communication 

department, to serving as a Communication Leadership Ethics and Research (CLEAR) facilitator 

in the College of Engineering, to  being both a teaching assistant and instructor of record in the 

College of Business, and finally as a TA for a summer session of the TRiO program. These 

opportunities provided me the opportunity to work with a diverse group of student with different 

needs and different expectations. Even with the diverse needs and expectations of my students, 

my basic goals and strategies remain the same: have high expectations, create dynamic classes, 

and be dedicated to students and their learning. 

Department of Communication 

I served as an instructor of record in the communication department for eight semesters including 

two summer semesters. I started in fall 2012 and spring 2013 as the instructor of record for 

Comm 1020 – Principles of Public Speaking. I taught a total of four sections, each with 20-25 

students.  Class sections either met two or three days a week, depending on the section. This 

course focused on learning various styles of public speaking from persuasive speeches, to 

information speeches, to impromptu speeches that were recorded and peer reviewed. In fall 2014, 

I began teaching Comm 2110 – Interpersonal Communication as the instructor of record. Course 

topics focused on how we communicate together in person, in organizations, and online. 

Activities included: online and in class discussions, reading reflections, quizzes, and a final 

project that included writing a script and filming a video related to a topic from the course. I 

taught four in class sections of this course, including the large lecture with about 60 students on 

Monday and Wednesday and the discussion sections on Friday with about 20 students in each.  

The lecture focused on the main content of the course and the discussion was designed to put 

theory to practice by using a variety of activities to engage with the material. After taking an 

online pedagogy class, I created an online version of Comm 2110 that was taught in the summers 

of 2015 and 2016. There were 30 students in 2015 and 17 in 2016. The course was well received 

by students and the department.  

CLEAR Facilitator 

From fall 2013 to spring 2014, I served as a facilitator in the CLEAR program. I specifically 

worked in the Civil Engineering program for CVEEN 1000 – Introduction to Civil Engineering, 

CVEEN 3100 – Technical Communication for Engineers, and CVEEN 4910 – Professional 
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Practicum and Design. My role as communication facilitator was to help students organize and 

present their group project in CVEEN 1000 by providing a lecture on presenting and working 

individually with each group. There were more than 100 students enrolled. In CVEEN 3100 my 

role increased between fall and spring. In the fall, both the writing and communication 

facilitators served in more of a TA role. As such, I assisted mostly with presentation skills and 

provided some additional course content as needed. In the spring, the writing facilitator and I 

were charged with re-designing the syllabus and taking the lead in teaching the course. This 

allowed both facilitators to create some additional learning opportunities, such as: developing an 

interactive interview activity, creating a networking activity, and implementing additional 

presentations on communication. Each section of CVEEN 3100 had 40 students. My role in 

CVEEN 4910 focused primarily on working directly with students on their three major project 

presentations. These presentations were made to a client and were open to other faculty to attend. 

I provided a couple short class presentations on public speaking, but my work was more directly 

with students scheduling practice presentations and working on individual skills outside the 

classroom. There were approximately 30 students in this course. 

College of Business 

In order to continue to diversify my teaching and expand my experiences, I began to serve as a 

TA in the management program in the College of Business. Between fall 2014 and spring 2016 I 

worked for a variety of courses that include: 6 sections of MGT 6051 - Managing and Leading in 

Organizations ranging from 20-50 students in each, 1 section of ACCTG 6850 – Accounting 

Ethics with 50 students, 1 section of EMBA 6150 – Leadership and Management with 50 

students, and 2 sections of MGT 6540 Business Ethics with 25 students. I primarily worked 

online as a grader focusing on grading case studies, online presentations, and discussions. 

Additionally, I also served as a discussion facilitator getting students to engage more deeply in 

the discussions and think more critically. I did have the opportunity to substitute teach for the 

professor in MGT 6051 while the professor is out of town. Finally, I served as the instructor of 

record for BUS 3910 – Leadership as a Communicative Performance with nearly 80 students 

during the summer of 2016.  The course had been taught before during a typically 16 week 

semester, but I had to change the format to meet a 3-hour, 8 week summer semester. We covered 

such topics as power and influence, diversity in leadership, leadership development, and styles of 

leadership. In this course students engaged in online discussions, provided reading reflections, 

conducted a leadership movie presentation, and did a final group leadership presentation on a 

leader of their choice.  

TRiO 

My last teaching assignment at the University of Utah was as a TA for the WRTG 1005 – 

University Writing and Thinking. This course was part of the TriO programs that work with 

underrepresented students to help provide access and achieve academic success leading to 

postsecondary education. Do to some funding cuts, we ended up substantially fewer students 
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Julie Snyder-Yuly 

Teaching Responsiblities 

than we planned – six. However, I worked with the professor of the course to provide substantial 

one-on-one assistance to students getting ready to enter college. My assignments included 

helping students with their writing assignments, grading, and helping with their final video 

assignment. This was an excellent opportunity to work with students from diverse backgrounds. 

“Julie challenged us to try harder, participate, and understand the course concepts. She 

designed the course in a way that we were able to relate it to ourselves and therefore understand 

the content better. She is friendly, nice, funny, and interested in our lives personally.” 

(University of Utah, Student from Interpersonal Communication, Spring 2015) 
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Julie Snyder-Yuly 

Teaching Goals 

Like many, my ultimate vision for teaching is providing a top-notch education for my students, 

no matter the course I am teaching. In order to do so, I have identified several goals to help me 

reach this vision. 

Goal 1: To continue to develop my use and student use of technology in the classroom and 

online. 

“Loved this class! It was interesting and easy to follow. I really like the examples and 

videos that were used to demonstrate class material.” (Interpersonal Communication, 

2015) 

In order to do this, I have been examining different types of technology that I can use to 

support my teaching and the types of technology to support learning. In several classes I 

began to experiment with the YellowDig and Portfolium functions associated with the 

Canvas learning management system. The programs have allowed me to have students 

create and respond to student and teacher generated blogs and create professional looking 

portfolios to share with potential employers. These are also programs that can be kept 

private for use only by students within a course or made more public through invitation.  

I have also been working on changing the ways students do group presentations. 

Depending on the course and purpose of the presentation, I have been encouraging my 

students to create learning videos instead of a typically group presentation. This allows 

the students creativity and it gives me and the student peers the opportunity to re-watch 

the content for reviewing or grading.  

Finally, I am working to improve my own technology use from incorporating better 

lecture slides and videos to potentially using a program like Top Hat for starting 

discussions or completing brief quizzes. Using various types of technology responsibly 

allows students to engage with their learning in a variety ways. This provides for more 

diverse and interesting class content. 

Goal 2: To become a scholar of teaching and learning by integrating my research and teaching 

and working to communicate my results to other scholars. 

“The instructor used real life examples that were easy for me to relate too.” 

(Communicating Leadership, 2016) 

As a critical cultural scholar who focuses on issues of race, class, and gender, it is 

important for me to utilize my knowledge in these areas to help students see how these 

“social identities” shape and are shaped by our society. In addition, I bring my research 

into the classroom. For example, in my interpersonal class, I talk about my research on 

microaggressions; in my public speaking class, I have students debate on issues of 

homelessness and share with them what I know; and in my communicating leadership 

class, I have students do an ethical awareness exercise based viral images of race and 

homelessness. This way, I can share my research with my students, while applying 

practical applications for what I study. 
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Julie Snyder-Yuly 

Teaching Goals 

I am also working on a potential study of my students relating to learning outcomes. I 

would like to better understand how students assess their learning. If I am able to do this, 

I can both improve my teaching and share the results with other scholars and teachers. I 

am hoping with this project to not only learn more about students, but also get students 

involved in the research process as well. 

Goal 3: As a communication instructor, I want to help students find their voice. 

“She was very respectful of student opinions and tried to validate them.” 

(Communicating Leadership, 2016) 

It is important to me that students engage in the classroom learning; however, it is easy to 

forget that not all students are prepared or able to jump into classroom discussions and 

share their ideas. Because we often talk about difficult topics like race, class, gender, and 

sexuality, it is important that I first provide a safe environment for my students to engage. 

As such, I try to create a space where the students can trust me. I do this by valuing their 

contributions in classroom discussions, encouraging their participation, and grading 

fairly. I encourage and sometimes require students to come meet with me. This gives us 

an opportunity to know each other better and an opportunity for me to see how they are 

doing in class. 

I have also changed my attitude on class participation. While I want everyone to find and 

use their voice, I have realized that they do so in different ways. I continue to incorporate 

a variety of activities designed to get students thinking and reflecting. I often have 

students do some type of personal reflection first, then potentially get in pairs, then small 

groups, and finally full classroom discussions. This way students get to slowly share their 

thoughts and decide whether or not to share with the whole class. I often collect their 

individual reflections and give them back with encouraging comments. In addition, I have 

begun to use more online discussion even in a traditional course. This gives students the 

opportunity to reflect first on what they want to say.  

Goal 4: Work on my own confidence and organization when teaching. 

“I really enjoyed this course, but the class structure itself seemed very disorganized.” 

(Public Speaking, 2013)  

One of the most common area of improvement comments I get is that students felt I am 

disorganized. I believe there are three factors attributing to this. The first is that I am 

constantly working on what to teach right up to the time I am ready to go to class. I get 

excited when I find new ideas or examples and want to bring them right away to class. 

Because of this, my class plan often changes shortly before class starts. To address this, I 

am trying to ensure I have everything ready for class the night before and just review my 

notes and ideas prior to class. If an important news story or idea comes up prior to class, I 

write a question about it to ask students or I ask my students to come prepared to discuss 

it for the next class. It is important for me to realize that while this new topic or story 
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Julie Snyder-Yuly 

Teaching Goals 

might be important to the class, it does them no good if I am not prepared to adequately 

present it. 

The second factor is that often graduate students and new faculty are given new classes to 

teach, without much preparation time. As such, I find that I use the prior instructor’s 

syllabus for the course. By doing this, I don’t always understand the course objectives, 

how the assignments relate to these objectives, and even how to conduct or grade the 

activities or assignments. Even with good knowledge of the topic, I am sure that it comes 

off as disorganized when a teacher struggles with aspects of the course. As this happens, I 

need to recognize that I am accountable for this class and need to take the time to make it 

my course, reflecting my objectives and style.  

The third way I am working on these concepts is to learn more about course objectives 

and learning plans. The unfortunately reality is that new graduate students who are 

teaching are rarely taught about these things and it becomes on us to figure it out. As such 

I sought out the Higher Education Teaching Specialist program at the University of Utah 

and have attended classes and programs designed to help me improve my teaching. I will 

continue to do this where ever I go and would eventually like to present on teaching and 

learning topics on campus and at conferences. 
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In-Class Teaching Observation 

Instructor Name: Julie Snyder-Yuly CTLE Consultant: Kurt Guner 

Course Number & Name: COMM 2110 

Date: 1.27.2016 

# of Students: 39 

Category 
Yes/Mostly/ 
Partially/No/ 

Not Applicable
Comments 

CLASS ORGANIZATION 

Warm-up/Review 

Class begins on time 

 Greets students

 Lets students know class is starting

Yes 
Yes 

Professor Synder-Yuly greeted everyone warmly after 
chatting with students before class started and began on 
time. She began the class session with some brief 
housekeeping concerning the next few classes and 
upcoming assignments.  

Lesson outline given at the beginning of 
class, verbally and visually (e.g., on board, 
slide) 

Yes Once she finished her discussion of upcoming assignments, 
Professor Synder-Yuly gave students a verbal outline of 
what the class would discuss.  

Elaborates upon prior courses, lessons, 
assignments, and/or readings 

Yes Early in her discussion of proxemics, Professor Synder-Yuly 
reflected on past lessons.  

Presentation and Practice Phases of Lesson 

Draws upon student experience, current 
events, and/or scholarly sources 

Yes The instructor asked students to share their personal 
experiences after watching a video from a popular TV show. 

Pace and flow of lesson supports learning 
(not too fast or too slow, suitable for note 
taking, questions and reflection) 

Yes Professor Synder-Yuly’s pace was consistent and even 
throughout the course. Her speaking tone was measured as 
well, and she had a great command of herself on “stage.”

Lesson content, activities, and materials 
are appropriate for student level 
(not too simplistic or advanced) 

Yes The content was well-tailored for the class level as students 
felt comfortable sharing their personal stories. If the 
material is far too advanced, students can feel too 
intimidated to respond.  

Uses a variety of teaching techniques (e.g., 
lecture, discussion, demonstration, small 
group work, film/audio clips, etc.) 

Yes The instructor mixed in videos, discussion, lecture, and Q&A 
with her students seamlessly, keeping their attention 
throughout class.  

Appropriate active learning: 

 Provides an application component
(e.g., students can connect theory to
practice, demonstrate a personal
connection to course content)

 Adequate time provided for completion
of in-class activities

Partially 

N/A 

Professor Synder-Yuly did not include a dedicated 
application component in her class, but she did make sure 
to include numerous Q&A sections that allowed students to 
interact with the material on a personal level. Adding more 
specific active learning components (like small group work, 
presentations, group quizzes, etc.) can effectively break up 
the lecture and give students a chance to connect with the 
material in new ways. Students who prefer to learn by 
doing, students who learn by listening, and students who 
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learn by watching can all be accounted for with a good mix 
of activities.  

Provides appropriate breaks (for classes 
longer than 80 minutes)  

N/A The class was not long enough to warrant a break. 

Wrap-up 

 Finishes with an overview of what was
covered

 Class ends on time

 Closes lesson appropriately (e.g.,
bidding farewell)

Partially 

Yes 
Yes 

The class ended with a very brief discussion of key topics, 
but a more distinct outline would have been better.  

The class ended on time and Professor Synder-Yuly made 
sure to close with a cheerful farewell to the classroom. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

Provides action-oriented learning 
objectives for lesson 

Partially Professor Synder-Yuly clearly had learning objectives in 
mind, but she did not make them explicit to the classroom. 

 Number of learning objectives
appropriate for session length

 Lesson content matches learning
objectives

 Engages students in application of at
least one learning objective
In-class activities are explicitly linked
to lesson objectives

N/A 

Yes 

N/A 

Because the objectives were not explicitly made clear, it is 
impossible to judge if the number were appropriate or if the 
in-class activities were linked directly to them.  

That being said, Professor Synder-Yuly seemed to have an 
idea of what she wanted to get across and clearly had 
specific ideas that she felt were very important. The content 
in the lesson revolved around these ideas, though if they 
had been turned into action-oriented learning objectives 
both students and the instructor would be on the same 
page and would know what is expected of them.   

INSTRUCTOR INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 

Teacher presence: 

 Maintains eye contact

 Appears engaged/interested in
material

 Body language indicates confidence,
willingness to engage, comfort in
teacher role

 Demonstrates knowledge of student
names or is in process of learning
names

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

There is a level of irony to critiquing the communication 
skills (specifically interpersonal skills) of a Communications 
professor, but here we are. I thought Professor Synder-Yuly 
had excellent eye contact and body language throughout 
the class. She appeared engaged in the material and 
everything in her posture and attitude carried a sense of 
competence and comfort.  

In addition, she seemed to know the names of most of the 
students and had very positive and personal interactions 
with students throughout the class session. 

Language is respectful and inclusive Yes Professor Synder-Yuly always used very positive language 
and was careful to avoid any offensive language, especially 
when discussing sensitive topics. 

Students stay after class to interact with 
instructor 

Yes Several students stayed late after class to discuss different 
matters with the instructor, who patiently made time for 
them. 

STUDENT BEHAVIOR 
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Students’ academic maturity & focus: 

 Quiet easily when instructor begins

 Are attentive (e.g., not chatting or
surfing the web)

 Arrive on time

 Stay until session finished

Yes 
Mostly 

Mostly 
Mostly 

A number of students arrived late (a total of 10 students 
arriving over the course of the class), being slightly 
disruptive as they settled in. When they arrived they were 
focused and attentive, not talking to each other during the 
lecture. However, a few students were surfing the web 
rather than taking notes. 

Many students began packing up their bags a few minutes 
early, which disrupted the end of the lecture. Directly 
addressing this issue can convince students to stay focused 
until the end of class. 

Students’ interpersonal conduct: 
• Participate in turn-taking and listening

to each other’s comments/questions
• Use respectful and inclusive language

Yes 

Yes 

When students had differing opinions they were thoughtful 
and patient. One student shared an anecdote about Middle 
Eastern culture and a Middle Eastern woman said it was 
incorrect, but everyone had a great attitude throughout.  

INTERACTION 

Instructor checks or is aware when 
students are lost or hurried (asks content 
comprehension questions, monitors 
during group work) 

Yes Throughout class, Professor Synder-Yuly stopped after 
discussing major points and checked in with the class to 
make sure that everyone was on the same page. 

Instructor questioning style: 

 Asks one question at a time

 Questions are clear

 Provides ample wait time (10 secs) for
student answers before repeating,
responding or moving on

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

The questions asked in the classroom were all clear and 
included ample wait time for students to respond. In 
addition, it was obvious what the instructor was asking due 
to the clarity of her language. 

Instructor response to questions: 

 Aware of raised hands and answers
question that was asked

 Verifies that question was answered
to student’s satisfaction

 Reacts appropriately in the event
he/she doesn’t know answer (e.g.,
writing it down to respond later or
asks the rest of class to attempt a
response)

Yes 

Yes 

N/A 

Students raised their hands often and sometimes would do 
so while another student was still talking. Professor Synder-
Yuly would sometimes point and nod to the student with 
their hand raised in order to let them know that they were 
up next, while getting them to refocus their attention on the 
student who was still speaking. This is an excellent practice 
that keeps students engaged while simultaneously making 
sure that they pay attention to their peers.  

There were no questions that “stumped’ the instructor, so it 
is impossible to judge her reaction to not knowing an 
answer. 

Instructor fosters engagement and 
participation: 
• Instructor uses appropriate methods

to generate participation

 Asks a variety of question types (e.g.,
factual, application, opinion, critical)

 Builds off student answers/comments

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Professor Synder-Yuly used many different methods to 
encourage participation. She included two different movie 
clips and asked a large variety of questions that required 
different levels of knowledge. When students would 
respond with an interesting anecdote, the instructor would 
build off of it and follow the tangent to its natural 
conclusion rather than shutting it down immediately.  
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 Encourages dialogue, discussion,
student-student interaction (engages
more than just a few students)

 In light of incorrect response, remains
respectful, not immediately negative;
turns into a teachable moment

Partially 

N/A 

While the professor made sure to encourage dialogue in the 
classroom, this dialogue was largely student-instructor, not 
student-student. Including more student-student 
interaction (with small group work or activities, or even 
partner quizzes) can create a more dynamic classroom 
environment.   

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS 

 Uses effective visual medium for
material and classroom

 Visual aids complement, illustrate or
explain material

 Visuals are uncluttered (e.g.,
appropriate amount of text per slide,
whiteboard content clear and
organized)

 Pacing of visuals appropriate

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Excellent visual aids. The instructor’s PowerPoint was 
interesting and well balanced, and she included two videos 
to drive home specific points about nonverbal 
communication. 

The visuals were well organized and evenly paced, making it 
easy for students to follow along as they took notes.  

SUMMARY 

Strengths of lesson overall, including: 

 Lesson planning (e.g., objectives,
activity selection, pacing, assessment)

 Teacher presence
Teaching & learning methods

The visuals were extremely well done and the pacing of the lesson 
matched up perfectly with the PowerPoint. In addition, the instructor 
included videos that broke up the lecture, piqued the interest of the class, 
and still delivered important information to the students. 

Professor Synder-Yuly’s teacher presence was strong throughout class, as 
she maintained an air of compassionate competence during her lecture. 
She was an excellent mix of warm and professional, and had great 
command of the room.  

Opportunities for growth, including: 

 Lesson planning (e.g., objectives,
activity selection, pacing, assessment)

 Teacher presence
• Teaching & learning methods

The lack of explicit learning objectives made it slightly more difficult for 
students to ensure that they were on the same page as the instructor. 
While the professor clearly had a very defined idea of what the class 
session would accomplish, she did not make those ideas clear to the 
classroom. 

The interaction between the instructor and her students was very strong, 
but there was little to no student-student interaction in the classroom. 
Including more activities that grouped students together could lead to a 
more engaged classroom environment. 
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Dear Professor Synder-Yuly, 

Thank you for the opportunity to visit your classroom! As I said before, my Master’s degree was in Communications so 
many of the elements of your classroom led to pleasant flashbacks. Below please find my general comments. 

I found your class to be entertaining and informative, with your presence as a teacher sticking out as particularly strong. 
You seemed poised and confident on stage, and your interactions with students were extremely positive. You asked a 
variety of different question types and consistently managed to get your class to engage with the material on a personal 
level. This is no small feat! Getting students to interact with their professor can be difficult enough, but many of your 
students were sharing personal stories with the classroom, which I thought was fascinating. 

One potential room for growth would be to encourage more student-student interaction through the use of active 
learning activities. These do not necessarily have to be graded for credit, but they do force students to interact with 
their peers in different ways. The atmosphere in your classroom was extremely positive. I remember one interaction 
between students in particular: a student made a comment about communication styles in the Middle East and a Middle 
Eastern woman in your class said that she disagreed and that her experience was different. The first student graciously 
apologized and no feelings seemed hurt. I believe you should capitalize on this atmosphere by developing more 
activities that get students working together. 

This is largely nit-picking, however, as your classroom was well organized and extremely engaging. You have developed a 
number of practices that I hope you continue over the years, though as always there is room for tinkering. Please let me 
know if there is anything I can do to help you improve your teaching. 

Sincerely, 

Kurt Guner 
Graduate Fellow 
The Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence 
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In-Class Teaching Observation 

Instructor Name: Julie Snyder-Yuly CTLE Consultant: Kurt Guner 

Course Number & Name: BUS 3910-001 

Date: 6.14.2016 

# of Students: 56 

Category 
Yes/Mostly/ 
Partially/No/ 

Not Applicable
Comments 

CLASS ORGANIZATION 

Warm-up/Review 

Class begins on time 
• Greets students
• Lets students know class is starting

No 
Yes 
Yes 

Professor Snyder-Yuly began class with a brief welcome, 
though she did start 2 minutes late (there were some minor 
issues with setting up her presentation). She used that time 
to let students ask any questions they had about an 
upcoming major assignment.   

Lesson outline given at the beginning of 
class, verbally and visually (e.g., on board, 
slide) 

Yes Included a brief outline at the start of class that covered 
what would be covered during this class and the rest of the 
week. 

Elaborates upon prior courses, lessons, 
assignments, and/or readings 

Yes Past concepts were referenced during the lecture and 
Professor Snyder-Yuly used groups created for a larger 
assignment to do an activity that built on key ideas.  

Presentation and Practice Phases of Lesson 

Draws upon student experience, current 
events, and/or scholarly sources 

Yes Connected the class material to the mass shooting in 
Orlando. Encouraged students to grapple with the material 
in a more personal manner. 

Pace and flow of lesson supports learning 
(not too fast or too slow, suitable for note 
taking, questions and reflection) 

Yes The pacing of the lesson was consistent and measured, and 
while Professor Snyder-Yuly occasionally got over-excited 
about certain topics (causing her to speak a bit more quickly 
than usual), she maintained a fairly even pace that made it 
easy for students to take notes. 

Lesson content, activities, and materials 
are appropriate for student level 
(not too simplistic or advanced) 

Yes The content and materials seemed to match up well with 
the student level. Students were able to respond 
comfortable to the concepts that Professor Snyder-Yuly 
presented. 

Uses a variety of teaching techniques (e.g., 
lecture, discussion, demonstration, small 
group work, film/audio clips, etc.) 

Mostly Professor Snyder-Yuly mostly lectured, but included various 
Q&A sections that got students involved and ended her 
lecture with a 20 minute group activity. 

Appropriate active learning: 
• Provides an application component

(e.g., students can connect theory to 
practice, demonstrate a personal 
connection to course content)  

Yes 
The class included a 20 minute activity that had detailed 
instructions on the PowerPoint slide for students to follow 
along with. It asked students to use existing groups which 
cut down on prep time and got them working together 
almost immediately after the assignment commenced. 
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• Adequate time provided for completion
of in-class activities

Yes 

Provides appropriate breaks (for classes 
longer than 80 minutes)  

Yes A break was included after 90 minutes. 

Wrap-up 

• Finishes with an overview of what was
covered

• Class ends on time
• Closes lesson appropriately (e.g.,

bidding farewell)

N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

Only the first half of class was observed, so it is impossible 
to tell if the course ended with an overview or on time.  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

Provides action-oriented learning 
objectives for lesson 

N/A The class began with an outline, rather than a list of clear 
objectives. 

• Number of learning objectives
appropriate for session length

• Lesson content matches learning
objectives

• Engages students in application of at
least one learning objective
In-class activities are explicitly linked
to lesson objectives

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

The class used an outline to set the stage rather than 
learning objectives, though it is clear that Professor Snyder-
Yuly had a clear idea of what core concepts she wanted her 
students to learn.  

Making those objectives more clear can be helpful for 
students, but Professor Snyder-Yuly had organized her 
classroom well and students were reminded of the key 
ideas and concepts throughout class.  

INSTRUCTOR INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 

Teacher presence: 
• Maintains eye contact
• Appears engaged/interested in

material
• Body language indicates confidence,

willingness to engage, comfort in
teacher role

• Demonstrates knowledge of student
names or is in process of learning
names

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Professor Snyder-Yuly had a strong presence as a teacher 
throughout class. She maintained eye contact with students 
and her body language encouraged students to interact 
with her in a more colloquial manner.  

She was extremely comfortable in her role as an instructor 
and did a great job running discussion groups and engaging 
with students.  

During discussion sections Professor Snyder-Yuly referred to 
students by name and seemed to know a good number of 
students even though there were more than 50 students 
enrolled. 

Language is respectful and inclusive Yes Professor Snyder-Yuly used thoughtful language throughout 
class.   

Students stay after class to interact with 
instructor 

N/A Only the first half of class was observed so it was impossible 
to tell if students stayed late to interact with the instructor. 

STUDENT BEHAVIOR 

Students’ academic maturity & focus: 
• Quiet easily when instructor begins No 

Mostly 

The class was extremely difficult to reign in once they began 
having side conversations. Professor Snyder-Yuly had 
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• Are attentive (e.g., not chatting or
surfing the web)

• Arrive on time
• Stay until session finished

Mostly 
Mostly 

trouble getting them to quiet down and this led to some 
problems for students. 

Most students arrived on time and stayed until the end of 
class, though a few students came late and left early. One 
student in particular arrived 40 minutes late and left 15 
minutes later.  

Students’ interpersonal conduct: 
• Participate in turn-taking and listening

   to each other’s comments/questions 
• Use respectful and inclusive language

Mostly 

Yes 

When students responded to questions their peers would 
often respond specifically to their comments (indicating that 
they are paying close attention). Their language was 
consistently respectful even when talking about very 
sensitive subjects (terrorism, gun control, etc.). 

INTERACTION 

Instructor checks or is aware when 
students are lost or hurried (asks content 
comprehension questions, monitors 
during group work) 

Mostly Professor Snyder-Yuly did a great job of rotating throughout 
the classroom and checking in on students during group 
work. She made herself available for questions and would 
ask diverse types of questions to encourage student 
comprehension. However, she did not always stop to check 
in with the entire class after discussing difficult topics. 
Simply stopping to say “is everyone on the same page?” or 
“any questions?” can have a very positive impact on 
student’s comprehension.  

Instructor questioning style: 
• Asks one question at a time
• Questions are clear
• Provides ample wait time (10 secs) for

student answers before repeating,
responding or moving on

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Professor Snyder-Yuly asked questions patiently, in a way 
that gave students ample time to consider their response 
before commenting. Her questions were clear and easy to 
understand. 

Instructor response to questions: 
• Aware of raised hands and answers

question that was asked 
• Verifies that question was answered

to student’s satisfaction
• Reacts appropriately in the event

he/she doesn’t know answer (e.g.,
writing it down to respond later or
asks the rest of class to attempt a
response)

Yes 

Yes 

N/A 

When running her discussion sections and during Q&A, 
Professor Snyder-Yuly was consistently aware of raised 
hands and did a good job moving through the classroom 
(i.e. not focusing on one or two students). When students 
asked difficult questions, she would generally check in with 
them to ensure that they were satisfied with her response.  

At no point in the class did someone present the instructor 
with a question she could not answer, so it is impossible to 
judge her response to that situation.  

Instructor fosters engagement and 
participation: 
• Instructor uses appropriate methods

   to generate participation 
• Asks a variety of question types (e.g.,

factual, application, opinion, critical)
• Builds off student answers/comments

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Professor Snyder-Yuly did an excellent job encouraging 
conversation between students and getting them to open 
up about complex topics. She did this by asking a variety of 
question types that inspired in-depth responses. 

In addition, she cycled through different students and made 
sure to have a diverse cast of students responding to 
questions and comments. 
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• Encourages dialogue, discussion,
student-student interaction (engages
more than just a few students)

• In light of incorrect response, remains
respectful, not immediately negative;
turns into a teachable moment

Yes 
When a student said something factually incorrect, 
Professor Snyder-Yuly was very supportive and kind, leading 
the student towards the correct answer rather than harshly 
contradicting them. 

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS 

• Uses effective visual medium for
material and classroom

• Visual aids complement, illustrate or
explain material

• Visuals are uncluttered (e.g.,
appropriate amount of text per slide,
whiteboard content clear and
organized)

• Pacing of visuals appropriate

Yes 

Yes 

Mostly 

Yes 

The PowerPoint used in the class was well organized and 
clean, with clear delineation of points and major concepts. 
Professor Snyder-Yuly even brought in screenshots from 
recent Twitter posts and internet photos to get her point 
across in a more relatable manner. 

SUMMARY 

Strengths of lesson overall, including: 
• Lesson planning (e.g., objectives,

activity selection, pacing, assessment)
• Teacher presence

Teaching & learning methods

Professor Snyder-Yuly did an extraordinary job organizing her classroom 
and managed to cover a large amount of material while still keeping a 
consistent pace.  

Her presence as a teacher was another huge plus, as she engaged with her 
students on a collegial level and added a deeply personal touch to the 
classroom, all while maintaining a level of professionalism.  

Professor Snyder-Yuly began the class with a discussion of the latest mass 
shooting in Orlando, effectively engaging the entire classroom and 
encouraging students to participate in what could potentially turn into a 
stressful conversation. She was able to guide students through the 
touchier topics while connecting current events to her lecture material. 

Opportunities for growth, including: 
• Lesson planning (e.g., objectives,

activity selection, pacing, assessment)
• Teacher presence
• Teaching & learning methods

Students seemed to have a lot of side conversations and Professor Snyder-
Yuly occasionally struggled to rein in her students and get back to the 
lecture. During discussion, this would occasionally lead to situations where 
it was difficult to hear the student who was speaking. 

Creating clear objectives or focusing down on key concepts could be a 
great help for students as they take notes. It is clear that Professor Snyder-
Yuly has a very organized classroom, but giving students more explicit 
reminders of what is expected of them can only help. 
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Dear Professor Snyder-Yuly, 

Thank you for the opportunity to visit your classroom! I thoroughly enjoyed my time. Below, please find my general 
comments. 

Your classroom was extremely well organized and you clearly have a deep understanding of your role as an instructor. 
As a result, most of my commentary here will be relatively “nit-picky” as I try to present potential areas for growth. Your 
strengths, I believe, are your presence as a teacher and your ability to engage with your students while still maintaining 
an air of professionalism.  

One potential area for improvement could be classroom management. While I think you did an admirable job 
maintaining order with a large classroom, there were still many situations where side conversations derailed a student’s 
comment or made it impossible to hear what you or another student were saying. Coming up with some strategies to 
address both the volume and duration of these background murmurings will make a tangible impact on your classroom.  

That being said, I thought your class was exceedingly well organized and that you did a stellar job connecting current 
events to your classroom and getting your students to talk about potentially difficult topics. The shootings in Orlando 
were only days old but you covered them admirably and navigated some tricky political conversations. What’s more, I 
could see students perk up and engage in the conversation, showing that you did a good job tying the lecture to 
something that had impacted them. 

Overall your classroom is well organized, friendly, and does a great job delivering material to students. Occasional 
tinkering is always helpful, but there are no major flaws that I could identify. Of course, if you have any questions or 
concerns please don’t hesitate to contact me.  

Sincerely, 

Kurt Guner 
Graduate Fellow 
The Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence 
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Julie Snyder-Yuly

Evaluation Summaries

My Avg.

Comm 

Avg.

Semst 

Avg. Sample Positive Comment Sample Improvement Comment

Instructor 

Questions

5.4 5.3 5.4

Course 

Questions

5.4 5.2 5.2

Instructor 

Questions

4.9 5.3 5.4

Course 

Questions

4.6 5.2 5.2

Instructor 

Questions

5.5 5.3 5.3

Course 

Questions

5.7 5.2 5.2

Assignments and things were a little 

confusing on when they were due. 

Things got switched around and 

canceled and then ended up being 

turned in later without an 

announcement so a lot of people's 

grades were affected by that. It just 

needs a little more clear concise 

organization in the syllabus that is 

followed.

1. Assignments and readings need to

be more clearly stated and enforced.

We rarely discuss the readings. 2.

Canvas was a mess. If that is organized

from the beginning there would be a

lot less confusion

I think that you were slightly critical in 

your grading of the speeches for the 

type of class this is. For a 1010 level 

class I feel like you could ease up on 

the grading of the speeches or focus 

more critically on the outlines of the 

speeches rather than the actual 

speech.

Comm 1020

Fall 2012 Sec. 1

Fall 2012 Sec. 2

Spring 2013 Sec. 1

I really enjoyed watching examples of 

the speeches we were to perform. It 

was great to see both positive and 

negative examples. It was also great to 

practice speeches with class members 

before the actual graded speeches.

Going through things with us as a class 

helped us be more comfortable with 

each other. I liked how you got us to 

work together and let us talk to one 

another so we aren't so shy around 

everyone.

This class was great. The teacher was 

fun and energetic and involved 

everyone in the class. I saw an 

improvement with myself and everyone 

else in the class and I really enjoyed 

waking up to come to this class.
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Julie Snyder-Yuly

Evaluation Summaries

My Avg.

Comm 

Avg.

Semst 

Avg. Sample Positive Comment Sample Improvement Comment
Instructor 

Questions

5.4 5.3 5.3

Course 

Questions

5.3 5.2 5.2

Comm 2110

Instructor 

Questions

5 5.3 5.4

Course 

Questions

4.7 5.2 5.2

Instructor 

Questions

5.2 5.3 5.3

Course 

Questions

5.2 5.2 5.1

Instructor 

Questions

5.5 5.3 5.5

Course 

Questions

5 5.2 5.3

Interaction with fellow classmates 

helped me understand the topics we 

were covering, I also feel the lab setting 

helped lock in things I was unsure about.

I am not sure if this course needs a lab 

portion to it. I found the lab to be 

repetitive. Having the lab, we went 

over the material again, which makes it 

clearer in a way.

We had activities that we had to come 

together to do. This wasn't so much 

communication as it was regurgitating 

what we learned to the rest of class.

The course material seemed like a lot 

of common sense. I would have 

preferred giving more speeches and 

less reading, even though I was the 

only one who ever did the reading. I 

feel like the actual speaking helped me 

more than anything else.

The tests and quizzes directly related to 

the concepts we talked about in class 

and read in our textbooks. I liked that 

we had two big lectures and one smaller 

class a week.

I'm not sure how exactly but the in 

class presentations could be more well 

organized or modified

Spring 2013 Sec. 2

Fall 2014

Julie was SO good at helping every 

student. I wanted her to push me and 

she did. I learned so much. She also was 

very patient with EVERY student and 

their QUESTIONS!

She was nice and was good about 

working with students. When she was 

unsure about a topic, she would 

research it more and get back to us with 

a better definition. She was also lively.

Spring 2015

Fall 2015
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Julie Snyder-Yuly

Evaluation Summaries

My Avg.

Comm 

Avg.

Semst 

Avg. Sample Positive Comment Sample Improvement Comment
Instructor 

Questions

5.3 5.3 5.3

Course 

Questions

5 5.2 5.1

Instructor 

Questions

5.3 5.3 5.4

Course 

Questions

5.2 5.2 5.3

Summer 2015

The exam and quiz questions tried to 

trick you, it wasn't fair. Everything was 

open note, but there were questions 

you would never know without looking 

them up in the book, and there was 

never enough time for that. For 

discussions, you were docked points if 

you didn't engage with your peers. I 

understand responding to others 

posts, but it is unrealistic to expect a 

full on conversation. I'm a full time 

student and took an online class for 

the purpose of being able to do it on 

my own time. She tried to create a 

face to face classroom via online. That 

doesn't work.

Julie was a great teacher and very good 

at keeping everyone informed. She was 

always quick to email me back on my 

concerns about certain things. She made 

us all get involved as a class which made 

it feel like we were actually in an in 

person class environment which was 

nice!

Although, our specific class had a hard 

time participating in class, our professor 

continued to encourage participation. I 

liked the varying activities and guest 

speakers our professor had in class. It 

helped make class an interesting place 

to go becuase it wasn't constantly the 

same every time.

The class could have not met on 

Fridays; I think I would have learned 

more and it would be more convenient 

if the class was online on Fridays 

instead. The Yellowdig board was 

confusing and seemed pointless with 

the canvas discussion board already 

being implemented.

Spring 2016
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Julie Snyder-Yuly

Evaluation Summaries

My Avg.

Comm  

Avg.

Sem. 

Avg. Sample Positive Sample Needs Improvement
Instructor 

Questions

4.8 5.3 5.4

Course 

Questions

4.8 5.2 5.3

BUS 3910 My Avg.

Bus. 

Avg.

Sem. 

Avg. Sample Positive Sample Needs Improvement
Instructor 

Questions

5.2 5.2 5.4

Course 

Questions

5 5 5.2

College of Business - TA Positions

*I had a huge technical issue while teaching this class. I somehow got it linked to another class and it was pulling in extra assignments and dates

were changed. I tried to communicate the best I could with the students, unfortunately it was an issue that couldn't get resolved during the course.

Summer 2016* Canvas was not cooperative, so it was 

difficult to find what assignments were 

due at what time sometimes. The due 

dates would change mid-way through 

the week.

The professor did a good job at creating 

YouTube videos for us to understand 

each chapter. The instructor did a good 

job at helping us get to know each 

student by having group posts.

The instructor and course received evaluations. However, there were no evaluations for the TA so I am unable to provide 

statistics or comments. 

Academic Year 2013-2014

The CLEAR faciliator evaluations were hand written instead of computer generated. As such, I do not have the statistics to 

present. Copies of all the Civial engineering evaluations are included in the appendices. 

Fall 2014-Spring 2016

Summer 2016 Used a lot of vivid example that helped 

bring the material to life for me. Was a 

very clear, concise instructor that 

presented the material in a way that it 

was easy to understand.

Some of Julie's directions were 

confusing, and contradictory. I felt like 

I had to guess a little about how the 

material applied to class. I don't know 

if all the assignments really helped me 

understand course objectives.

CLEAR Facilitator
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Chapter 2 

Communication 1020 – Principles of Public Speaking 

Fall 2012 and Spring 2013 

This chapter of the portfolio focuses on the public speaking course I taught my first year as a 

graduate student at the University of Utah. This course was one of my favorite courses to teach 

as I got to have a lot of hands on work with my students. There will not be many examples of 

homework as most of work students did was oral. Some of the peer reviews and outlines were 

also handed back to students. At the time, I failed to consider keeping copies of student work. In 

this section, you will find the following content: 

 Course Syllabus

o Syllabus from Fall 2012

o An example page from the Canvas LMS system

 Evaluation Summary

 Sample Lecture Slides and Notes

o Chapter 15 PowerPoint slides on using visuals

o Chapter 6 talking points and activity

 Sample Student Handouts

o A detailed speech outline

 Sample Assignments

o A graded outline – for the informative speech

o A grading rubric – for the informative speech

o A self-critique assignment – for the informative speech

o Peer evaluation – to be used for all speeches

o Political ad assignment and examples of student work
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PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC SPEAKING 

COMMUNICATION 1020 

FALL 2012 

Instructor: Julie Snyder-Yuly 

Email: julie.yuly@utah.edu 

Classroom: OSH 111 

Class Sessions: MWF 10:45-11:35 

Office: 2810 LNCO 

Office Hours: M & T 12:00-1:00 or by appointment 

REQUIRED TEXT 

David Zarefsky, Public Speaking: Strategies for Success, 6
th

 edition (Boston: Allyn & Bacon,

2011).  

CANVAS 

This course utilizes Canvas online services. 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

 Principles of Public Speaking enables students to learn and develop some of the knowledge 

and skills necessary to participating as a responsible and successful member of society. You will 

build an effective style and repertoire of communication abilities that apply to a variety of 

speaking situations. This course is an opportunity for you to work intensively with your peers 

and the instructor in learning basic theoretical constructs of communication and experimenting 

with their application in a number of course projects. 

COURSE GOALS 

 To Understand – This course presents basic rhetorical concepts and principles of effective

speaking in several contexts.

 To Apply – This course applies rhetorical processes to the real-world contexts in which they
occur, focusing on events and situations in our own lives.

 To Practice – This course has students enact and assess concepts we are studying, and it
explores alternatives for communicating with others under a variety of conditions.

UNIVERSITY POLICIES 

 The Americans with Disabilities Act – The University of Utah seeks to provide equal

access to its programs, services and activities for people with disabilities. If you will need
accommodations in the class, reasonable prior notice needs to be given to the Center for

Disability Services (CDS), 162 Olpin Union Building, 581-5020 (V/TDD). CDS will work

with you and the instructor to make arrangements for accommodations. All written

information in this course can be made available in alternative format with prior notification

to the Center for Disability Services.
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If you will require additional assistance with any course activities due to disability, please 

let the instructor know as soon as possible. You may find the Center for Disability Services 

online at http://disability.utah.edu. 

 Drop/Withdrawal Policy – If you are registered for the course, but are not in attendance
during either of the first two days of class and have not notified the instructor of a

University-sanctioned reason for your absence, you must drop the class so that others may

enroll. You can drop a course during the first ten calendar days of the semester. You may

withdraw (with a “W” recorded on the student’s academic record) until the midpoint of the

semester, as indicated on the academic calendar. After that, withdrawal is possible only “in

cases of compelling non-academic emergencies” through petition of the dean of your college.

Enrolling in, dropping, and withdrawing from courses is the student’s responsibility. Please

see the Student Handbook.

 Academic (Dis)Honesty– The Student Code spells out specific rights of students in the

classroom. The Student Code also specifies proscribed conduct, including cheating on exams,

collusion, and plagiarism. Students found guilty of academic dishonesty can receive an “E”

for the assignment or the course, and other disciplinary action may be taken.

 Plagiarism includes intentional submission of someone else’s work without credit, in part 

or as a whole; misuse of citations to conceal a source; and similar behaviors. Please meet 

with the instructor immediately if you are unclear as to what constitutes plagiarism. 

Suggestions for avoiding plagiarism and using APA or MLA citation styles can be found at 
http://www.lib.utah.edu/instruction/handouts.html. 

 Curriculum Accommodations – Curriculum accommodations take two forms: schedule

accommodations and content accommodations.

 The instructor can provide schedule accommodations for those who have a conflict that 

involves religious/spiritual observances, documented and University-sanctioned activities 

(including athletic participation demonstrated at the beginning of the semester), and family 

or medical-related emergencies. If you anticipate any scheduling conflict with this course, 

please speak with the instructor as soon as possible. In every case, it is the student’s 

responsibility to arrange alternatives as soon as possible for any assignment, presentation, or 

examination.  

 Content accommodations will not be provided for this course. All assignments, activities, 

and content are selected to achieve specific pedagogical outcomes. Given the nature of 

public speaking classes, we will engage difficult, controversial subjects. However, civility 

and tolerance of diversity are requirements of student conduct in our class. This class asks 

you to think critically about others’ and your own positions. If you believe that you may 

experience a conflict with your sincerely-held ethical commitments or religious beliefs as a 

result of this course’s readings, assignments, or activities—and you are unclear about 

materials’ relevance to the class—you should speak with the instructor immediately and 

decide whether this is a course you wish to take. 

COURSE POLICIES 

 Learning Environment – We will maintain our classroom as a productive place to learn.
We are all responsible for fostering an environment open to observing, discussing, and

reflecting upon our own and others’ communicative behaviors in order to learn. Thus, each

one of us will need to be conscious of our role in providing a place where every class

member, given all our differences, will feel and function as part of the class. If at any time or
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for any reason you feel uncomfortable with the classroom environment, please contact the 

instructor immediately in order to resolve/improve the situation. 

 Speaking Partners – Prior to each speaking assignment, you will be assigned 2-3 speaking
partners to create speaking teams. These will be the people that you will practice with and

provide informal feedback during class activities. These groups will also determine who you

will provide peer evaluations. Teams will change prior to each speech so that you have

opportunity to work with and evaluate a variety of classmates.

 Attendance – This course is based on an understanding that your knowledge and ability in

communicating with others will naturally grow by actively engaging in communicative

activities and exercises, by offering and accepting thoughtful feedback, and through critical

reflection to more fully understand your own public speaking performances. Consequently,

this course has an attendance policy. Grades are structured to give you points for attending

and participating in various types of classroom activities. Attendance is a significant part of

your grade for this course. Please see the point-scheme for attendance below, as well as the

course’s policy on schedule accommodations.

 Canvas–Canvas is a required part of the course that will be used to host recordings of student
speeches, among other functions. It is your responsibility to keep abreast of updates at the

Canvas site.

 Videotaping – You will be videotaped by staff from Instructional Media Services (IMS) for
several of your speech assignments. This service is covered by the fees associated with your

class. IMS staff will make the recordings of your speeches available to you and members of

your class in several media formats. Reviewing videotaped performances serves students of

public speaking very well. As such, students enrolled in the course agree to be videotaped,

and they should understand that recordings of their speeches will be made available to them,

the instructor, and their classmates.

 Deadlines –All assignments are due no later than the dates indicated in the course schedule.
Late assignments may incur penalties. Specifically, if you miss a speaking date without

contacting your instructor and without a university-sanctioned reason for your absence, you

will receive no credit for the assignment. The instructor retains the authority to decide

whether any situation or circumstance warrants adjustment of course schedules or policies.

 Contact Information – Please keep your profile information current with the university—

especially your email address, since some class correspondence will occur via email. It is

also your responsibility to remain current with content and communiqué on the Canvas

website.

 Grievance Policy – If you have any concerns about the course or your instructor, please see
the instructor about these concerns as soon as possible. If you are not comfortable talking

with the instructor or not satisfied with the response that you receive, you may contact the

Faculty Course Coordinator, Dr. Danielle Endres in LNCO 2611 or at

danielle.endres@utah.edu. If you are still not satisfied with the response that you receive, you

may contact the Director of Undergraduate Studies, Dr. Glen Feighery, in LNCO 2413 or at

glen.feighery@utah.edu.

COURSE ASSIGNMENTS 

 More details will be provided for some assignments. There are 1000 possible points for this 

course. 
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 Attendance & Participation – 50 points. The instructor will keep a record of attendance
and will use your level and quality of participation to determine this score. Students are

allowed two unexcused absences. Unexcused absences are those that do not meet the

criteria described in the Curriculum Accommodations section, above. Each subsequent

absence incurs the student a five point penalty, up to 50 points.

 Quizzes/Assignments – 100 points. You will periodically be quizzed or complete an

assignment on material we have read and discussed. You will complete 5

quizzes/assignments, but only the four highest scores will be counted toward your course

grade. So, each quiz will be worth 25 points.

 Self-Critique – 50 points. Following one speech (the Informative, Impromptu or
Persuasive) you will critique your own performance. You will use instructor evaluation,

peer feedback, and video recordings to critically assess your successes, needs for

improvement, and development. It is in your best interest to do this earlier in the semester

as it will help you improve your later speeches and peer feedback.

 Peer Feedback – 50 points. Every student will provide structured written feedback to at
least three peers following each speech. As well, on at least one occasion, students will be

asked to provide cogent feedback to peers in oral form during the class session. The

instructor will coach students on how to provide effective, constructive, and sensitive

critiques. Feedback will be posted on Canvas. With five speeches scheduled throughout

the semester, students can earn at least 10 points for each speech.

 Paper – 50 points. You will attend a public speaking event outside of our class and write
a thoughtful critique of the speaker. In two to three pages, you should discuss topics such

as the strengths and limitations of the speaker’s style, organization of content, audience

assessment, and the like. As you are asked to think critically about the speaker, speaking

strategies, arguments, audience, context, purpose, and other features of the speech, plan

to attend a public presentation outside your normal routine. Numerous lectures are

already posted on the university event website and I will try to present additional

opportunities as I hear of them. I would encourage you to complete this earlier in the

semester.

 Workshop Materials / Outlines – 100 points. For each graded speech, you will submit a

working outline of your speech at least one class period in advance of date scheduled for

your presentation. Also, you will hand in a final outline immediately preceding your

speech. These outlines may change and that is ok. They should, nevertheless, be

presented to the instructor cleanly formatted and should detail the core purpose, thesis,

and strategies of the speech. There are four graded speeches, so each outline will be

worth 25 points.

 Speech of Introduction – Not graded. This two-minute speech introduces you to your
peers and allows you to practice your speaking skills early in the semester.

 Informative Speech – 150 points. For this presentation, you will teach and inform the
audience about a topic on which you are an authority. In this three to four minute

speech, you will be required to provide useful, illuminating supporting material to

demonstrate and explain the subject of your speech.

 Impromptu Speech – 150 points. Life often demands that we deliver speeches with little

preparation. These two-minute speeches have you speak on a topic you receive only

minutes before delivery. The impromptu speech provides you a chance to demonstrate, in
the moment, the skills you’ve developed throughout the semester.
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 Persuasive Speech – 150 points. You will employ the skills learned to this point to
persuade your audience toward some position on a contentious topic or debate in five to

six minutes.  You are encouraged to be both practical and creative in selecting your topic.

 Special Occasion Speech – 150 points. For this short presentation, you must imagine a

situation of import. Your task is to craft a two to three minute speech that appropriately

meets the needs of that rhetorical situation by commemorating the ceremony of the

moment.

 Final Grades –

A = 100-94% A- = 93-90%

B+ = 89-87% B = 86-84% B- = 83-80%

C+ = 79-77% C = 76-74% C- = 73-70%

D+ = 69-67% D = 66-64% D- = 63-60% F = 59% ↓ 
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COURSE SCHEDULE 

Subject to change, if necessary. 

WEEK 1 

8/20 Orientation 

Activities: Introductions, syllabus discussion, course registration, discussion of 

Canvas 

8/22 Rhetoric, The Public Forum, and Ethics 

Readings: Chapter 1 & “The Classical Tradition of Rhetoric” (I will email you this) 

Activities: Introduction of classmates 

Finalize course registration 

8/24 Preparing the Introductory Speech 

Readings: Chapters 2 & 3 

Assignments: Based on the readings, bring in your ideas/outline for your introductory 

speech  

Activities: Partner practice 

Speaking partners and speaking order determined 

WEEK 2 

8/27 Introductory Speeches (9) 

Hand in your outline (not graded) 

8/29 Introductory Speeches (9) 

Hand in your outline (not graded) 

8/31 Introductory Speeches (9) 

Hand in your outline (not graded) 

WEEK 3 

9/3 NO CLASS-LABOR DAY 

9/5 Audience 

Readings: Chapter 5 

Activities: Debrief Introductory Speeches 

Audience Analysis 

9/7 Choosing a Topic 

Reading:  Chapter 6 

Assignments:  Peer feedback (peer feedback 10 pts) 

Bring a list of 20-25 potential speech topics to class 

Activities:  Narrowing your topic  
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WEEK 4 

9/10 Informative Speaking 

Readings: Chapter 13 & Appendix  “Campus Kitchen” pp. 416-417 

Activities: Speaking partners determined 

Brainstorm informative speech topics 

9/12  Informative Speaking (Cont.) 

Readings: Read Courtney Love “Piracy in the Music Business” and William Lyon 

Phelps “The Pleasure of Books” (available on Canvas) 

Assignments:  Be prepared to discuss speeches as they relate to the previous 

readings/assignments 

Bring your topic idea(s) to class 

Activities: Partner Practice 

5 strategies 

9/14 Researching the Speech 

Readings: Chapter 7 

Assignments:  Political Ads Assessment (25 pts)  

Activities: Researching a topic (you will be working in your partner groups. If 

possible, one of you should have a laptop. 

WEEK 5 

9/17 Arrangement 

Readings: Chapter 9 

Assignments:  Bring a photocopy or printout of a speech you like to class. This should 

not be a speech you find anywhere in this course syllabus or on Canvas. 

Bring your topic to class 

Activities: Partner Practice 

Identifying the main ideas 

9/19 Arrangement (Cont.) 

Readings: Chapter 10 

Assignments:  Bring your speech from Monday to class. 

Bring your topic to class. 

Activities: Partner Practice 

Introductions and conclusions 

9/21 Arrangement 

Readings: Chapter 11 

Assignments:  Bring your speech from Monday to class. 

Bring your topic to class. 

Activities: Partner Practice 

Outlines and audiences 
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WEEK 6 

9/24 Visual Aids 

Readings: Chapter 15 

Assignments:  Bring your speech from last Monday to class. 

Bring your topic to class. 

Activities: Partner Practice 

Discussion of visual aids 

9/26  Speech Criticism 

Readings: Chapter 4 

Activities:  Watch and evaluate sample speeches 

9/28 Informative Speech Workshop 

Assignment: Working outline due (25 pts) 

Activities: Speaking order determined 

WEEK 7 – INFORMATIVE SPEECHES (150 PTS) 

10/1 Informative Speeches (9) 

Bring 2 copies of your final outline, use one for your speech and hand in one prior to 

speaking. 

10/3 Informative Speeches (9) 

Bring 2 copies of your final outline, use one for your speech and hand in one prior to 

speaking. 

10/5 Informative Speeches (9) 

Bring 2 copies of your final outline, use one for your speech and hand in one prior to 

speaking. 

WEEK 8  

FALL BREAK 

WEEK 9 

10/15 Persuasive Speaking 

Readings: Chapter 14 

Activities: Persuasive speech topics 

10/17  Persuasive Speaking 

Readings: “Inviting Transformation” (available on Canvas) 

Assignments:  Midterm Quiz (25 pts) 

Activities: Partner Practice 

10/19 Persuasive Speaking 

Readings: Read Carrie Chapman Catt “The Crisis” (available on Canvas) 

Assignments:  Peer feedback (10 pts) 

Activities:  Watch and discuss persuasive speech examples 
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WEEK 10 

10/22 Reasoning 

Readings: Chapter 8 

Assignments:  Bring a copy of a letter to the editor to class 

Activities: Partner Practice 

10/24 Reasoning (Cont.) 

Readings: TDB  

Assignments:  Reasoning assignment due (25 pts) 

Activities: Watch and critique speeches  

10/26 Persuasive Speech Workshop 

Assignments:  Working outlines due (25 pts) 

*Self-critique for your informative speech (25 pts)

Activities: Speaking order determined 

WEEK 11 – PERSUASIVE SPEECHES (150 PTS) 

10/29 Persuasive Speeches (5) 

Bring 2 copies of your final outline, use one for your speech and hand in one prior to 

speaking. 

10/31 Persuasive Speeches (5) 

Bring 2 copies of your final outline, use one for your speech and hand in one prior to 

speaking. 

11/2 Persuasive Speeches (5)  

Bring 2 copies of your final outline, use one for your speech and hand in one prior to 

speaking. 

WEEK 12 – PERSUASIVE SPEECHES (CONT.) 

11/5 Persuasive Speeches (4) 

Bring 2 copies of your final outline, use one for your speech and hand in one prior to 

speaking. 

11/7 Persuasive Speeches (4) 

Bring 2 copies of your final outline, use one for your speech and hand in one prior to 

speaking. 

11/9 Persuasive Speeches  (4) 

Bring 2 copies of your final outline, use one for your speech and hand in one prior to 

speaking. 
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WEEK 13:  

11/12 Style 

Readings: Chapter 12 

Activities: Debrief Persuasive Speeches 

11/14 Style (Cont.) 

Readings: “I Have a Dream” Appendix pp. 429-432 

Activities: Watch and analyze speeches for style 

11/16 Style (Cont.) 

Readings: TBD 

Assignments:  Compare and contrast styles (25 pts) 

Peer feedback due (10 pts) 

Activities:   Discuss special occasion speeches 

WEEK 14  

11/19 Impromptu Speaking 

Readings:  “Impromptu Speaking” (available on Canvas) 

Assignments:  Watch Ronald Reagan and Barack Obama’s impromptu speeches 

(available on Canvas) 

11/21  Impromptu Speaking Workshop 

Activities:  Partner Practice 

Assignments: *Self critique for your persuasive speech (25 pts) 

11/23 NO CLASS- THANKSGIVING 

WEEK 15 – IMPROMPTU SPEECH (150 PTS) 

11/26 Impromptu Speeches (9)  

Hand in your handwritten outline immediately following your speech (25 pts) 

11/28 Impromptu Speeches (9) 

Hand in your handwritten outline immediately following your speech (25 pts) 

11/30 Impromptu Speeches (9) 

Hand in your handwritten outline immediately following your speech (25 pts) 

WEEK 16 

11/31 Special occasion 

Readings:  Chapter 16 

Activities: Debrief impromptu speeches 
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12/2 Special occasion 

Readings: Eulogy for the Challenger Astronauts, 1986 

Assignments: Final Quiz (25 pts) 

Activities: Watch and evaluate speeches 

12/4 Workshop Special Occasion Speech 

Readings: Lady Bird Johnson “Tribute to Eleanor Roosevelt” (Available on Canvas) 

Assignments: Working outlines due (25 pts) 

Public Event Speaking critique must be turned in by today (50 pts) 

Peer feedback due (10 pts) 

Activities: Partner Practice 

Create special occasion speech and peer feedback schedule 

WEEK 17 FINALS WEEK 

12/13  10:30-12:30 

Special Occasion Speeches (150 pts) 

Oral peer feedback during class (10 pts) 

*Self-critique of your impromptu speech (25 pts)

*You only need to complete two self-critiques of your recorded speeches.
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Comm 1020 – Public Speaking 

Sample Pages from Canvas 

Week 5 Schedule 

2/4       Arrangement 

 Readings:  Chapter 9 - Organizing the Speech - The Body 

 Assignments:   Bring a photocopy or printout of a speech you like to class. This should

not be a speech you find anywhere in this course syllabus or on Canvas.

 Activities:  Partner Practice - Identifying the main ideas 

2/6       Arrangement (Cont.)  

 Readings:        Chapter 10 - Organizing the Speech: Intros, conclusions and transitions 

 Assignments:   Bring your speech from Monday to class. 

 Activities:        Introductions and conclusions 

2/8       Arrangement 

 Readings:  Chapter 11 - Outlining the speech 

 Assignments:   Bring your speech from Monday to class.

 Activities:  Outlines and audiences 

Week 14 schedule 

Monday, April 8  

 read chapter 16 - special occasion speaking

 Peer reviews of Persuasive speech due

 Determine speaking partners and speaking order determined

Wednesday, April 10 

 Read Eulogy for the Challenger Astronauts - in book appendix

 Determine your special occasion topic

Friday, April 12 

 Persuasive speech self-critique is due

 Outside speaking paper is due

 Partner practice - bring your outline and be ready to practice
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Communication 1020 – Principles of Public Speaking 2012/2013 

This was my first semester as a graduate student and first time teaching public speaking. Principles of 

Public Speaking is designed for students to learn and develop the knowledge and skills necessary to 

participate as responsible and successful members of society. Through the course, students will build an 

effective style and repertoire of communication abilities that apply to a variety of speaking situations. In 

this course, students work intensively with their peers and the instructor in learning basic theoretical 

constructs of communication and experimenting with their application in a number of course projects. 

Fall 2012 

Section 1 – 23 Students 

Evaluation Overview 

My 

Average 

Comm 

Average 

Comm 

Fall 12 

SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions 5.4 5.3 5.4 

Course Questions 5.4 5.2 5.2 

Summary of positive comments: Summary of improvements needed: 

 Very approachable

 Encouraged academic success

 Good interaction with students

 Didn’t always seem prepared

 Better organization of course

Section 2 – 23 Students 

Evaluation Overview 

My 

Average 

Comm 

Average 

Comm 

Fall 12 

There was a clear drop in 
evaluation scores between 
sections. This section met 
twice a week SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions 4.9 5.3 5.4 

Course Questions 4.6 5.2 5.2 

Summary of positive comments: Summary of improvements needed: 

 Patient and friendly

 Provided a variety of content

 Made students feel comfortable

 Knew material well

 Disorganized assignments and readings

 More shorter speeches throughout

 Using course and learning platform
technologies
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Spring 2013 

Section 1 - 24 Students 

Evaluation Overview 

My 

Average 

Comm 

Average 

Comm 

Sp 13 

SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions 5.5 5.3 5.3 

Course Questions 5.7 5.2 5.2 

Summary of positive comments: Summary of improvements needed: 

 Good feedback

 Friendly and willing to help

 Clear expectations

 Positive and fun

 Clearer grading expectations

 Sometimes class too relaxed

 Clearer course objectives

 More organized course structure

Section 2 - 22 Students 

Evaluation Overview 

My 
Average 

Comm 
Average 

Comm 
Sp 13 

SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions 5.4 5.3 5.3 

Course Questions 5.3 5.2 5.2 

Summary of positive comments: Summary of improvements needed: 

 Personable

 Knowledgeable

 Enthusiastic

 Good at helping students/patient

 More speeches/activities

 Less book learning

 Hold students more accountable for
reading

With the exception of section 2 in Fall 2012, my course evaluations met and exceeded those of the 

college. I really enjoyed teaching this class and the evaluations encouraged my love of teaching. The 

items that I am consistently scored lower on relate to organization. This is something that I will continue 

to work on and seek out help. The areas that I tend to score highest in relate to creating respectful 

environments and my interactions with students. I need to find a balance between my course 

professionalism (organization/accountability) and that of creating a positive learning environment.   
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1

Chapter 15
Using Visual Aids

Benefits

• Interest
– Variety, listener switches gears

• Credibility
– Appropriate, necessary

• Comprehension

– Easier understand

• Argument
– Embellish your idea

Types ‐ Charts

• Simplify data

• Show simply statistics 
or numbers

• Sequence of steps

• Flow chart

• Don’t put too much 
information on it

Types‐Graphs

• Show relationships – if 
you change one thing 
it will change another

• Line graphs (one 
variable as a function 
of another)

• Bar graphs (units of 
measure)

• Pie graphs 
(proportions/percent)

Types ‐ Representation

• Visual portrayal of 
reality

• Graphics

• Diagrams

• Maps

• Photos

• Film/video

Types – Objects and Models

• Bringing in the actual 
object

• A model of the object

• Nothing illegal or 
dangerous

• Pets/animals can cause 
problems
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Types ‐ People

• Your own body can be 
used

• Your appearance, dress

• Demonstrate

• Always have a volunteer 
lined up, don’t ask for 
one.

Visual Aid media

• What type of technology do you have?

• Computer generated slides ‐ don’t rely on
them – have backup.

• Color

• Font
• Size

• Unification

Visual Aids

• Transparencies – need smaller room

• Audio Visual – Ipod, Prezi,

• Multi‐media

• Flip Charts

• Handouts

• Make sure to  have all your needed
equipment, have a backup plan, know how to
use your visuals

Preparing Visual Aids

• Rehearse with your visual aids

• Use room/equipment if possible

• Plan for problems

• Choosing Ideas

–Must be seen easily by everyone

– Should be easily handled by speaker

– Be pleasing, not distracting

USING YOUR VISUAL AIDS

• Avoid distraction

• Do not obstruct view

• Speak to the
audience, not the aid

• Your aid should be:
– Visible

– Portable

– Appealing

– Relating

The End

• I hope you licked my persentation.

• TANKS! I WANT 
YOUR 
BRAINS
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Chapter 6 Notes and activities 

Choosing a topic and developing a strategy 

You must make strategic decisions about what will best achieve your purpose. But first you need to 

know what  your purpose is; and to decide that, you need to know your topic. 

 What makes a good topic

o Importance to the speaker – a good topic is one that matters to you.

o Interest to the audience – Does it provide new information, does it offer a solution to a

puzzle or problem, does it connect the unfamiliar to something they know, does it

report stories or experiences similar to their own.

o Worthy of listeners time – do the listeners want to know about this. Is the topic

frivolous or trivial? Is what you have to say worth their time?

o Appropriateness of scope – make sure you can adequately cover your topic in the time

allowed.

o Appropriateness of Oral delivery – can you cover the topic orally in a way that is

understandable?

o Appropriateness to the rhetorical situation – does your topic fit the situation, is it still

relevant, can you address the topic in a matter appropriate for the audience.

o Clarity – Does the audience know what you are talking about

 How to choose a good topic

o Conduct a personal inventory

 What Public Issues do I care about?

 Be aware of current issues and understand how you and others may be

affected by them.

 Which of my experiences might be generalizable?

 Can your audience relate to your experience?

 How can you use information to make the topic relatable?

 Which of my interests overlap with the audience?

 Do you share anything in common with the audience?

 Can you take something and intertwine it with the audience interests –

music, art, sports…?

o Brainstorm – use various mechanisms to help you develop ideas for possible topics.

o Narrow the topic – Sharpen your focus to concentrate on only one part of the topic, that

you can talk about within the context of the rhetorical situation

 Developing a strategic plan

o Identify the purpose

 Can you fill in a topic with new information or new details? Can you give a new

perspective to the topic? (Drinking and driving, can you add something new to

this topic we have never heard). You don’t have to change minds, but make the

audience understand the topic is more complicated than they thought.
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 Agenda setting – causing people to think about a topic that they previously

knew little about or ignored.  Put this topic on others agenda, draw attention to

it.

 Creating positive or negative feelings. Leave the audience with a positive or

negative feeling about the occasion, the speaker or the message.  Evoke bonds

with others.

 Strengthening commitment – motivate audiences to become more involved or

committed (political speech now supporting your prior opponent)

 Weakening commitment – cause a sense of doubt. Create a contrary argument

for a popular belief.

 Conversion – replacement of one set of beliefs with another. Persuade or

change minds.

 Induce a specific action – to make a contribution, to purchase a product, to vote

for a candidate.

o Identify the constraints – what constraints must you maneuver?

 Help the audience remember your main ideas by phrasing them simply,

organizing them in an easy to follow structure, and repeating them.  Always

show respect to your audience.

 From your specific audience analysis. What do you know about your audience

that could cause you problems?

 From your ethos as a speaker. You can be constrained by both positive and

negative ethos. What preconceived notions does your audience have of you?

 The Nature of your topic – is your topic to controversial, too technical, or

removed from the listener’s concerns.

 From the rhetorical situation – one shot effort to influence the audience.

o Identify the opportunities

 You have the information advantage over listeners and more likely to be more

informed about the topic than the audience.

 Understanding and using your audience analysis. You can tailor your speech to

fit the needs/expectations of the audience.

o Selecting the means – how will you achieve your purpose?

 Developing the purpose statement and the Thesis Statement

o The Purpose Statement

 Develop a general purpose statement

 What do you want to do? Provide new information, persuade, etc.

 Develop a specific purpose statement

 It focuses on the audience rather than the speaker – it identifies the

outcomes.

 It summarizes a single idea (be succinct)

 Precise and free of vague language. It tells exactly what you are trying to

achieve.
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o The Thesis Statement – a succinct statement of the central idea or claim made by the

speech. This is what you are putting into it

 Identifies the desired audience reaction

 Summarizes the content of the speech

 Tells you what you want the audience to remember.

 Analyzing the thesis statement – governs various choices about the content of a speech.

o Identifying the issues

 What is the issue raised by the thesis statement

 What questions does the thesis statement make you think about.

o Why identify the issues

 It enables you to determine what your speech must cover.

 It directs you research

 Identifying your issues may lead you to modify your thesis and be more precise

in its focus.

Activity 

1. You should have brought a list of 20 topics to class today.

2. As a group, pick one topic you see as a theme to all the topics you brought.

3. Work to brainstorm the topic to enable you to do a 3-5 minute presentation.

4. Create a strategic plan for this topic

a. What is the purpose of your presentation, what do you want the audience to get out of

it?

b. What are some possible constraints you may have with this topic? – what do you know

about our class audience that could constrain or limit what you choose to talk about.

c. What opportunities do you have in talking about this topic?

5. Develop a specific purpose statement for your topic.

6. Develop the thesis statement for your topic

7. Utilizing the thesis statement, identify the issues that you may need to cover.

Topic: 

General Purpose 

Specific Purpose 

Thesis Statement 

Issues 
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A Detailed Speech Outline 

This page explains how to make a detailed outline of a speech. It should be remembered that 

depending on the type of speech, the outline may vary. However, if you base your speeches on 

this outline you should be able to make a successful speech. 

In order to make a detailed and useful outline you must understand the structure of a speech. The 

basic structure of a speech and how to make a simple outline has been explained on another 

page. On that page it was shown that there are three main parts to a speech; The Introduction, 

The Body, and The Conclusion. These three parts can be further broken down. The structure of 

these three main parts can be seen in the outline below. 

A presentation outline is a way to organize your material logically and clearly. You should make 

an outline before you start to write a speech. In fact the writing of a speech comes towards the 

end of the speech creation process (see '11 Steps to Creating a Speech'). By using a presentation 

outline, you can "see" your speech and determine where you need to add or revise information. It 

provides the structure for the introduction, body, and conclusion of your speech. In addition, it 

can serve as your speaking script. 

This outline consists of Four parts; The Header, The Introduction, The Body, and The 

Conclusion. Before you start writing your speech you should make an outline using these 4 

headings and their sub headings. 

1. Header

Topic 

Decide on your topic. 

Audience 

Analyze your audience. What do they already know about your topic? Are they interested in the 

topic? 

Refine and limit topic 

Based on your analysis of the audience you may need to slightly change you topic, by either 

changing the focus, or the scale of the topic. 

Purpose Statement 

Write down a clear statement of what it is you intend to achieve. What is the purpose of your 

speech. 

For example; The purpose of this speech is to inform the audience how to travel in Japan without 

spending too much money. 
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Organizational Method or Pattern 

There is no single way to organize a speech. The pattern you will select will be determined by 

the information you have and the specific purpose you want to achieve. There are six basic 

patterns for organizing a speech: 

What pattern will you use and why? 

 Logical or topical

 Chronological

 Spatial

 Classification

 Problem-Solution

 Cause-effect

Once you have completed these five parts of the 'Header', you are then ready to start planning the 

speech itself. 

2. Introduction

Greeting and Attention getter 

How will you greet the audience? How will you get the audience's attention? Think of a sentence 

that will make the audience sit up and listen. 

Thesis Statement 

The 'purpose statement' is where you simply state what your goal is. However, it is not possible 

to use this in the speech. You need to convert it to a 'thesis statement'. A thesis statement is one 

sentence in the introduction in which you declare your purpose and topic. 

For example, a thesis statement of the above purpose statement would be; 'Traveling in Japan 

need not be an extravagance.' 

Credibility 

If the audience do not know who you are, you will not only need to introduce yourself, but you 

will also need to 'establish your credibility'. This means you will have to explain to the audience 

why you are 'qualified' to speak about the subject. 

Outline of main the points - overview 

What are your main points? 

Why? 
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Tell your audience why you think your presentation will be useful to them. 

3. The body

Transition 

Think of a sentence that will make it clear to the audience that you have finished the 

introduction, and are now about to start the body of the speech. 

Main points and ideas 

Main ideas Supporting ideas 
Details & 

Examples 
Visuals 

Write your main 

points and ideas 

here 

What ideas will 

you tell the 

audience to 

support your main 

points? 

What details or 

examples do you 

have? 

Will you have any 

visuals to help 

explain your 

points? 

main ideas = sub-topics 

supporting ideas = sub-sub topics 

evidence = details and examples 

4. The conclusion

Transition 

Think of a sentence that will make it clear to the audience that you have finished the body and 

are now coming to the end of the speech. 

Restatement of main points 

Summarize your main ideas and think of which piece of information you really want the 

audience to remember. 

Closer 

Think of a final sentence to help the audience remember your speech. 

Note that the presentation outline is not a word-for-word script for the speech but an outline of 

ideas to serve as an organizational and presentation tool for the speaker. 

Once you have finished the outline you are then ready to start writing. 
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Comm 1020 – Public Speaking 

Graded Outline Format 

Your Name: 

Topic: 

Audience Analysis: 

Purpose: 

Specific Informative Goals: 

Attention Getter: 

Thesis: 

Outline of Main Points: 

Concluding point/points: 

Cite references used: 

Answer the following questions: 

1. What was/were your informative goals?

2. What informative strategies did you use?

3. What strategies did you use in the body of your speech?

4. What strategies did you use to help audience retention?
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Grading Sheet  
Informative Speech 

Name _____________________    Topic ________________ Section # ______ 

Agree Disagree 

AUDIENCE ANALYSIS (10) 

 Interesting & creative topic

 Topic Adapted to Audience

5     4 
5     4 

3      2   1 
3      2   1 

INTRODUCTION (15) 

 Captures audience’s attention 5     4 6      4   2 

 Provides clear preview or road map

 Distinct and Clear Thesis

5     4 
5     4 

3      2   1 
3      2   1 

BODY (45) 

 Organizational pattern effective for topic

 Key ideas explained

 Main points articulated and identifiable

 Supporting evidence for each main point

10     8 
10     8 
10     8 
10     8 

6      4     2 
6      4     2 
6      4     2 
6      4     2 

 Major points supported with citations 5     4 3      2     1 

DELIVERY (40) 

 Adequate eye contact 5     4 3      2   1 

 Vocally expressive, conversational style 5     4 3      2   1 

 Posture/Gestures/Body Language 5     4 3      2   1 

 Facial expressions 5     4 3      2   1 

 Met time requirements 5     4 3      2   1 

 Volume, Pitch, Rate 5     4 3      2   1 

 Avoided nervous mannerisms 10     8 6      4   2 

ORAL ORGANIZATION (15) 

 Use of an Outline 5     4 3      2   1 

 Clear transitions 5     4 3      2    1 

 Clear organizational pattern 5     4 3      2   1 

LANGUAGE (10) 

 Clear, concise, colorful, creative 10     8 6      4   2 

OUTLINE (25) 

 Typed and in correct outline format 5     4 3      2   1 

 At least three sources in correct APA style 5     4 3      2   1 

 Transitions included and labeled

 Purpose, Central Idea, and Roadmap Established

 Declarative Claims in Main Pts and Support

5     4 
5     4 
5     4 

3      2   1 
3      2   1 
3      2   1 

CONCLUSION (15) 

 Reviewed major points 5     4 3      2   1 

 Provided memorable, creative conclusion

 Restatement of Thesis or Central Idea

5     4   
5     4 

3      2   1 
3      2   1 

Comments: _____/175 
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Comm 1020: Public Speaking 

Self-Critique  

Directions: The goal of this activity is to get you to think critically and reflectively about your 

communication strengths and weakness. Use the suggestions included to develop a critique of 

your speech. Please be sure to analyze your organization and delivery as well as provide a 

detailed action plan that describes how you plan to improve your public speaking abilities in the 

class. The paper should be typed and written in paragraph form (not bullet points).  Your paper 

should use the conventions of a scholastic paper (e.g., it should have introductory and concluding 

remarks, should be organized with three main paints, should be free of grammatical errors, etc.). 

Use the following questions to guide your response. The next page is the grading rubric for your 

analysis. 

Question Guides: 

Goals 

 What goals did you set for yourself before giving this speech?

 What did you do in your rehearsal (before the video taping) to reach your goals?

Organization 

 How well did you incorporate sources within this speech?

 How clear was the organizational pattern when you watched the speech on video?

 Were your transitions between the main points evident?

 Did you accomplish what you needed in the introduction (attention, audience analysis,

preview) and conclusion (review main points, memorable)?

Delivery 

 What did you do to build or increase your credibility?

 Do you think you appeared confident and professional?  Why or why not?

 How were your rehearsals and the video-taped speech different?  How were they similar?

 What aspect of your vocal delivery did you do well?  What can you do to improve?

 What aspects of gesturing and body movement did you do well?  What can you do to

improve?

 Do you think you were effective in your facial expressions?  What can you do

differently?

Reflection 

 Did you reach the goals you set for yourself?  In what way?

 What would you do differently the next time you give this speech?  The same?

 What have you learned about the overall process of rehearsing for and delivering a

speech?

Plan of Action 

 Develop and outline a clear plan of action for the next speech.  What, specifically, do you

want to improve upon?  What are your goals for the next speech?

 What steps will you take to accomplish your new set of goals?
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Name: 

Grading Rubric for Informative Self-Critique 

General: 
(2 points) Paper presentation (neatly typed with a cover page). 

(2 points) Free from grammatical or typographical errors 

(2 points) Organized and outlines (contains an introduction, body with main points, 

conclusion) 

(2 points) Explanation of goals and rehearsal 

Analysis and Critical Thinking: 

(4 points) Analysis of your own speech organization 

(4 points) Analysis of your own delivery 

(5 points) Critical reflection 

(4 points)Action plan (contains a detailed plan to improve your speech that uses concrete 

language, lists specific steps, and develops a clear method to improve speech) 

Total: 

/25 

Comments: 
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Your name:__________________________ 

Evaluation for: ___________________________________ 

Introduction 

 Attention Getter

 Thesis

0=poor  3=average      5=excellent Comments 

0   1    2  3    4    5 

0   1    2   3    4    5 

Body (content) 

 Supporting Material

 Organization

0   1    2  3    4    5 

0   1    2  3    4    5 

Conclusion 

 Summary/Finality 0   1    2  3    4   5 

Voice 

 Volume

 Pitch

 Rate

 Pauses

 Pronunciation

0   1    2  3    4    5 

0   1    2  3    4    5 

0   1    2  3    4    5 

0   1    2  3    4    5 

0   1    2  3    4    5 

Body 

 Physical Appearance

 Movement

 Gestures

 Facial Expression

0   1    2  3    4    5 

0   1    2  3    4    5 

0   1    2  3    4    5 

0   1    2  3    4    5 

Addition feedback 
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Comm 1020 Public Speaking 

Political Ads Assignment 

You are going to critically analyze two political advertisements (commercials). You will pick 

two candidates running against each other for the same office, such as President or 

Congress.  You can also pick 2 candidates running against each other in the primary elections. 

They do not have to be from the upcoming election. The ads should be somewhat similiar in that 

they are either attack ads, topical ads or general information ads. They should also either both be 

created by the candidate or a political action group. For example, at the end of the ad they both 

should say "I approve this message" or "this ad paid for by..." 

Your write up should include the following: 

What is the topic of the ads, who is the audience for each ad, what type of ad (special occasion, 

informative, persuasive, etc.), what works in each ad, what is problematic in each ad, what 

questions you might need more information about, and what changes you think could be made to 

each ad to them more effective. If you feel strongly that one ad works better than the other tell 

me which one and why. If you feel that they are equally good/bad tell me why. Finally, this 

should be a critical look at both candidates, I should not be able to tell if you have a preference 

for a candidate or party.  Make sure to include links to your ad so I can check them out or 

show them to the class if there is a particularly good/bad example. 

If you have any questions about this assignment, please ask me ASAP! 

Below are a couple links that will help you identify some ads. You may also use other resources 

you are familiar. 

http://www.usatoday.com/news/politics/political-ad-tracker/most-

recent#race=&state=&party=&candidate=&sponsor (Links to an external site.)= 

Also consider looking on YouTube under 2012 Political Ads (Links to an external site.) 
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STUDENT LK 

Julie Lynn Snyder-Yuly 

Comm 1020 – Political Ads Assessment 

September 14, 2012 

Barack Obama vs. Mitt Romney 

Mitt Romney 

Romney ad hits Obama on welfare 

Narrator: In 1996 President Clinton and a bipartisan Congress helped end welfare as we 

know it, by requiring work for welfare.  But on July 12, President Obama quietly 

announced a plan to gut welfare reform by dropping work requirements.  Under 

Obama’s plan, you wouldn’t have to work and wouldn’t have to train for a job.  They just 

send you your welfare check.  And welfare to work goes back to being plain old welfare.  

Mitt Romney will restore the work requirement, because it works. 

Romney: I’m Mitt Romney, and I approve this message. 

http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-503544_162-57488074-503544/new-romney-ad-hits-obama-on-welfare/ 

The topic of the ad is on Obama’s actions regarding President Obama’s “new directive 

that allows states to tailor their work requirements for welfare recipients” in America.  The ad 

was aired in Colorado, Iowa, Florida, North Carolina, Ohio, and Virginia.  Thus, the intended 

audience was for those people in America who live in states of voting importance that generally 

teeter between Democrat and Republican public officials.  It is an attack ad, which is indirectly a 

persuasive ad.   

I like how the ad uses the word quietly to describe the action of President Obama, 

because it can invoke several different layers of meaning depending on who you are and what 

your views on politics are, whether for or against either Presidential candidate.  The ad had a lot 

of good pictures that were not shown for a good length of time, relatively.   Also, the phrase 

“Mitt Romney will restore the work requirement, because it works,” is a fun play on words. 

What I found to be problematic in the ad was the way the sentences regarding training for 

jobs and welfare checks were written.  These could have been better.  Also, I am wary that all the 

government does is send welfare checks to those on welfare, without doing anything else.  This 

goes along with a question that I would wish to do more research on, namely about how welfare 

is distributed among American citizens and what they actually have to do.  I am not saying that 

welfare is good or bad, but rather that I find it to be an interesting topic to think about. 

Barack Obama 

http://uneditedpolitics.com/2012/08/10/president-obama-campaign-adblatant/ 

Obama: I’m Barack Obama and I approve this message.  

Commented [j1]: Did you mean Romney’s ? 

Commented [j2]: Who else do you think it targets? Especially 
since it relates to welfare. 

Commented [j3]: You are right, there is so much to this that 
most of us don’t understand and probably never will.  
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Narrator: Seen this?  Mitt Romney claiming the President would end welfare’s work 

requirements?  The New York Times calls it “blatantly false”.  The Washington Post 

says, “the Obama administration is not removing the bill’s work requirements at all”.  In 

fact, Obama’s getting states to move “20% more people from welfare to work.”  And 

President Clinton’s reaction to the Romney ad? “It’s just not true.”  Get the facts. 

This “ad” is a response to Presidential candidate Romney’s attack on Obama that Obama 

has “gutted” the welfare system of America.  Obama aired this ad in those states in which 

Romney’s ad had originally been placed, namely in Colorado, Iowa, Florida, North Carolina, 

Ohio, and Virginia in order to, like Romney, get the support of voters there.  This type of ad is 

generally informative and quotes passages from respected newspapers on the issue. 

A positive aspect of this ad was that more rhetorical questions were asked in order to get 

viewers more involved in what was being presented.  I liked that quotes from various newspapers 

were quoted.  Also, I liked how at the end the narrator said, “get the facts.”  In my opinion this 

statement can be geared towards all citizens, so matter their political views. 

What is wrong with this ad is that it does not disprove directly whether or not Romney’s 

assertion was indeed a fallacy.  In other words, it did not directly negate the attack, but rather 

used the words of other people. 

Similarly to the questions that were raised upon viewing Romney’s ad, I am curious as to 

what the truth is.  Research on the topic of welfare in America would be an interesting topic to 

further conduct.   

Overall I thought the ads were well put-together for the 30 seconds that each side had to 

put an important point across to the American public.  Although the approaches to each ad were 

different, both ads were equally good and bad, as has been pointed out. 

Commented [j4]: Good analysis here. 
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STUDENT AB 

Comm 1020-001 

Mitt Romney 

http://www.usatoday.com/news/politics/political-ad-tracker/video/822110/mitt-romney-right-choice 

This is an ad approved by Mitt Romney that attacks President Obama for his welfare plan and 

how he is handling it. This ad states that people should have to do more than to just sit on the couch 

and wait for their welfare check. Clearly this ad would not be aimed at the population that is now on 

welfare; they would not appreciate having to do more work than they already have to do. The public 

that has strong feeling against paying taxes that than payfund welfare would be the main focus of this 

add along with people that have no solid beliefs on the subject.  

I believe this would be a hybrid of an informative ad and a persuasive ad. The ad presents basic 

information on what president Oboma’sObama’s welfare plan will perform. This basic information in 

this ad will be appealing to general public because it will not confuse them with numbers and political 

information that is not easily understood by the general public. I feel this is a good attacking ad but I do 

not feel that it made any effect on RomneysRomney’s campaign, but only will hurt Obama’s campaign. 

In my opinion an ad that attacks a candidate will not help the attacker’s campaign, but hurt the 

opponents unless it is properly organized and provides the correct information. I do not feel this ad will 

help either candidate but will hurt Obama’s   For this ad the Romney campaign would have done well to 

include a basic and brief example of how Romney will handle welfare. 

BerackBarack ObObamamaObama 
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http://www.usatoday.com/news/politics/political-ad-tracker/video/826524/barack-obama-facts 

This ad is approved by Barack Obama and is attacking Romney’s feeling on the health care 

reform that Barack ObomaObama had placed into affect during his presidency term. This particular add 

will apply to a much larger group than Romney’s targeted audience in his ad. The Audience audience for 

this message is anyone that was positively affected by Obama’s health care laws. Individuals with pre 

existing conditions and the retired are going to be the biggest targets for this ad. Unlike the Romney ad 

that strictly attacked obamaObama, this ad has plenty of supporting material such as quotes for 

healthcare providers that approve of his reform.  This ad had went into enough depth to state what 

Romney’s feelings are then support the obamaObama campaincampaign with not only their own 

positive supporting evidence but also with Romney’s negative supporting evidence. The Ad ad was well 

laid out and did not have any confusing transactions or misdirection. I cannot find any weaknesses in 

this ad that I feel would make this ad any stronger by changing. The length of this ad was perfect and did 

not get boring. I feel that this ad will have a much more positive impact on Obama’s voters than 

Romney’s ad will have on his voters. I feel that an attacking ad is much more effective when a candidate 

not only states his opponentsopponent’s objectives but then states their objectives as an alternative. 

21/24 

Your analysis was fine, but really make sure to proof and turn in well written work. Especially 

make sure you spell the president’s name right. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Communication, Leadership, Ethics, and Research Program (CLEAR) – 

College of Engineering 

Civil Engineering 3910 – Technical Communication for Engineers 

Fall 2013-Spring 2014 

In this section of the portfolio, I will focus on my experience working in the CLEAR Program. 

From fall of 2013 through spring of 2014, I worked in three different classrooms in the civil 

engineering program: Cveen 1000, Introduction to Civil Engineering; Cveen 3910, Technical 

Communication for Engineers; and Cveen 4910, Capstone Project in Civil Engineering. In Cveen 

1000 and 4910, I was part of the teaching staff but gave only a few quick presentations and then 

worked directly with students on their presentation skills. However, in Cveen 3910 I was one of 

the co-instructors for the class. In this course, I gave lectures, lead discussions, and worked with 

the student teams. The content in this section of the portfolio will focus on my work in Cveen 

3910. Because our evaluations were manually done, I do not have comparative statistics. In this 

chapter of the portfolio, you will find the following content: 

 Course Syllabus

 Sample Lecture Slides

o Cross Cultural Communication

 Power Dimensions Handout

o Interviewing Preparation

 Sample Assignments – My portion of the course focused primarily on presentation skills,

therefore there is no hard copy student work to provide.

o Team Working Agreement Lecture

o Team Working Assignment

o Presentation Post Mortem – this was a review lecture/discussion following the

students first set of presentations
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CVEEN 3100 
Technical Communication for Engineers 

Spring Semester 2014: MW 11:50-1:10, MCE 1001 

Instructor Office Office Hours Contact Info 

Dr. Lawrence Reaveley, 

Engineering instructor 

MCE 2115 MW 10-11:50 

MW 1:30-2 

reaveley@civil.utah.edu 

Tanya Miller, TA u0884309@utah.edu 

Ellen Kress, 

Writing instructor 

WEB 1813 M 10:15-11:45, 

T 12:15-1:45 

or by appointment 

ellen.kress@utah.edu 

Julie Snyder-Yuly, 

Communication instructor 

WEB 1813 Th 12:30-2:30 or by 

appointment 

julie.yuly@utah.edu 

Required Materials:  red pencil or pen, yellow highlighter 

Course Description 
In practice, engineers spend much of their time communicating.  CVEEN 3100 addresses the 

fundamentals of communicating technical information clearly, compellingly, and ethically to a 

wide variety of stakeholder types. The goal of this 3 credit-hour course is to prepare you for the 

professional engineering workplace by introducing you to real world, open-ended civil and 

environmental engineering problems, solved and presented in professional-style documents and 

presentations. You will practice creating and revising a variety of documents that engineers 

produce, including resumes, letters, memos, engineering reports, instructions, and technical 

presentations. The course is based on two key assumptions. First, communication is rhetorical: 

effective communicators plan, draft, and revise formal documents and presentations with respect 

to their specific audiences and purposes. Second, communication practices are guided by 

convention and, as such, change over time and differ between disciplines. Becoming an effective 

technical communicator requires an ability to do more than memorize rules: you must also learn 

to recognize principles and the variables that condition a given communication event against an 

ever-evolving cultural landscape. This course is designed to help you do this.  

Course Objectives:  

By the end of the course, students should, if they invest effort in this class, be able to: 

1) Identify and implement appropriate writing and oral presentation strategies based on

the document or presentation’s purpose, audience, and other factors including

stakeholder, instructor, and peer input and analysis of model documents.

2) Recognize the basic features of professional writing and speaking genres and adapt

these features (including visual design) strategically.
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3) Document civil and environmental engineering projects.  This includes both internal

documentation that the client doesn’t see and the final, polished product that is

presented to the client.

4) Work effectively in teams.  This includes writing a team working agreement,

providing peer feedback, integrating group members’ contributions into seamless

documents and presentations, and dealing with conflicts that may arise.

5) Research an engineering project for course reports, use borrowed information

appropriately, and cite sources in documents and presentations appropriately.

6) Present a recommended solution for a civil engineering problem by analyzing the

problem, generating solution alternatives, and analyzing the effectiveness of

alternatives.

Teaching Philosophy 

The assignments for this course reflect, as much as possible, the kinds of communication you 

will need to do when you get a job as an engineer.  The assignments for this course are designed 

to present specific challenges that require you to assess the situation and make strategic choices 

responding to a unique set of variables. The assignments for this course are assigned in order 

from the most familiar to you and least complex assignment, the cover letter and resume, to the 

culminating assignment, the report, which is the most complex and least familiar to you.  The 

assignments are assigned in this order so they build upon one another and so that each 

assignment will require to use things you learned from previous assignments. 

In the engineering industry, documentation of all phases of a project is crucial.  You will be 

asked to document your participation in all aspects of this class.  You must document all of your 

class activities in your journal.  In addition, you must keep all intermediate documentation such 

as prototypes, peer reviews, and drafts, and turn them in with the final draft of your assignment.  

Finally, you must keep electronic copies of all major assignments in this class, which you will 

submit to CLEAR at the end of the semester. 

This course has an instructor team with four members. Each instructor plays a specific role, so be 

sure to direct your questions to the appropriate instructor.  Dr. Reaveley is the engineering 

instructor, Ellen is the writing instructor, Julie is the oral communication instructor, and Tanya is 

the TA.   

Academic Honesty Statement 

Plagiarism will result in an automatic E in the course (see sections II and V of the Student Code 

for details). You are at all times responsible for handling sources ethically and honestly by 

acknowledging the author and source of directly borrowed ideas and language in your writing. If 

you do not know when and how to appropriately handle sources, it is your job to learn before 

you turn in a deliverable. We will enforce professional, responsible classroom behaviors at all 

times.  
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Assignments 

Students will complete the following individual assignments. 

1) A resume and cover letter for a job they could apply for right now.  The resume and

cover letter must be individually tailored to the job posting and must follow the

guidelines that are given for good information design.  Students must use active verb

construction and must support claims with evidence.  Students should adopt a tone

that is audience-centered, not self-centered.

2) Technical instructions.  Students write a set of step-by-step instructions for building

something.  The focus is on the writing, but a few graphics are included.  The

instructions should be appropriately tailored to the audience, so that a person in the

intended audience would be able to follow the instructions successfully.

3) Research sources assignment.  This is a worksheet that guides students through

finding, using, and citing sources relevant to this class.

4) Attendance points and small daily assignment points are awarded on a day-to-day

basis for attendance and small writing assignments such as letters or memos.

5) Journal.  Students must takes notes in the journal and record any and all activities

they do for the class.

Students will complete these team assignments: 

1) Team working agreement.  The working agreement details how each team will work

together and the consequences if a team member fails to complete the agreed-upon

work.  It is a living document that should be referred to throughout the semester if

conflicts arise, and it can be updated.

2) Project proposal.  Both a written document and an oral presentation are required and

must respond to the Request for Proposal (RFP) the students are given.  The proposal

must demonstrate the team’s understanding of the work that needs to be done and the

plan for how the work will be done.  It must also demonstrate that the team is

qualified to complete the work, and that the team works well together.  The proposal

will be assigned a grade, and student evaluations of their team members’

contributions will affect this grade.

3) Project Report.  The report has both a written and an oral component.  The students

research an engineering problem, then propose several possible solutions, then use an

established procedure to rank the solutions and recommend the best solution.  The

report will be assigned a grade, and student evaluations of their team members’

contributions will affect this grade.

CLEAR Assignment Submission 

Students must keep all paper and digital copies of all work done for the class.  The following 

assignments must be submitted to CLEAR by students at the end of the semester:  Job 

Documents, Technical Instructions, Proposal document and presentation, Team working 

agreement, Report document and presentation.   
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Grades and Evaluation 

Lead 

Instructor  Assignment Points 
Attendance and Participation Points 120 

Ellen Job Documents 100 

Proposal Document  100 

Report Document 150 

5 small writing assignments 50 

Tanya Research Sources Assignment 50 

Attendance 50 

Dr. Reaveley Technical Instructions  100 

Julie Team Working Agreement 50 

Proposal Presentation  100 

Peer Evaluation of Proposal Presentation 25 

Team Review of Proposal Presentation 50 

Report Presentation  150 

Peer Evaluation of Report 

Presentation 25  

Total 1000 

The total number of points will be converted to percentages: 

A = 94% to 100% A- = 90% to 93% B+ = 87% to 89% B = 84% to 86% 

B- = 80% to 83% C+ = 77% to 79% C = 74% to 76% C- = 70% to 73%

D+ = 67% to 69% D = 64% to 66% D- = 60% to 63% E = 0% to 59% 

Attendance 

Attendance is mandatory in CvEEN 3100.  An attendance sheet will be passed around at the 

beginning of every class period.  You can miss two class periods without penalty; each absence 
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beyond two absences will result in a deduction of 5 points from your grade.  If you need to miss 

more than two class periods, please notify Tanya in advance.  Three tardies will be considered 

the equivalent of one absence and will result in the deduction of 5 points from your grade. 

Course Policies 

 Your continued enrollment in this course constitutes your acceptance of the

policies outlined in this syllabus.

 No late assignments will be accepted.

 To be eligible for credit, all assignments must be submitted per the lead

instructor’s directions.

 Keep an archive of your course materials and submit your final drafts of major

deliverables to CLEAR Homework. Additional details will be supplied during the

term.

 Instructure Canvas will be used to deliver some critical course materials and

announcements. Be sure to check your University email daily and familiarize

yourself with the site.

 This course presumes you have basic knowledge of computers and navigating the

Internet. If you don’t, attend the free short courses at Marriott Library. For more

information on these courses, please visit the Marriott Library website.

 This course presumes you have achieved college-level skills for writing in

English. If you need help with skills such as grammar, mechanics, or spelling,

please visit the University Writing Center in the Marriott Library.

 Submit all required process-related documentation with major writing

assignments (see the individual assignment sheets for details).

 Keep all documentation for this class, including evaluated drafts and assignments,

until final grades are posted. If an assignment is lost or missing, you must provide

another copy no matter whose fault it is.

 Your work in this class is always public. Please don’t write anything for this class

that you wish to remain private and note that presentations will be recorded.

ADA Statement 

The University of Utah seeks to provide equal access to its programs, services, and activities for 

people with disabilities. If you will need accommodations in the class, reasonable prior notice 

needs to be given to the Center for Disability Services, 162 Union Building, 581-5020 (V/TDD). 

CDS will work with you and the instructor to make arrangements for accommodations. 

(www.hr.utah.edu/eoe/ada/guide/faculty) 
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Course Schedule 

Date In Class Topic/Activities Due in class 

Week 1 

Class 1 

M 1/6 

Dr. Reaveley:  Brief Course Overview 

Ellen:  Writing Overview, Syllabus Overview, Intro to Peer Reviews 

Julie:  Presentation Overview 

Tanya:  Introduce Canvas 

Class 2 

W 1/8 

Ellen:  Job Documents assignment, Tone in business communication 1)Signed statements

from syllabus

2)Syllabus Analysis

worksheet

Week 2 

Class 3 

M 1/13 

Ellen:   Job Documents Peer Review.  Editing for grammar and punctuation.  

Purdue OWL.   

1)Job Target

Worksheet

2)Job Documents

Reflection

Worksheet

3)Draft cover letter

and resume

3)Bring red pen or

pencil

Class 4 

W 1/15 

Julie:  Networking and Interviewing 

Ellen:  Introduction to a proposal and a report and the difference between 

them  

Final Job 

Documents, hard 

copy plus peer 

review materials  

Week 3 

M 1/20 No Class – Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 

Class 5 

W 1/22 

Julie:  Teamwork; Team Working Agreement 

Ellen:  Teamwork & the Writing Process  

Memo on proposals 

vs. reports 

Week 4 

Class 6 

M 1/27 

Julie:  Giving good presentations, planning & outlining presentations 
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Date In Class Topic/Activities Due in class 

Class 7 

W 1/29 

Ellen:   Intro to Proposal, document prototyping 

Dr. Reaveley:  Team Project Engineering Problems and team selection 

Team Working 

Agreement 

Week 5 

Class 8 

M 2/3 

Ellen:  Intro to Research Sources assignment & Research in Engineering; 

Citing Sources and Plagiarism  

1)Proposal Analysis

Worksheet

2)RFP Analysis

Worksheet

Class 9 

W 2/5 

Dr. Reaveley:  Technical Instructions assignment 1)Proposal

Prototype,

2)Memo on citing

sources

Week 6 

Class 10 

M 2/10 

Julie:  Cross-cultural communication Research Sources 

Assignment 

Class 11 

W 2/12 

Ellen:  Peer review and peer testing of Technical Instructions.  Passive voice 

and 3rd person. 

Hard copy of Draft 

Technical 

Instructions 

Week 7 

2/17 No Class – Presidents Day 

Class 12 

W 2/19 

Julie: Using visuals in presentations 

Ellen:  Using visuals in documents 

Technical 

Instructions Final 

Draft  

Week 8 

Class 13 

M 2/24 

Julie: Proposal Presentation Assignment: Presentation Peer Evaluation 

Assignment; How to give effective feedback 

Class 14 

W 2/26 

Ellen:  Proposal Peer Review.  Organization and reader signposts. 5 hard copies of 

your team’s Draft 

Proposal;  

E-mail Draft

Proposal to Ellen

Week 9 

Class 15 

M 3/3 

Students:  Presentations Teams 1, 2, 3, & 4 Final Proposal 

Document Due, 

along with 

supporting 

documentation 
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Date In Class Topic/Activities Due in class 

Class 16 

W 3/5 

Students: Presentations Teams 5, 6, 7 & 8 

M 3/10 - 

F 3/14 
No Class - Spring break 

Week 10 

Class 17 

M 3/17 

Ellen:  Intro to Report assignment, Peer evaluations of Proposal document 

and presentation, the importance of presenting your writing well 

Class 18 

W 3/19 

Dr. Reaveley:  Communication of Quantitative Data in technical reports Report Analysis 

Worksheet  

Week 11 

Class 19 

M 3/24 

Julie Taylor: Gender in engineering 1)Report prototype

2)Writing

presentation  memo

Class 20 

W 3/26 

Julie:  Conflict management 

Week 12 

Class 21 

M 3/31 

Julie:  Feedback on Proposal Presentations, Intro to Report Presentation 

Assignment and Peer Evaluation assignment 

Note:  During the next two weeks each team is required to meet with Julie to 

review the proposal presentation. 

Class 22 

W 4/2 

Ellen:  Report Peer Review #1:Content and Standardization 5 hard copies of 

your Report Draft 

and email Ellen a 

copy 

Week 13 

Class 23 

M 4/7 

Ellen: Report Peer Review #2: Grammar and Punctuation, concision  5 REVISED hard 

copies of your 

Report Draft; and 

email copy to Ellen. 

Class 24 

W 4/9 

Dr. Reaveley:  Ethics in Engineering 

Week 14 
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Date In Class Topic/Activities Due in class 

Class 25 

M 4/14 

Students: Presentation Teams 8, 7, & 6 1)Final Report

Document Due

2)Peer evaluations

of presentations

Class 26 

W 4/16 

Students:  Presentation Teams 5,4, & 3 Peer evaluations of 

presentations 

Week 15 

Class 27 

M 4/21 

Students: Presentation Teams 2 & 1 Peer evaluations of 

presentations 

Class 28 

W 4/23 

Ellen:  CLEAR Homework Checklist, CLEAR instructor evaluations, student 

peer evaluations for Report assignment 

FINALS WEEK- no classes or scheduled exams for this class 
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Permission Statement 

I, ________________________________________(please print name), give permission for all 

videos and writing assignments produced for the purpose of course assignments in CVEEN 3100 

to be used for instructional purposes in any future CVEEN courses. 

Signature: ________________________________________ Date: ____________ 

Academic Honesty Statement 

I, ________________________________________(please print name), agree that all work that I 

produce in CVEEN 3100 will be my work only and understand that plagiarism of any kind will 

result in an E for the course. 

Signature: ________________________________________ Date: ____________ 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR) 

Cross Cultural 
Communication

Julie Snyder-Yuly

February 10, 2014

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Today

• Cross Cultural Communication

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Overview

• What is culture?
– Come up with a definition.

What are subcultures?  Countercultures? 

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Two Definitions of Culture
• “The arts and other manifestations of human 

intellectual achievement regarded collectively.” 
» Merriam-Webster Dictionary

• “Culture is about shared meanings…meanings can 
only be shared through our common access to 
language.  So language is central to meaning and 
culture and has always been regarded as the key 
repository of cultural values and meanings. 

» Stuart Hall, Cultural Studies Scholar

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Contributing Factors

• What factors contribute to understanding
a particular culture?
– Language

– Religion

– Race/Ethnicity

– Gender

– Education

– Political Climate

– Geography

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Geert Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions

Power Index (Nationally) 
» Power Distance

» Individualism 

» Masculinity

» Uncertainty Avoidance

» Long-Term Orientation 

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Where does the United States fall?

• Where would you place the United States national 
culture for these issues?

• Why?

• For each dimension, rank the US with a score from 0 to 
100, with 0 being a low score and 100 being a high 
score.

• Be prepared to talk about this. 

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)
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Masculinity
Femininity

Society is results 
driven, stressing 
results, money, and 
possessions. 

Nurturing oriented 
focusing on quality of 
life, personal 
relationships, and 
service.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

High UA - Teachers 
are all-knowing

Low UA - run more 
open ended classes

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Long Term           Short Term
• Society values thrift,

persistence and
planning for the
future.

• Society values
personal stability,
happiness, and living
for the present.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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Cultural Comparisons
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Why is it important to 
understand these cultural 

dimensions?

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Activity
• With your team, consider cultural variations in different 

contexts (nationally, regionally, organizationally, 
professionally, etc.).  Come up with a few examples that 
could potentially result in conflict.

• Teams 1 and 7: Gender 

• Teams 6 and 4: Religion

• Teams 5 and 2: Education

• Teams 3 and 8: Politics

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)
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FEEDBACK

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

1-2-3 of Feedback

1. Using “I” language, specifically describe
the behavior (positive or negative)

2. Describe the result of the behavior
(positive or negative)

3. Offer at least one suggestion for
improvement

Be Specific
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Using “I” Language
• Specifically describe the 

behavior (positive or 
negative)

• “I noticed that your slides 
were inconsistent in their 
use of font and headings.”

• “I remembered your 
personal story at the 
beginning.”

• “I feel like you were being 
condescending.”

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Describe the Result of the Behavior

• As a listener what happened when you
experienced this positive or negative behavior?

– “I noticed that your slides were inconsistent
and it confused me (or distracted me).”

– “I remembered your personal story and it was
really engaging which made me listen
closely.”

– “I feel like you were condescending and I
don’t really know what to do about that.”

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Offer Suggestions for Improvement
• “Maybe you could proofread the slides as

a group to maintain consistency or have
an outside person proof them.”

• “I hope you continue to use stories in your
other presentations.”

• How do we improve the condescending
statement?

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Receiving Feedback
• Manage your

perception
– Constructive critique 

vs.

– Criticism

• Know that your best
interests are in mind

• Be open to change

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Questions and Answers

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

PEER REVIEWS

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Team Reviews
• Good transitions between 

members

• Consistent/Cohesive

• Structure/Organization

• Visual Aids

• Intro, Main Points, and 
Conclusion

• Did they perform as a 
team?

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Individual Reviews
• Look for:

• Vocal Delivery

• Physical Delivery

• Use of Aids

• Eye Contact

• Knowledge of
Content

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Graded Peer Reviews
• Likert Scale

• Constructive
Feedback
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Example
Vocal 
Delivery

Excellent Good Average Poor

Volume

Rate/Pace

Vocal Variety

Articulation

Flow/Pauses

Comments:

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

Peer Reviewing

• Be honest and constructive – no one is
perfect, we can all improve.

• Be  helpful – saying you are great, is nice
but not helpful! Why are they great?

• Think about how you would feel if 
someone said that to you?
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Cross-cultural communication; Introduction to presentation peer review assignment and providing constructive 

feedback   

Power Distance (PDI) 

This dimension expresses the degree to which the less powerful members of a society accept and expect 

that power is distributed unequally. The fundamental issue here is how a society handles inequalities 

among people. People in societies exhibiting a large degree of power distance accept a hierarchical 

order in which everybody has a place and which needs no further justification. In societies with low 

power distance, people strive to equalize the distribution of power and demand justification for 

inequalities of power. 

Individualism versus collectivism (IDV) 

The high side of this dimension, called Individualism, can be defined as a preference for a loosely-knit 

social framework in which individuals are expected to take care of themselves and their immediate 

families only. Its opposite, Collectivism, represents a preference for a tightly-knit framework in society in 

which individuals can expect their relatives or members of a particular in-group to look after them in 

exchange for unquestioning loyalty. A society's position on this dimension is reflected in whether 

people’s self-image is defined in terms of “I” or “we.” 

Masculinity versus femininity (MAS) 

The masculinity side of this dimension represents a preference in society for achievement, heroism, 

assertiveness and material reward for success. Society at large is more competitive. Its opposite, 

femininity, stands for a preference for cooperation, modesty, caring for the weak and quality of life. 

Society at large is more consensus-oriented. 

Uncertainty avoidance (UAI) 

The uncertainty avoidance dimension expresses the degree to which the members of a society feel 

uncomfortable with uncertainty and ambiguity. The fundamental issue here is how a society deals with 

the fact that the future can never be known: should we try to control the future or just let it happen? 

Countries exhibiting strong UAI maintain rigid codes of belief and behaviour and are intolerant of 

unorthodox behaviour and ideas. Weak UAI societies maintain a more relaxed attitude in which practice 

counts more than principles. 

Long-term versus short-term orientation (LTO) 

The long-term orientation dimension can be interpreted as dealing with society’s search for virtue. 

Societies with a short-term orientation generally have a strong concern with establishing the absolute 

Truth. They are normative in their thinking. They exhibit great respect for traditions, a relatively small 

propensity to save for the future, and a focus on achieving quick results. In societies with a long-term 

orientation, people believe that truth depends very much on situation, context and time. They show an 
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ability to adapt traditions to changed conditions, a strong propensity to save and invest, thriftiness, and 

perseverance in achieving results. 

Indulgence versus Restraint (IVR) 

Indulgence stands for a society that allows relatively free gratification of basic and natural human drives 

related to enjoying life and having fun.  Restraint stands for a society that suppresses gratification of 

needs and regulates it by means of strict social norms 
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What about the USA? 

If we explore the US culture through the lens of the 5-D Model, we can get a good overview of 

the deep drivers of American culture relative to other world cultures. 

Power distance 

This dimension deals with the fact that all individuals in societies are not equal – it expresses the 

attitude of the culture towards these inequalities amongst us.  Power distance is defined as the 

extent to which the less powerful members of institutions and organisations within a country 

expect and accept that power is distributed unequally. It has to do with the fact that a society’s 

inequality is endorsed by the followers as much as by the leaders.  

The United States score low on this dimension (40) which underscores the American premise of 

“liberty and justice for all.”  This is also evidenced by the focus on equal rights in all aspects of 

American society and government. Within American organizations, hierarchy is established for 

convenience, superiors are always accessible and managers rely on individual employees and 

teams for their expertise.  Both managers and employees expect to be consulted and information 

is shared frequently.  At the same time, communication is informal, direct and participative.    

Individualism 

The fundamental issue addressed by this dimension is the degree of interdependence a society 

maintains among its members. It has to do with whether people´s self-image is defined in terms 

of “I” or “We”. In Individualist societies people are supposed to look after themselves and their 

direct family only. In Collectivist societies people belong to ‘in groups’ that take care of them in 

exchange for loyalty. 

The United States, with a score of 91 on this dimension, is a highly individualistic culture. This 

translates into a loosely-knit society in which the expectation is that people look after themselves 

and their immediate families.  There is also a high degree of geographical mobility in the United 

States and most Americans are accustomed to doing business with, or interacting, with strangers. 

Consequently, Americans are not shy about approaching their prospective counterparts in order 

to obtain or seek information. In the business world, employees are expected to be self-reliant 

and display initiative.  Also, within the exchange-based world of work, hiring and promotion 

decisions are based on merit or evidence of what one has done or can do. 

Masculinity / Femininity 

A high score (masculine) on this dimension indicates that the society will be driven by 

competition, achievement and success, with success being defined by the “winner” or “best-in-

the-field.” This value system starts in school and continues throughout one’s life – both in work 

and leisure pursuits. 

A low score (feminine) on the dimension means that the dominant values in society are caring 

for others and quality of life. A feminine society is one where quality of life is the sign of success 

and standing out from the crowd is not admirable. The fundamental issue here is what 

motivates people, wanting to be the best (masculine) or liking what you do (feminine). 
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The United States score 62 on this dimension and is considered a “masculine” society.  Behavior 

in school, work, and play are based on the shared values that people should “strive to be the best 

they can be” and that “the winner takes all”. As a result, Americans will tend to display and talk 

freely about their “successes” and achievements in life, here again, another basis for hiring and 

promotion decisions in the workplace. Typically, Americans “live to work” so that they can earn 

monetary rewards and attain higher status based on how good one can be.  Conflicts are resolved 

at the individual level and the goal is to win. 

Uncertainty avoidance  

The dimension Uncertainty Avoidance has to do with the way that a society deals with the fact 

that the future can never be known: should we try to control the future or just let it happen? This 

ambiguity brings with it anxiety and different cultures have learnt to deal with this anxiety in 

different ways.  The extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by ambiguous or 

unknown situations and have created beliefs and institutions that try to avoid these is reflected 

in the UAI score. 

The US scores 46 on this dimension and therefore, American society is what one would describe 

as “uncertainty accepting.” Consequently, there is a larger degree of acceptance for new ideas, 

innovative products and a willingness to try something new or different, whether it pertains to 

technology, business practices, or foodstuffs.  Americans tend to be more tolerant of ideas or 

opinions from anyone and allow the freedom of expression.  At the same time, Americans do not 

require a lot of rules and are less emotionally expressive than higher-scoring cultures.    

Long-term orientation 

The long term orientation dimension is closely related to the teachings of Confucius and can be 

interpreted as dealing with society’s search for virtue, the extent to which a society shows a 

pragmatic future-oriented perspective rather than a conventional historical short-term point of 

view. 

The United States scores 29 on this dimension and is a short-term oriented culture. As a result, it 

is a culture focused on traditions and fulfilling social obligations. Given this perspective, 

American businesses measure their performance on a short-term basis, with profit and loss 

statements being issued on a quarterly basis.  This also drives individuals to strive for quick 

results within the work place.  There is also a need to have the “absolute truth” in all matters. 
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CLEAR
CVEEN3100
January 15, 2014
Julie Snyder-Yuly

NETWORKING

AND JOB
INTERVIEWING

Learning Objectives
Explain why networking is important

Identify ways of describing themselves and their career 
goals succinctly

Recognize and take advantage of a networking 
opportunity when it arises

Develop networking skills

Increase awareness of networking resources

Preparing for interviews

have with one another to increase their 
exposure to information and 

Building Your Network
Current network 
you already have 
one!

Friends, family, faculty, 
family of friends
Contacts from voluntary 
work, societies/clubs 
Part-time work, 
internships, voluntary 
work

Building Your Network
Expand your network by:

Attending careers fairs, employer presentations, 
conferences
Alumni services 
Ask people you know for other contacts
Join professional associations 
Study abroad
Online networking

Make Meaningful Connections
Show a genuine interest

Be a positive representation 
of your school, your 
department, your 

When someone asks you 
what you do or want to do, 
say something 
surprising/interesting
Follow through

First impressions 
count even 
online!

What if I Google Search You?
45% of employers use 
social networks to screen 
job candidates

35% of employers did not 
offer a job based on a 

uncovered on a social 
networking site
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What if I Google Search You?
Facebook, LinkedIn and 
My Space are targets

Provocative photos / 
references to drinking and 
drug use are cited  by 

Bad mouthing previous 
employers/colleagues and 
poor online 
communication skills also 
a problem

Lock down your Facebook 
account!

Choose and accept your friends 
wisely

Be careful what you post

What does your online 
behavior/presence say about 
you?

Which Photo Would You Put 
On Your Social Network Site?

Which Would You Choose to 
Use for Your Profile Picture? Professional Identity

Web Presence

Social/Professional Networks

Contacts and Connections

Linkedin

70% job vacancies filled by recommendation or referral

The wider your network, more likely you are to find the 
right connections

Reach out to personal networks

Volunteer, get involved to meet new people

Keep your contacts informed your 1st

your last (long term process)

Keep your social media clean and updated

Getting the Interview
What is your dream job?

This is what you WANT to do, not what you SHOULD do
I should specialize in geotech because that is what I 

Always have your dream in mind and 
consider how this interview will help you 
meet your goal.

Before the Interview
Know the company

Know how you can HELP 
the company

Think about 
questions/you and them

Dress to impress!

Bring papers in a 
portfolio

Before the Interview
Who am I meeting with again?

How do I pronounce it?
Is it a man or a woman?

Arrive early (but not too early)
Stop panicking
Be yourself 
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Knowing the Organization

Do Your Research 
What is their mission 
statement?
Websites
Professors
Receptionists

Practice Answering Questions
Them:

Tell me a little about yourself.
What is your ultimate career goal?
What are your strengths and weaknesses?

You:
What are the most important responsibilities of the 
position?
Where does this position fit in the organization?

Dress and Portfolio
Dress:

Corporate: black, navy, or gray suit
Casual: nice slacks and professional shirt- collared shirt 
and tie for men
If possible visit the organization or their website to see 
how employees dress
Avoid perfume, cologne, excessive makeup, hair products 
Bring extra copies of resume, reference list, pen, and note 
pad

Treat everyone professionally
Be confident but not arrogant
Listen! 
Keep things positive
Find out the next step

It is NOT about you 
It is what you can do for 
them

Show your 
personality

People hire people

Exit Gracefully
Know what you are going to say
Shake their hand firmly
Smile
Make eye contact
Thank them 

Common Interview Mistakes
Dressing Inappropriately

Arriving Late

Bringing a Drink With You

Using Your Phone During the 
Interview

Not Knowing Anything About 
the Company

Fuzzy Resume Facts

Not Paying Attention

Talking Too Much/Too little

Not Being Prepared to 
Answer Questions

Badmouthing Past Employers

After the Interview 
Send a thank you note immediately
Follow up after 1 week with a phone call
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Team Working Agreements

Julie Snyder-Yuly

1/22/2014

CVEEN 3100
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Overview

• What is a team

• What is a teamwork agreement

• Examples

• Assignment

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, ETHICS, and RESEARCH (CLEAR)

What is a team?
• Shared goals and

purpose
• Interdependent

members
• Members committed

to group
• Is accountable to

members and the
larger community

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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Teamwork – The Basics
• Two things get

accomplished in good
teams:
– the task gets 

accomplished and

– the satisfaction of 
team members is 
high. 

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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Tuckman Model of Team Formation

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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What Do Good Teams Need?

• Knowledge of team 
members

• Facilitator(s) and specific 
roles 

• Good communication

• Knowledge of how to 
avoid common problems 

• Ground rules

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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What Is A Facilitator? 

• The facilitator as the person who keeps
the group progressing in the right direction
(i.e., toward productivity).

• This role can change throughout the
semester.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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Avoiding Common Problems
Always Never

Deliver on time and alert team 
ASAP when unexpected delays 
occur.

Tell your teammates or leader 
how much time and effort you 
are putting into your 
assignment.

Attend all team meetings on 
time.

Assume the role of resident 
critic and complainer.

Speak up, Speak out, and 
interact at all team meetings.

Wait for someone to tell/ask you 
what to do next.

Take personal interest in 
planning and problem solving.

Delay actions and make 
excuses

Look for ways to go-the-
second-mile on your own.

Isolate yourself from the others.
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Good Communication
• Talk to each other, not 

through each other

• Create a team vision and 
goals

• Discuss 
problems/concerns 
immediately

• Be open and honest
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Team focus

• All teams must balance between the small
details and the Big Picture.

• The split between the details and the big
picture is referred to as the Task/Process
orientation.
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Task oriented
Task Behaviors Include:

• Attention to detail

• Independent work

• Focusing on the now

• Closure
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Task Oriented
Pros

• Gets things done.

• Quick decisions.

• Efficient.

• Considers the fine
points.

Cons

• Can miss the “big
picture.”

• Stifles creativity.

• Lack of
communication.

• Lack of cohesion.
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Process oriented
Process behaviors 

include:

• Consideration of the
team’s purpose

• Multiple perspectives

• Emphasis on the long
term

• Exploration of ideas
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Process oriented
Pros

• Encourages creativity.

• Explores ideas more
deeply.

• Allows greater
collaboration.

• Sets up and directs
tasks.

Cons

• Can overlook the little
details.

• Problems getting
things “done.”

• Time consuming.

• Can be inefficient.
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Coming to consensus
• Teams must decide how much emphasis is

placed on task and process.

• Team members must all be on the “same
page” once these decisions are made.

• Team members must abide by those
decisions and take responsibility for their
actions.

• One way to do this…
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Team agreements
• Team agreements are living documents

• Each member of the team MUST agree to
the guidelines.

• Example: “everyone must be on time for
meetings.”
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Team agreements
• Shared responsibility

• Awareness of behavior

• Empower leadership

• Enhance group
process

• Balance task and
process behaviors
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Purpose
Learn how to effectively operate as a team and 
how to bring together very different individuals 
working toward a common goal

Engineers need to be able to work in teams and 
take responsibility not only for their personal 
ideas and products but also for team 
performance and collaborative deliverables. 
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What is a working agreement
• A working agreement 

consists of ground 
rules (norms, 
expectations) that 
guide how a team will 
work together to 
achieve results/meet 
an objective/realize a 
goal.
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What should it include?
• Communication 
• Participation
• Decision Making and 

Problem Solving
• Managing 

Disagreements
• Responsibilities and 

Expectations
• Consequences
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What should it include?
• Contact information

• Group norms- where, when, how

• Group ground rules- consequences, decision-
making, etc.

• Group expectations- work quality, attendance,
etc.

• File sharing protocols
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What does it look like?

• Dos and don’ts
• Guidelines

• Results focused
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Assignment

• Create a working agreement,
remembering that a working agreement
consists of ground rules (norms,
expectations) that guide how a team will
work together to achieve results, meet an
objective or realize a goal.

• Due Wednesday, January 29, 2014
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Make sure to include:
– Communication and scheduling
– Participation
– Decision Making and Problem Solving
– Managing Disagreements/Gossip
– Responsibilities and Expectations
– Consequences

Types: To Do/Not to do, Bulleted list, or results-
focused
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QUESTIONS?
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Guidelines for Writing Team Contract 

To prepare you for the teamwork in the engineering world, you will be assigned a team for the 

semester.  Your team will work together to complete the collaborative projects in CVEEN 3100 

this semester. 

Rationale 

According to concepts from Organizational Behavior, there are five stages of team development: 

forming, storming, norming, performing, and adjourning. During the forming stage, teams tend 

to communicate in indirect polite ways rather than more directly. The storming stage, 

characterized by conflict, can be often be productive, but may consume excessive amounts of 

time and energy. In this stage it is important to listen well for differing expectations. Next, 

during the norming stage, teams formulate roles and standards, increasing trust and 

communication. This norming stage is characterized by agreement on procedures, reduction in 

role ambiguity, and increased “we-ness” or unity.  These developments generally are precursors 

to the performing stage, during which teams achieve their goals, are highly task oriented, and 

focus on performance and production. When the task has been completed, the team adjourns. 

To accelerate a team’s development, a team contract is generated to establish procedures and 

roles in order to move the team more quickly into the performing stage.  This process of 

generating a team contract can actually help jump-start a group's collaborative efforts by 

immediately focusing the team members on a definite task.  The group members must 

communicate and negotiate in order to identify the quality of work they all wish to achieve, and 

the level of group participation and individual accountability they all feel comfortable with. 

Successful team performance depends on personal individual accountability.  In a team 

environment, individuals are usually effectively motivated to maximize their own rewards and 

minimize their own costs.  However, conflicts can arise when individualistic motives or 

behaviors disrupt team-oriented goals.  For example, conflict can stem from an unequal division 

of resources.  When team members believe they are receiving too little for what they are giving, 

they sometimes reduce their effort and turn in work of lower quality.  Such "free riding" occurs 

most frequently when individual contributions are combined into a single product or 

performance, and individual effort is perceived as unequal.  At this point, some individual team 

members may take on extra responsibilities while other team members may reduce their own 

efforts or withdraw from the team completely.  These behaviors may engender anger, frustration, 

or isolation—resulting in a dysfunctional team and poor quality of work.  However, with a well-

formulated team contract, such obstacles can usually be avoided. 
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Team Contract Assignment 

Your team contract template is divided into three major sections: 

1. establishing team procedures

2. identifying expectations

3. specifying the consequences for failing to follow these procedures and fulfill these

expectations

Since the basic purpose of this team contract is to accelerate your team's development, to 

increase individual accountability for team tasks, and to reduce the possibility for team conflict, 

make your contract as specific as possible:  (a) specify each task as detailed as possible, (b) 

specify each step in a procedure or process as detailed as possible, (c) specify the exact person(s) 

responsible for each specific task, and (d) specify the exact time and exact place for completion 

or submission of each task.  The more specifically you describe your team expectations, roles, 

and procedures, the greater chance you have for a successful team experience. 

Use the Team Contract template to discuss and finalize your team roles, procedures, and 

standards.   

Once your team contract has been developed, your team is ready to begin work on collaborative 

assignments.  However, you may soon find that your team is not working as well as you had 

hoped.  This is normal but needs to be attended to immediately.  Perhaps your team is simply not 

following the established contract procedures or roles as strictly as you should be, or perhaps you 

need to change some of the procedures or roles as outlined in your contract.  Call a team meeting 

immediately to discuss and resolve the challenges your team is facing; do not delay.  Seek 

guidance from your instructor, TA, or preceptor to resolve any conflicts so that you will have the 

most positive team experience possible. 
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TEAM CONTRACT 

Team Topic: 

Team Members: 

1) _______________________________

2) _______________________________

3) _______________________________

4) _______________________________

5) _______________________________

Team Procedures 

1. Day, time, and place for regular team meetings:

2. Preferred method of communication (e.g., e-mail, cell phone, wired phone, Blackboard

Discussion Board, face-to-face, in a certain class) in order to inform each other of team

meetings, announcement, updates, reminders, problems:

3. Decision-making policy (by consensus? by majority vote?):

4. Method for setting and following meeting agendas (Who will set each agenda? When? How

will team members be notified/reminded? Who will be responsible for the team following the

agenda during a team meeting?  What will be done to keep the team on track during a

meeting?):

5. Method of record keeping (Who will be responsible for recording & disseminating minutes?

How & when will the minutes be disseminated?  Where will all agendas & minutes be

kept?):
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Team Expectations 

Work Quality 

1. Project standards (What is a realistic level of quality for team presentations, collaborative

writing, individual research, preparation of drafts, peer reviews, etc.?):

2. Strategies to fulfill these standards:

Team Participation 

1. Strategies to ensure cooperation and equal distribution of tasks:

2. Strategies for encouraging/including ideas from all team members (team maintenance):

3. Strategies for keeping on task (task maintenance):

4. Preferences for leadership (informal, formal, individual, shared):

Personal Accountability 

1. Expected individual attendance, punctuality, and participation at all team meetings:

2. Expected level of responsibility for fulfilling team assignments, timelines, and deadlines:
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3. Expected level of communication with other team members:

4. Expected level of commitment to team decisions and tasks.

Consequences for Failing to Follow Procedures and Fulfill Expectations 

1. Describe, as a group, you would handle infractions of any of the obligations of this team

contract:

2. Describe what your team will do if the infractions continue:

*************************************************************************** 

a) I participated in formulating the standards, roles, and procedures as stated in this contract.

b) I understand that I am obligated to abide by these terms and conditions.

c) I understand that if I do not abide by these terms and conditions, I will suffer the

consequences as stated in this contract.

1) ___________________________________________________date__________________

2) ___________________________________________________date__________________

3) ___________________________________________________date__________________

4) ___________________________________________________date__________________

5) ___________________________________________________date__________________
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Presentation Post Mortem

Julie Snyder-Yuly

3-26-14

CVEEN 3100
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Today

• The good

• The not so good (team overview)

• Meeting with Julie prior to next
presentation

• Presentation reviews
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The Good

• No major meltdowns

• No major tech glitches

• Everyone met time requirements

• Some of the groups and individuals did an
excellent job and clearly practiced
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Overview

• Team grades between 63-77 out of 85

• Individual grades between 10-15 out of 15

• Team average – 70 (B-)

• If you scored less than a 70, you should
meet with me prior to your next
presentation to prepare!
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TEAM OVERVIEW
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Areas of Concern

• Introductions or lack there of…
• Transitions

– Very few internal summaries

– Too many, “I will turn the floor over to…”
• Conclusions

– Some just ended

– Summarize, wrap up, conclude
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Areas of Concern

• Energy level

• Flow and organization

• Practicing
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Intro and Welcome
• Let me get started…
• How do we want to do this?...

• Have some type of an attention getter
– It doesn’t have be amazing, but ask a

question, a warm welcome, a thank you…
– “Thank you so much for inviting us here today

to present our plans for…”
– “As you know or Did you know?”
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Transitions
• Now Ellen is going to talk to you about X

• I am going to turn the floor over to Ellen

• “As I have just explained, there are 3 major
goals of our project…In order to meet these
goals, Ellen Kress is going to explain our action
plan in more depth””

• “Thank you, as Julie said my name is Ellen and
I am…”
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Conclusion
• “Our final budget is $15,000, any questions?”
• “Today, Snyder engineering has presented our

qualifications, 3 main goals for this project (list
them), our plan to meet these goals, and the
budget needed for this project. Based on our
reputation and plan, we believe Snyder
Engineering can meet and succeed your needs
and expectations and hope you will consider us
for this project.”
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Visuals

• Inconsistencies
– Capitalization

– Punctuation

– Format
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The Problem at hand

• Currently about 15,000 cars per day

• 28% increase in traffic volume in 10 years.
• 500 people cross per day 
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Images
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Where to go from here

• If you scored a 70 or less, you should plan
to meet with me prior to next presentation

• Practice as a team and critique each other

• Write out your intro and conclusion and
review as team

• Individually write out your transitions

• No notecards next time
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INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS
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How did you do?

• Most did well

• Write an outline, what do I need/want to
talk about (include internal transitions,
summaries, and transitions)

• Practice – in front of friends, the mirror, a
web cam and get feedback

• Be confident
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UPCOMING EXPECTATIONS 
AND DEADLINES
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Review of presentations

• Everyone needs to watch their
presentations online

• Set up a team meeting with Julie to review
(and get your feedback). REQUIRED

• Set up practice presentation for final
presentation
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Presentation review
• Identify 2-3 things you did well as an individual

• Identify 2-3 things you need to improve on
individually

• Identity 2-3 things your team did well

• Identify 2-3 things your team needs to improve

• Prepare a plan of action for next presentation

• These will be written out and turned in during
your meeting.
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Final Presentations

• April 14 – Teams 8, 7, 6

• April 16 – Teams 5, 4, 3

• April 21 – Teams 2, 1
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CHAPTER 4 

Communication 2110 – Interpersonal Communication 

Fall 2014-Summer 2016 

This section of the portfolio will focus on the interpersonal communication course I taught for 

six semester. One important thing to note about this course is that similar to the speech 

communication course no one had set up traditional objectives and outcomes. It was not until 

summer 2015 that I added course objectives to the online course content. It was following my 

online course in designing online courses that I realize that course objectives had not been listed 

in any of the syllabi that I was given as I stated teaching in communication. In this chapter of the 

portfolio, you will find the following content: 

 Course Syllabus

 Online Course Sample

 Evaluation Summary

 Sample Lecture Slides

 Teaching/Learning Contract

 Sample Assignments and Examples of Student Work

o Non-verbal Codes

o Journal Assignment

o Group Project
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COMM 2110 
INTRODUCTION TO INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION 

Fall 2014 

Class Meetings 

LECTURES 

Section 1   9:40 -10:30    MON AND WED   1110 LNCO 

LABS 

Section 2   8:35-9:25    FRIDAY   131 OSH 

Section 3     9:40-10:30   FRIDAY    131 OSH 

Section 4    10:45-11:35    FRIDAY   131 OSH 

Instructor 

Julie Snyder-Yuly 2810 LNCO 
Office Hours:  10:30am-11:30 am on Mondays and Wednesdays, and by appointment 

julie.yuly@utah.edu  

Textbook 

Trenholm, S. & Jensen, A.  Interpersonal Communication (7th Ed.), 2013.  Oxford Press. 

Course Description 

We all know that communication between people is primary.  It’s basic and evident in 

most every situation in our lives.  We constantly hear that “communication” is the key to 

successful marriages and partnerships, satisfying family relationships and friendships, 

effective business transactions and short-term and on-going professional relationships.  

“Communication” gets identified with success in team sports, artistic performances, 

legal and bureaucratic situations and even mental, emotional, and physical health. 

But while we have communicated with others our whole lives, we do not always 

understand how communication works or how what we do affects us and others.  We 

have been so busy doing it that we haven’t had the chance to really reflect and 

understand it. 

Well, this is our chance. 

In the words of our textbook authors: 

“One of the reasons that communicating well is not easy is that it so hard to see.  For 

most of us, most of the time, communication is an invisible process.  Although you’ve 

communicated all your life, you’ve probably done so automatically.  You’ve rarely 

stopped to analyze the choices that you make.  In fact, you may not have realized that 
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you are making choices at all, and you may have completely overlooked the fact that 

your communication behavior has real effects on the people around you as well as on 

you yourself. Our goal…is to make students aware of the impact of communication on 

their lives.” 

In this course, we will work from a large body of interpersonal communication research 

and theory in order to understand the significance of communication in our contacts 

and relationships with other people.  Our study will likely reveal that communication 

between people is more complex than we think and that “simple solutions” or “easy 

answers” are often illusions.  We are undertaking this study with the expectation that if 

we can increase our understanding of, awareness about and consciousness within 

communication, our own communication behaviors will probably get better.  And that 

would be a good thing. 

As our study hopefully will make clear, conscious and effective communication can 

enrich our lives in more ways than we can imagine. 

Course Requirements 

1. Attend class regularly (Monday and Wednesday Lectures and your Friday Lab)

2. Complete textbook readings by Monday’s class each week

3. Complete on time all graded and non-graded activities and assignments that

occur within your Friday Lab group

4. Create a safe, open, and supportive learning environment for every student in the

class.  This means both:

 Lecture (where you might feel more “invisible” and unrestrained), and

 Your Lab Group (where you might feel freer to dominate and try to make the

situation about you)

We are all here to learn.  A part of that learning is that our choices in 

communicating can help and facilitate everyone’s learning, including our own. 

The course expectation is that each of us will communicate and behave in ways 

that facilitate every student’s freedom to participate and learn, while being true 

and authentic to ourselves and our own learning.  

5. Complete an in-class Midterm Examination on Friday, October 10, 2014.

6. Complete 1 Individual Application paper (select 1 of 3 topics with different due

date options)

7. Commit to a Demonstration Project Group (groups will be assigned in September).

8. Attend the Project Group Workday (date TBA) and participate in your

Demonstration Group’s presentation in class when scheduled.

9. Complete the in-class Final Examination, 8:00-10:00 AM on Thursday, December 18,

2014.
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Grades 

For students who fulfill all the course requirements above on time, your final course 

grade will be the average of 5 equally-weighted graded activities: 

 Midterm Examination 50 pts 
In-class exam on Friday, October 10, 2014

Includes chapters 1-6 and lectures/labs from 1st half of semester

 Individual Application Paper 50 pts 
Select one of three paper options and submit through Canvas:

Nonverbal/Verbal Message paper, due 10/24/2014

Social Interaction paper, due 11/14/2014

Relationship paper, due 12/5/2014

 Group Presentation: Demonstration Project 50 pts 
Participate in in-class group presentations

 Lab Performance 50 pts 
Attendance, Written Assignments, Simulation, Participation in Non- 

 graded Assignments (Group work, Discussion, Lab activities, etc.) 

 Final Examination                   50 pts
In-class exam on Thursday, December 18, 2014 from 8:00-10:00 AM

Will focus on chapters 7-13, lectures and labs from 2nd half of semester, but may

include important terms and concepts from earlier in the semester.

For students who do not fulfill all the course requirements or fulfill them late without prior 

arrangements with your instructor, your final course grade will also be based on the 5 

graded activities above, but will also be lowered accordingly.   

Grade breakdown is as follows: 

A = 100-94%   A- = 93-90%  

B+ = 89-87%  B = 86-84%  B- = 83-80%   

C+ = 79-77%  C = 76-74%  C- = 73-70% 

D+ = 69-67%  D = 66-64%  D- = 63-60%  

E = 59% and Below  
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University Policies 

1. ADA Accommodation: The University of Utah seeks to provide equal access to its

programs, services, and activities for people with disabilities. If you need

accommodation in this class, reasonable prior notice must be given to the Center for

Disability Services, 162 Olpin Union Bldg, 801-581-5020 (V/TDD), http://disability.utah.edu/.

CDS will work with you and the instructor to make arrangements for accommodations. All

written information in this course can be made available in an alternative format with

prior notification to the Center for Disability Services.

2. The Drop/Withdrawal policy is available on the University’s website:

http://registrar.utah.edu/handbook/withdrawal.php

Briefly, you may drop a course without tuition charges or notation on your transcript on or

before Wednesday, Sept. 3 or petition to withdraw from the course before Friday, Sept.

19.

3. Reasonable accommodation will be given to students who provide prior or timely

documentation of their unique circumstances (U of U sanctioned events, medical

emergencies, etc.) which result in absence(s) or missed assignment(s). If you are in need

of accommodation on any basis, please contact the instructor in the 1st week of class.

4. Content Accommodation: The University recognizes that students’ sincerely-held core

beliefs might make it difficult for students to fulfill some requirements of some courses or

majors. It is the student’s obligation to determine, before the last day to drop courses

without penalty, when course requirements conflict with the student’s sincerely-held core

beliefs.  http://admin.utah.edu/facdev/pdf/accommodations-policy-background.pdf

5. Other policies are described in detail on the University’s website:

Academic Integrity: http://www.regulations.utah.edu/academics/6-400.html

Attendance: http://registrar.utah.edu/handbook/attend.php

Fall 2014 calendar: http://registrar.utah.edu/academic-calendars/fall2014.php

Grade Disputes: http://www.regulations.utah.edu/academics/6-400.html

Student Privacy: http://registrar.utah.edu/handbook/ferpa.php

Course Policies & Recommendations 

1. Class Participation, Application Assignments & Missing Class:  It is expected and

recommended that you will attend class regularly, demonstrate your preparedness by

having read the readings and completed any assignments due that day. If you do have

to miss a class, please first get notes from a classmate, then feel free to see the instructor

for clarification of anything you still do not understand. If you choose to miss class

frequently please do not expect your instructors or a classmate to catch you up on missed

material. Repeated absences signify that you have opted to learn the material on your

own. Some material on exams comes from lecture and is not covered in your readings.

Occasional in-class and out-of-class application assignments will also be given. These are

designed to help you better understand and apply course material, and will help you earn

participation points.
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2. Extra Credit or Make-Up Work:  There is no extra credit or make-up work offered. The idea

is to perform your best on each assignment as we go along. For our part, we offer

resources in advance (i.e., study guides, availability to answer questions, discussing paper

ideas), to help you succeed in the course.  Please take advantage of these offerings.

3. Assignment Due Dates:  Exams and presentations must occur on their assigned date. Late

assignments and papers will be docked a full letter grade for each calendar day late.

4. Grade Appeals: If you wish to appeal a grading decision, you may submit a grade

appeal after 1 day but within one week of the receipt of your graded work. Grade

appeals must be in writing and provide a well-reasoned argument, with support drawn

from course concepts and linked to your graded work. From this we will reevaluate

whether a change of grade is justified.

5. Canvas: This course makes use of the online supplements provided by Canvas. You will find

the syllabus, announcements, assignments, readings, and supplemental course material

on Canvas so please become familiar with it and CHECK IN OFTEN to stay current. You will

also submit your some assignments and your final paper here under the “Assignments” tab.

We will also be using Canvas for group project coordination and small group discussions.

6. Technology in the Classroom: You may use laptops and tablets in the classroom for note- 

taking only.

 Laptop users are asked to sit in the back of the class or on the sidelines to minimize

distraction to your fellow students. Please refer to the following article:

(http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2013/08/15/laptops_in_class_lower_students_g

rades_study_says.html)

 Surfing the internet, social networking, email, games, etc. are inappropriate and

distracting (not to mention obvious) to your instructors and your classmates. Abuse of

electronic note-taking privileges may result in a ban on all such devices.

 Cell phones and texting devices are to be turned off and put away during class hours. If

you have an emergency, please excuse yourself from class to communicate in the hall.

7. Privacy: With sensitivity for our topic and the occasional disclosures that arise during class

discussions and lecture, you may not video- or audio-tape class lectures and discussions.

Special requests for audio-taping certain lecture material exclusively for personal study

may be submitted to me, with the understanding that no lecture, discussion, or course

activity is to be shared or posted in any online or social media forum.

FINAL THOUGHTS:  

I passionately committed to giving you my best efforts as your instructor. I anticipate the same 

from you. Experience has shown that those who read in advance, attend class regularly, and 

participate in discussions perform better than those who skip or skim the readings and/or come 

irregularly to class.  The bottom line is that coming to class prepared serves you better for the 

exam and assignments and enriches the quality of our class discussions. Most importantly, it 

makes this a class that has the potential to enhance your communication and your relationships 

in life-changing ways. For my part, my goal is to make this a class you WANT to attend!  
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Course Schedule  
 (subject to change as needed) 

WEEK    DATES DETAILS READINGS 

1   Aug 25 Finalize enrollment and Course Overview 

  Aug 27 Communicative Competence and Relationships  Chap. 1 

 Aug 29 (LAB)  Introduction Activity Due 

2  Sept 1   No Lecture, Monday Sept. 1 (Labor Day) 

 Sept 3 Communicative Competence and Relationships (cont.)  Chap. 1 

 3   Sept 8, 10      Building Interpersonal Relationships  Chap. 2 

 Sept 12 (LAB)  Journal 1 Due   

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4  Sept 15, 17 Nonverbal Communication  Chap. 3 

  Sept 19 (LAB)  Online discussion 

5   Sept 22,24 Language and Interpersonal Communication  Chap. 4 

 Sept 26 (LAB)  Journal 2 Due 

6  Sept 29 Listening      Chap. 5 

 Oct 1      Conflict Management  Chap. 5 

 Oct 3 (LAB)  Online discussion 

 7   Oct 6 Interpretive Competence/Perception      Chap. 6

  Oct 8 Wrap up first half (Ch 1-6) & Review Q & A for Midterm 

 Oct 10 (LAB)   Journal 3 Due 

 MIDTERM EXAMINATION during Friday Lab 

8  Oct 13, 15 FALL BREAK – no lecture or lab 

9  Oct 20, 22 Goal and Contextual Competence    Chap. 9 

 Oct 24 (LAB)   PAPER OPTION #1 DUE on CANVAS by 8:30am   

10   Oct 27, 29 Technology and Interpersonal Communication – Reading TBA 

  Oct 31 (LAB)  Online discussion 

 11     Nov 3 Meeting Social Expectations  Chap. 7 

  Nov 5     Establishing Individual Identity  Chap. 8 

 Nov 7 (LAB)  Online discussion  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

12  Nov 10 Marital and Family Relationships    Chap. 10 

 Nov 12      Intimate Relationships  Chap. 11 

 Nov 14 (LAB)     PAPER OPTION #2 DUE on CANVAS by 8:30am 

13    Nov 17 Public & Professional Relationships  Chap. 12 

 Nov 19      Group Presentation Practice 

 Nov 21 (LAB)  Online discussion     

14   Nov 24, 26 Culture and Change  Chap. 13 
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 Nov 28 (LAB)  NO LAB Thanksgiving Break 

15   Dec 1 GROUP PRESENTATIONS 

 Dec 3 GROUP PRESENTATIONS 

 Dec 5 (LAB)  PAPER OPTION #3 DUE on CANVAS by 8:30am 

 16   Dec 8 GROUP PRESENTATIONS 

 Dec 11 Wrap up second half (Ch 7-13) 

Final Exam Review Q&A  

Finals Week FINAL EXAMINATION, Thursday, Dec. 18, 8:00-10:00 am in LNCO 1110 
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Comm. 2110-002 Friday 8:35am-9:25am     OSH 131 

Comm. 2110-003 Friday 9:40am-10:30am   OSH 131  

Comm. 2110-004 Friday 10:45am-11:35am OSH 131 

Lab Description 

The purpose of the interpersonal communication lab is to apply and engage specific 

aspects of the material covered in the course lectures and text. The discussions, 

activities and assignments in lab will be, to some extent, for review and clarification of 

the weekly lectures. More importantly, however, our lab discussions offer an opportunity 

to apply interpersonal theory to our own relational experiences in greater detail than 

the large lecture format would allow. 

Lab Policies 

1. Attendance and Participation

Successful and Useful discussion sessions (lab and lecture) require your presence and

participation. As such, attendance is mandatory and will be included in your final lab

grade. Attendance will be taken each day in lecture and lab! If you are late, your

attendance will be docked by 1/3 for the day. Absences (aside from university

sanctioned activities) will count against your total attendance grade

(http://registrar.utah.edu/handbook/attend.php). If you are absent for a University

sanctioned activity you are required to bring the necessary forms to me and arrange for

an alternate assignment one week before the date you will miss. In addition,

participation is central to the success of this lab and your success in it. “Participation” in

this lab is broadly defined. There are many opportunities to actively contribute,

including, in-class discussions and group activities. Cell phone use will not be tolerated.

If cell phones, laptops, tablets, etc. become a distraction they will be banned from the

classroom. You will earn points by arriving on time to lab and contributing to small and

large group discussion. If you have concerns regarding your ability to participate

in this lab, please speak with me during the first week of class or as soon as the issue

arises. There will be no content accommodation for this lab

(http://admin.utah.edu/facdev/pdf/accommodations-policy-background.pdf).  ADA

Accommodation is always available to you through the Center for Disability Services

(http://disability.utah.edu/).

2. Homework, Due Dates, and Late Work

There are no opportunities for make-up work or extra credit.  All assignment due dates

are firm! Papers and assignments must be submitted through Canvas on or before 8:30

am on their due date. Late work can be turned in for partial credit, but will be marked a

full letter grade lower for each calendar day late (including weekends). In the event of

COMM 2110: Introduction to Interpersonal Communication 

LAB SYLLABUS: Sections 2, 3 & 4 

Fall 2014 
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an unforeseeable emergency please contact me as soon as possible so that 

arrangements can be negotiated.  

3. Discussions

Discussions are designed to get you to think about the concepts presented during the

week or previous weeks. You may want to reference the readings, but it is not required.

Most responses can be done in a paragraph or so, just make sure you fully answer the

prompt AND respond to others if requested.

4. Lab Grades

Your Lab grade (20% of your overall course grade) will be determined by the following:

Attendance and Participation:    10 pts 

Online Discussion:  10 pts 

Homework     30 pts 
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COMM 2110 Introduction to Interpersonal Communication   Spring 2014 

Assignment Description for 

INDIVIDUAL APPLICATION PAPER 

PURPOSE:  This component of the course is the primary opportunity for each student to focus his or her 

study of interpersonal communication more sharply and with greater depth.  The Application Papers 

described below are a chance for you to pursue your understanding of specific ideas that catch your 

interest from the class and to explore them more fully and carefully.  We hope you see these assignments 

as invitations to develop your personal learning within the course in particular ways that apply to your 

own communicative life. 

DESCRIPTION:  For each of the paper options listed below you are asked to draw from both existing 

communication research and your observations of actual or portrayed relationships as ‘research data.’ For 

example “actual relationships” could be yours, your parents, your friends, Brangolina, etc., while 

“portrayed relationships” might come from television, movies, novels, plays, etc.  Using your ‘data,’ 

discuss the concepts that are most interesting to you as you see them occurring ‘in action.’ Be willing to 

ask and answer some of the following questions:  What patterns of behaviors do you observe? What are 

the consequences of the behaviors you observe? What do they mean to the relationship? What do they tell 

you about the relationship? Are the relational partners consciously aware of their communicative 

behavior? What have other researchers said about these communicative behaviors? What communicative 

choices could improve the relationship? 

Most importantly, we are asking you to move beyond simple description and definition of the concepts to 

application and deeper analysis of the concepts.     

CHOOSE 1 from the following 3 paper options: 

Option 1 VERBAL/NON-VERBAL MESSAGE Paper          Due: FRI  10-24-2014 
Option one is an opportunity to more deeply engage the material primarily covered in the Trenholm & 

Jensen textbook chapters 3 & 4.  Relevant concepts to “message” are also raised in chapters 6 & 9 and at 

various times in Lecture and Lab.  Your task is to (1) identify and briefly describe a specific concept(s) 

from the class that focuses on the verbal/non-verbal MESSAGE component of communication; (2) 

develop a thesis or general argument about some aspect of verbal/non-verbal messages and their impact 

on relationships and communication; (3) provide evidence (vivid and concrete examples) of those 

concepts and explain how they support your thesis; and (4) analyze the meaning, impact, consequences or 

outcomes of the observed behaviors on the relationship (answer the “so what?” question – why does any 

of this matter? why should we care?).  

Option 2 SOCIAL INTERACTION Paper     Due: FRI  11-14-2014 
Option two is an opportunity to more deeply engage the material covered in the Trenholm & Jensen 

textbook chapters 7 & 8.  Relevant concepts to “social interaction” are raised throughout the textbook and 

in Lecture & Lab, but chapters 9 & 12 may also be useful here.  Your task is to (1) identify and briefly 

describe a specific concept(s) from the class that focuses on our role enactment and self-presentation 

within specific social contexts; (2) develop a thesis or general argument about some aspect of social 

interactions in context and their impact on relationships and communication; (3) provide evidence (vivid 

and concrete examples) of those concepts and explain how they support your thesis (be sure that you are 

providing a clear link between the communicative behaviors you describe and the enactment of self, role, 

goal, etc. within the interaction); and (4) analyze the meaning, impact, consequences or outcomes of the 

observed behaviors on the relationship (answer the “so what?” question – why does any of this matter? 

why should we care?). 
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Option 3 RELATIONSHIP Paper  Due: FRI 12-5-2014
Option three is an opportunity to more deeply engage the material introduced in the Trenholm & Jensen 

textbook chapter 2 and underlies chapter 5.  Relevant concepts to “relationship” are also raised in chapters 

10 & 11 and at various times in Lecture and Lab. Your task is to (1) identify and briefly describe a 

specific concept(s) from the class that focuses on relational communication, relational competence, or 

relationships more broadly; (2) develop a thesis or general argument about some aspect of relational 

communication as it occurs in actual or portrayed relationships; (3) provide evidence (vivid and concrete 

examples) of those concepts and explain how they support your thesis; and (4) analyze the meaning, 

impact, consequences or outcomes of the observed behaviors on the relationship (Answer the “So what?” 

question: Why does any of this matter? Why should we care?).  

NOTE:  The guidelines for this paper are specific.  Please read the assignment 

guidelines carefully and fully.  Please write your paper according to these guidelines. 

ASSIGNMENT GUIDELINES: 
 Each essay will be a 5-page typed, double-spaced paper.

 Each essay is due at or before 8:30 am on the designated Friday due date and must be submitted

on Canvas. E-mail or Fax submissions will not be accepted.

 Each essay requires a MINIMUM of two additional ACADEMIC sources beyond the course text.

o Be aware that secondary sourcing (your textbook is a secondary source) can be problematic.

o Most electronic sources (e.g. wikipedia, personal or organizational web-pages, and results of

most regular Google searches) cannot be authenticated as ACADEMIC sources (that is, those

that have been peer reviewed and are accepted within legitimate academic disciplines).

o On-line searches for ACADEMIC sources may be conducted through Marriott Library

databases or Google SCHOLAR.  Google Scholar can be accessed from the drop-down menu

“more” on the Google search page or directly at http://scholar.google.com. If you need help

accessing any of the Marriott Library’s on-line databases, you can contact Dale Larsen,

Communication Research Librarian at dale.larsen@utah.edu.  He is experienced and dedicated

to helping communication students with their research needs.  He will welcome your contact.

o If you have any questions about the validity of a source, you can also consult your instructors.

 Sources are to be appropriately cited BOTH within the essay itself, and in an attached reference

page according to the most recent version of either the APA or MLA writing style manuals. (see

the following links for guides)

o http://owl.english.purdue.edu/handouts/research/r_apa.html For APA

o http://owl.english.purdue.edu/handouts/research/r_mla.html For MLA

o Be sure that your sources and quotes are well integrated (that is, appropriately linked with

the material or arguments that surround it).

 Place your name and lab section number (single spaced) in the upper left corner of the first

page.

 Font and character size should be the standard Times New Roman and 12pt.

 Left and Right Margins should not exceed 1.25”.  Top and Bottom Margins should not exceed 1”.

(These are typical default settings in Word Documents).

 Do NOT double double-space between paragraphs.

 Please be sure that essays meet usual University writing standards  (i.e. are mechanically correct,

proper spelling, grammar, etc.).
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COMM 2110 Introduction to Interpersonal Communication   Fall 2014 

Assignment Description for 

GROUP PRESENTATION: DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 

The purpose of this activity is to create a common task-oriented interpersonal context for each 

student to apply and extend her or his learning about interpersonal communication in theory, 

practice, and analysis.  

Group Project Presentation Description 

 Each group will have 7 minutes for their presentation to the class. We will keep time for you

but you will be wise to practice monitoring your own time.

Groups will be stopped at 7 minutes regardless of where you are in your presentation.

 The presentation includes 3 objectives that may be addressed in any order in your

presentation (Objective 3 will most likely work best at the end of your presentation).

Objective 1: Demonstration 
Objective 1 of the presentation is to give the class a demonstration or example of one or 

more specific, concrete interactions/conversations relevant to your idea or focus. 

Groups are free to make this demonstration in whatever way you think will be most 

effective.  Common methods are live enactment, originally-produced recorded 

enactment/interaction (VHS, DVD, audio) and audio/video clips from movies, TV or 

elsewhere, but you are not limited to these modalities. 

Objective 2: Application 
 Objective 2 of the presentation is to offer a clear, explicit, and informed application of

the demonstrated examples to course concepts. This may be brief in that we will not

need an extensive review of each concept, but rather an accurate and concise

summary and explanation of how the concept(s) applies to your example.
 

 

 

Objective 3: Analysis 
 Objective 3 is to facilitate for the class a deeper understanding, explanation, or conceptual 

 framework for considering the interaction(s) that was demonstrated. Help us understand   

      the underlying meaning and implications of your topic and demonstration and convince 

      us of its importance and relevance to communication/relationships and to us.  

Group Demonstration Projects will be evaluated on three criteria: 

Quality of CONTENT 

 Were the three objectives addressed in a thorough and earnest manner?

 How insightful and useful was the understanding that the demonstration produced?

 How well did the demonstration fit with course content application?

 Was the understanding the group offered relevant and useful to our diverse class?

 Did the analysis convey a depth of insight and perspective, and offer conclusions that

went beyond the obvious and simplistic?

Quality of PRESENTATION 

 Was the presentation clear, well organized and coherent (did it hang together)?

 Did the presentation have an impact on the class (was it interesting, did it engage us)?

 Was the presentation well planned, thought-out, prepared, rehearsed & well performed?

Quality of OUTLINE 

 Provide Julie with 1 copy of a brief type-written outline of your presentation including

your thesis statement and main points. This is to be turned in on the day of your

presentation BEFORE your presentation.
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS 

o Work together. We are evaluating presentations, not individuals. Groups that split up tasks and

don’t bring them together until the presentation usually don’t do very well. To achieve a

cohesive, blended presentation, plan and practice together in advance.

o If you are using technology, try it out in advance to see that you know how to make it work.

o 7 minutes goes by quickly.  Plan and rehearse your presentation to fit in this short time period.
o Be a committed group member. If you do not show up to Lab and do not communicate

with your group in person or return emails, etc., they will move on without you and you

may forfeit your position in their group, thereby jeopardizing your presentation grade.
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Comm 2110- Online Module Example From Summer 2016 

Below you will find a breakdown of what is under module 2, chapter 3. 

1. Nonverbal Competence Chapter 3 Overview

Module and Chapter Overview: 

This module begins the overview of Message Competence as it deals with verbal, noverbal, and 

listening competencies. This module will also include a section on technological competence. As 

you remember from chapter 1, message competence is a process of coding and decoding or 

knowing how to send and receive messages effectively. This module begins with a focus on 

nonverbal communication. Chapter 1 explained that nonverbal competence is the ability to 

process and use nonverbal codes to convey content in effective ways. "Body movement, facial 

expression, use of time and space, physical appearance, and vocal characteristics all convey 

meaning" (Trenholm & Jensen, 2013, p. 11). 

As always, remember the modules and their content are laid out in a specific order to facilitate 

your learning. If at anytime you have some technical difficulties notify me right away through 

my email: julie.yuly@utah.edu. For questions regarding the content of the chapter please post 

them to the chapter's muddiest points discussion board. 

Chapter Objectives: 

 Students should be able to distinguish nonverbal communication from nonverbal

behavior.
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 Students should understand the three primary functions of nonverbal communication

(expressing meaning, modifying verbal messages, and regulating interaction).

 Students should recognize and provide their own examples of each of the seven codes of

nonverbal communication. Students should be able to look at a segment of a

communicative encounter and describe how each of the codes contributes to the total

meaning of the interaction.

 Students should understand how nonverbal communication functions in everyday life to

enhance or inhibit competent communication.

Questions to guide you through the nonverbal component of this module: 

 What is nonverbal communication?

 What are the characteristics of nonverbal codes, and what do they allow us to do?

 What are the codes that make up nonverbal communication?

 How do we adjust our nonverbals during communication?

Resources to help you: 

 Chapter 3 Outline: CHAPTER 3 OUTLINE.docx

 The study guide is a list of questions that will help you think about and process the

content of the chapter. Some of these questions will be used to formulate quiz questions. I

encourage you to take time to answer these questions as you read through the

chapter.   Study Guide Chapter 3.pdf

 This is the notes version of the PowerPoint. It is a good one to print out and take notes on

as you read the chapter. I deliberately left concepts out of this, so you would have to go

through and fill them in. Chapter 3 PowerPoint overview.pdf

 This is just the PowerPoint. The content for the PowerPoint is the same as that of the

notes version; however, I thought this might be easier for many of you to read. I do ask

that you not print this out in full color as it is a waste of paper.   Chapter 3 PowerPoint

Pres.ppt

Supplemental Films and YouTube Videos: 

 Water (2006).This compelling and controversial film is set in India in 1938 when widows

were not allowed to remarry. It explores the plight of an 8-year-old Hindu girl who is

married and then becomes widowed. The film offers examples of social rituals and

cultural display rules.

 Memoirs of a Geisha (2005). Much meaning is conveyed in the clothing, hairstyle, and

makeup worn by the girls in training to become geishas, as well as in the pecking order in

the house.

 What Is Nonverbal Communication?  You Tube Video

Anderson, Peter A. Nonverbal Communication: Forms and Functions. New York: 

WCB/McGraw-Hill, 1998. This review of theory and research in nonverbal communication 

looks at how behaviors send messages about power and emotion, how they act to persuade and 

influence, and how they function to mask (and reveal) our true feelings. 
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Ekman, Paul. Telling Lies: Clues to Deceit in the Marketplace, Politics, and Marriages, 3rd. ed. 

Norton, 2009. This book presents an engaging look at the ways in which we use nonverbal 

communication to deceive and read deception in others. 

Judee K. Burgoon, Laura K. Guerrero, and Kory Floyd. Nonverbal Communication. Boston: 

Allyn & Bacon, 2009.  An introduction to nonverbal codes and their use, this books reviews 

research from the fields of communication, psychology, sociology, anthropology and linguistics. 

Knapp, Mark L., and Judith A. Hall. Nonverbal Communication in Human Interaction. Belmont, 

Calif.: Wadsworth, 2009. A new edition of a classic book. 

McNeill, David. Hand and Mind: What Gestures Reveal about Thought. Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 1992. A highly original theory about the relationship between language and 

gesture. McNeill believes that gestures and languages represent separate but simultaneous 

expressions of mental images or abstract ideas. As a result, both reveal different aspects of 

thought but also contribute to shaping that thought as well. While not the easiest reading, it is 

well worth the effort. 

Montagu, Ashley and Floyd Matson. The Human Connection. Magnolia, Mass.: Peter Smith, 

1983. A very readable exploration into the nonverbal codes involved in approaching, meeting, 

signaling, and communicating with others. 
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2. Nonverbals Through the Movies – Pre-reading discussion

Please watch the following video. What are some of the nonverbal behaviors that you see? What 

do you think these behaviors mean? 

Your response should be 50-75 words and you should respond to 2 other comments. You do not 

need to read the chapter to respond to these. 

Everyone should post by Monday and respond to 2 other commenters by Wednesday. Those 

whose initial posts are consistently after Monday, will receive an overall grade deduction. (This 

will be waived for this post because of the short notice). 

Please see the rubric for additional details. If it is not appearing, click the pinwheel button in 

the right corner.  

Nonverbals through Movies (Links to an external site.) 

Discussion Sample 

WH First Post 
May 30, 2016 May 30, 2016 at 8:22am 

This is interesting video because it truly shows that communication is more than just talking. The 

video with Tom Cruise is a great example because you can see how interested he is in that 

woman just by looking into his eyes and she can tell that he is and returns the same look back. 

The little girl shows excitement from walking outside into the snow and you can see how excited 

she is from her face. The video with the guys that shoot the guns are in shock when they find out 

that he was able to stop the bullets and he too was shocked that they would shoot him. Lastly, I 

love the video from Click. This shows exactly how talking isn't needed to express love for 

someone. This is something that is very important that sometimes actions can speak louder than 

words.  

Reply to Comment 

AH 

May 30, 2016 May 30, 2016 at 1:15pm 

 I absolutely agree with your assessment of the video, it is nearly the exact same as mine. A

wink of an eye or a smile can mean many different things depending on the situation or

circumstance. I can smile when I am just showing joy or I can have a completely different smile

when I am embarrassed, nonverbal communication is so powerful.

ZW 
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May 30, 2016 May 30, 2016 at 9pm 

 WH,

I agree with you on the clip from Click, I believe that sometimes a nonverbal message can be 

more powerful than words can express. As in this clip, the passing of a note created a more 

memorable story for them that might not have been the same had they said those same words 

aloud. 

JP 

May 30, 2016 May 30, 2016 at 11:33pm 

 WH, I have a same perspective with you about the last scene. This scene make me realize that

the love is not only expressed by telling "I love you forever and ever" but also can be expressed

by doing lots of nonverbal communication such as lovely, warm and passionate eye contacting

each other, show lovely smiling to each other, kissing and hugging.

CB 

May 31, 2016 May 31, 2016 at 10:50am 

I like the way you described the Click scene.  Even though they were words on a napkin, they 

meant so much more than verbally and just came off more powerful by seeing it and feeling it 

than just hearing it. 
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3. Chapter 3 Getting Started

 Prior to engaging with this section, you should make sure to watch and respond

to the Non verbals in the movies video and discussion post.

 Students should read chapter 3 in their Interpersonal Communication textbook.

The information presented in this chapter is essential for you to understand the

basic concepts of nonverbal communication. This information is relevant in

understanding to the topics presented in subsequent chapters.

 PowerPoint Notes page  (print this and follow along with reading to take 

notes)

 Watch mini-lecture on nonverbal communication (this is a lecture by Catherine

Grozier, I thought you might want a break from hearing me and she does an

excellent job covering the topic. Approximately 16 minutes) Nonverbal

communication (Links to an external site.)

 Watch CBS's Personal Space: How Close is Too Close?:

Personal Space (Links to an external site.)

 Watch Friends nonverbal video overview Friends (Links to an external site.)

Below are some questions to help guide your understanding of nonverbal 

communication: 

 What is nonverbal communication?

 What are the characteristics of nonverbal codes, and what do they allow us to

do?

 What are the codes that make up nonverbal communication?

 How do we adjust our nonverbals during communication?

 What are the three primary functions of nonverbal communication?

 What are the seven codes of nonverbal communication?

 How does nonverbal communication function in everyday life to enhance or

inhibit competent communication?
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4. Non Verbal Codes

For this assignment you need to first watch the video below. 

John Cusack Video (Links to an external site.) 

In a 1-2 page essay,(double space, 12 point Times New Roman Font, I inch margins) please list 

and describe all of the nonverbal codes that you find in the video. Please refer to your readings 

and lectures as you answer this question. I am most concerned that you are able to identify and 

describe the nonverbal codes that you see, so play close attention.  

This will be a text entry, so you may wish to type it up first, then copy and paste it into the 

Canvas page. T 

This assignment is due on Sunday, June 5 at midnight. 

Nonverbal Codes Rubric 

Criteria Ratings Pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Outcome Student 

successfully 

identifies each of the 

nonverbal codes 

present in the video  

All codes present are 

identified 

8.0 pts  

Only some of the codes 

are identified 

4.0 pts  

Zero codes are 

identified. 

0.0 pts  

8.0 

pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Outcome Students 

explicitly describes 

the nonverbal actions 

associated with each 

code that they 

identify  

Precise 

descriptions of the 

actions are given, 

so the instructor 

knows specifially 

what the student is 

referring to. 

8.0 pts  

Good 

descriptions 

given, but they 

don't match the 

appropriate 

codes 

6.0 pts  

Missing 

some 

descriptions. 

3.0 pts  

Student is unable 

to illustrate codes 

to demonstrate 

they understand 

codes and how to 

describe them. 

0.0 pts  

8.0 

pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Outcome Response is 

well written with 

clear sentences, 

explanations, and 

limited typos  

Student demonstrates 

excellent writing 

organization skills 

5.0 pts  

Well written, but with 

some errors in 

formatting and typos 

3.0 pts  

Poor organization 

and multiple writing 

errors 

0.0 pts  

5.0 

pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Outcome Student 

utilizes the 

Student clearly 

undertands and uses 

the appropriate 

terminology 

Student uses some of 

the terminology, but 

could do more or 

student misuses the 

Student makes no 

effort to use 

terminology or 

4.0 

pts 
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Criteria Ratings Pts 

terminology of the 

course  
associated with the 

course and 

assignment. 

4.0 pts  

terminology, but makes 

an effort 

2.0 pts  

uses it completely 

out of context. 

0.0 pts  

Total Points: 25.0 

Sample Assignments 

Example 1: Student BH (Good Assignment) 

This is a short video.  I think that there is a lot going on here.  There is enough that I’m not sure I 

can catch it all.  My opinion is that this was a very complex encounter between two people where 

many different emotions were felt and expressed. 

I will start at the beginning of the video.  There is vocal interaction before you can see the actor’s 

face.  In the first scene, it appears to me that John is confused.  There is some awkwardness 

about this interaction.  I get the impression that the girl may have been late, and John was 

waiting.  Some of the awkwardness may have something to do with the closeness of the 

interview.  It is done at a distance that I would associate with close friends, maybe not a student 

interviewing a celebrity.   

The girl started to tell a story starting with “it’s funny,” about how she was text messaging a 

friend.  This story was probably meant to break the tension in the room.  When she started the 

story, as she was sitting down, John bit his lip.  I think this may have been a leakage cue 

potentially indicating that John may have felt some attraction to the interviewer.  This could be 

confirmed by the way John leans forward to hear rest of the story once the girl sat down.  He 

appears to make eye contact and be genuinely interested.   

Right before the interviewer describes that her class is watching American Beauty, John smiles, 

and then realizes that she said “American Beauty”.  Johns expression changed drastically as he 

made a connection.  John realizes that the girl believes there is a connection between him and 

that movie.  There is not.  The expression on his face is one of confusion.  John rolls his eyes and 

askes “what’s funny about that?”.   His voice changes.  He realizes the mistake made, and his 

shift in feeling towards the girl are reflected in his speech pattern. 

When the girl responds “you were in that,” John leans back in his char.  He is creating 

distance.  This is an example of proxemics.  Creating distance show disinterest or that he is not 

pleased.  At this point, he scratches his nose and crosses his legs.  He is becoming more closed 

off.  John could be offended that his interviewer made such a blatant mistake.    

The nonverbal cues become more consistent at this point.  He goes into a mode where he leans 

back into his chair and continues to refute the idea that he was in the movie, American Beauty, as 
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the girl continues to try and reason with herself about the subject.  At one point, john raises his 

hand as he says “swear to god” complimenting his speech and feelings about what is being said. 

This encounter ends with the girl saying “I think I’m confused.” John replies by saying “I think 

you are,” and smiling nervously while nodding.  I think that this smile could have been another 

leakage cue.  I’m not sure about this one, but in my mind, he may be slightly offended or hurt 

that the interviewer did not know much about him, and his expression betrayed this.  I toyed with 

the idea that his expression meant that he was offended, and now much more guarded about how 

he would interact with this girl moving forward.    

I think the takeaway from this short encounter is that nonverbal cues are an incredible part of 

how we communicate.  While they are much more universally understood than verbal 

communication, they still vary widely from one person to the next.  People have different natural 

reactions to similar things.  We can never know exactly what somebody was thinking, or how 

their nonverbal cues betrayed them without being in their head.  It is all still just a best guess 

scenario. 

Nonverbal Rubric 

Criteria Assessment 

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Student successfully identifies 

each of the non...  

All codes present are identified 

8/ 8.0 pts  

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Students explicitly describes the 

nonverbal act...  

Precise descriptions of the actions are given, so the 

instructor knows specifially what the student is 

referring to. 

8/ 8.0 pts  

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Response is well written with 

clear sentences, ...  

Student demonstrates excellent writing 

organization skills 

5/ 5.0 pts  

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Student utilizes the terminology 

of the course  

Student clearly undertands and uses the 

appropriate terminology associated with the course 

and assignment. 

4/ 4.0 pts  

Total Points: 25 out of 25.0 

Teacher comment: There is a lot going on and I think you caught the vast majority of it. I ask 

for you to identify all the cues, to try to get you to find as many as you can and not settle for 1-2. 

You do a nice job with your analysis as well. Much of this is interpretation of how we 

understand other people's actions. 

Example 2: Student ST (Needs work) 

John Cusack uses the following non-verbal codes: Personal space- when he replies to American 

beauty he sits back to gain space and gain more personal space. Environmental preference- he 
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has been in those situations before and he was comfortable with his surroundings, unlike the lady 

interviewing him, she was new to that environment. John’s body movements and posture alter 

due to the mistake of the blonde girl, he gets closed off by her ignorance, also with his gestures, 

he wipes his nose maybe he as a cold. His eye gaze very concentrated on her eyes during the 

conversation, body looks at her whole body before she settles in (looking vs. seeing). His facial 

expression is when he raises his eyebrows and her ignorant comment, and he pursues his lips 

when she challenges his career on American Beauty. John is an actor so his physical appearance 

is above the standard, his clothing is probably fancy, but you couldn’t tell in the video because of 

the poor quality; although he is wearing a jacket and she is wearing a nice blouse, which gives of 

a higher than casual encounter. 

Johns vocal qualities sound strained do you a cold, his vocal characteristics are very monotone, 

as he doesn’t really laugh or snicker, except when she first arrives, while giving a vibe of 

patience with the blonde. His voice segregates once when she first arrives “um”. 

Chronemics from John are rushed, but not to rushed, he didn’t want to waste his time with the 

small talk about her class. No olfactics or haptics from either party. 

The blonde interviewer gave off a lot of body language in the auditory system. She had her back 

to us; we could really see what her visuals were. Her vocal qualities were high, low, fast, and 

when she talked about American Beauty her resonance went into effect.  Her vocal 

characteristics are proximate as she is chuckling about her blunder and you feel she is unsure of 

herself from the way she seems to be stuttering about looking for a sign that John is kidding 

about being in American Beauty. She also uses vocal segregates as she has a short silence why 

she thinks about the title of the movie. 

Nonverbal Rubric 

Criteria Assessment 

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Student successfully identifies 

each of the non...  

No details 

7/ 8.0 pts 

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Students explicitly describes the 

nonverbal act...  

Good descriptions given, but they don't match the 

appropriate codes 

6/ 8.0 pts  

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Response is well written with clear 

sentences, ...  

Well written, but with some errors in formatting 

and typos 

3/ 5.0 pts  

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Student utilizes the terminology of 

the course  

Student clearly undertands and uses the 

appropriate terminology associated with the 

course and assignment. 

4/ 4.0 pts  

Total Points: 20 out of 25.0 
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Teacher comment: One thing to note, when talking about the interviewer is to refer to her as the 

female interviewer, young woman or student interviewer. Be careful in using terms like lady,girl, 

or blonde as they can have negative connotations. 

You give very good descriptions in the first paragraph, but they go down a bit from there. 

Consider using proxemics as well, because you do refer to them. How do you know about his 

chronmeics? Why do you think he doesn't want to waste time with small talk? 
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5. Nonverbal Functions Discussion

Watch the following video and identify and describe how nonverbal codes function in this clip. 

Once you have posted your response please respond to the members of your group to see if they 

saw something different than you did or to challenge (in a positive way) what they see as the 

functions of nonverbal codes. 

In order to get full marks, your group members should engage in multiple give and take 

responses resembling a discussion. What this means is that you should ask and respond to 

questions, give support if you agree, or explain why if you disagree. While you do not need to go 

on extensively, your responses are designed to engage you in "talk" about what you saw and why 

you believe the actions taken function as a nonverbal code. 

Your initial post should be 150-200 words and your responses should engage with peers by 

asking questions, pointing out similarities, and specifics. So I don't want responses that just say 

"I agree" or "I saw that too" they should be meaningful. 

Due: Wednesday, June 1 for full credit and engagement with 3 other posts by Friday, June 

3.  

Please see the rubric for additional details. If it is not appearing, click the pinwheel button in 

the right corner.  

Crazy, Stupid, Love Video (Links to an external site.) 

Sample Discussion Posts 

ZW 

May 31, 2016 May 31, 2016 at 2:02pm 

The non-verbal codes come hot and heavy in the opening seconds of the clip. Starting from the 

way Ryan Gosling is dressed, is groomed and moves, his appearance and gait show that he is 

confident and usually the one in control. When Emma Stone and her friend are talking about 

Conan, you can tell from their facial expressions that the friend is disgusted that Emma thinks 

Conan is sexy and Emma is getting angry and rolls her eyes/looks away when her friend contests 

it. Once Ryan is introduced to the two girls, he gives them a stern, confident look to enhance his 

self-awareness of his attractiveness. He then breaks into a smile to show that he has a humorous 

side. Ryan never crosses any personal boundaries in regards to proxemics, he keeps his distance 

and never touches either girl. He does however use his hands as illustrators while he was giving 

his "closing arguments" to accent why he is trying to engage with Emma. Finally, Ryan is using 

chromatics to try and close the deal for that night. He doesn't state that they should go out 

sometime, he is wanted them to go home that night. Ultimately, this clip uses a lot of kinesics 

throughout their conversation to both provide that they are confident in their approach (Ryan) or 

and uncomfortable or unsure of receiving the message (Emma). 
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MB 

May 31, 2016 May 31, 2016 at 3:54pm 

 I agree, the best non-verbal clue given by the filmmaker was the walk of Ryan Gosling

character. You could get an idea of the character just by his walk across the screen.

ST 

Jun 1, 2016 Jun 1, 2016 at 9:25am 

ZW, 

You picked up on chronematics just as I did. I feel that Chronemics play a big part in elevated 

non-verbal codes. Everybody understands a nod, and a smile, but what about the more subtle 

things as you mentioned about kinesics and chronemics? Those separate the simple body 

language from the more difficult body language which is why I feel they are important to 

understand, so we can more fully comprehend others non-verbal communication and not solely 

rely on a smile or a nod.  

WH 

Jun 1, 2016 Jun 1, 2016 at 10:38am 

   

Body language is huge in this scene. You can tell from the beginning like you said that 

Gosling's hand gestures and body movement is smooth on his part and Emma Stone is 

being quite rejective but you can tell in her eyes that she likes it. It is also important to 

mention how personalities play in this situation. Emma Stone and her friend don't share 

the same beliefs as far as attraction goes but that is quite typical. Different personalities 

reflect differently in this type of situation.  

AM 

Jun 1, 2016 Jun 1, 2016 at 5:58pm 

ZW 

I think that your response and observations are well done and you demonstrate how almost every 

code we learned was used in the video.  I agree with you that the actors facial expressions from 

the second the clip starts to the end of the clip are used almost constantly to illustrate how they 

are feeling about what is going on.  I think that your example of chromatics is one that I did not 

realize during the clip that was going on so I thought that was very interesting.  
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6. Muddiest Points (This is available throughout the section for students to

post questions and concerns that others may have)

At any time during the chapter you have questions about a topic, need clarification about 

something, want an example, or need any type of further information about something read, 

shown or presented, you should post your question here. It is the responsibility of each student to 

check this discussion post and respond to your peers. I will also check out this board, but I want 

students to help each other out and learn from each other. 

For students who ask me questions regarding lecture, reading, or other type of course content, 

I will refer you to post your question here. Not because I don't want to answer your question, 

but chances are other people have similar questions and this board allows us to have discussion 

on posts that are unclear or need additional explanation. 

This is not a graded discussion, but it will result in extra credit for those who actively engage 

through questions and answers. 

Regular posters and responders can earn extra credit! 

7. Chapter Quiz

This is the quiz for chapter 3. There are 10 questions worth a total of 5 points. You have 10 

minutes to take this quiz. You may take this quiz twice. 

I set the due date on Friday, June 3, but allow you to take the quiz until Friday. This gives you a 

few buffer days in case you forget or get busy. 

The quiz is due on Sunday, June 5 at midnight. 

Note: this is a timed quiz. You may check the remaining time you have at any point while taking 

the quiz by pressing the keyboard combination SHIFT, ALT, and T... Again: SHIFT, ALT, and 

T...  

Flag this Question 

Question 1 0.5 pts 

According to the book’s definition of nonverbal schema, physical appearance (groom and dress) 

is described as: 

A fashion faux pas 

An artifact  

A regulator 
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A haptic 

An emblem 

Flag this Question 

Question 2 0.5 pts 

Which of the following is the best way to express your negative feelings to someone else? 

Explain to him or her that you felt left out when John invited everyone over for pizza, but 

didn’t include me  

Give them the “stink eye”  

Yell at John and tell him he is a jerk because he didn’t invite you to the pizza party 

Punch them  

Flag this Question 

Question 3 0.5 pts 

All of the following are nonverbals that have been associated with the communication of 

affection except: 

Rapid blinking of the eyes 

Head nodding  

Greater use of illustrator gestures 

Great facial animation 

Flag this Question 

Question 4 0.5 pts 

Which of the following expresses the differences between looking and seeing? 

Looking refers to gaze that occurs in public; seeing occurs in private 

Looking refers to gazing toward the other’s eyes; seeing is defined as visual contact with 

the whole person  

Looking involves offensive amounts of eye contact; seeing is more polite 

Looking involves staring at someone; seeing is when you imagine them with your eyes 

closed  

Flag this Question 
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Question 5 0.5 pts 

Nick doesn't like Kyle. When Kyle talks to him, Nick backs away to put more distance between 

them. Nicks’ antipathy toward Kyle is being conveyed through which nonverbal code? 

The proxemic code 

The vocalic code  

The kinesic code  

The chonemic code 

Flag this Question 

Question 6 0.5 pts 

Which of the following is an example of a nonperson? 

A person no one likes to talk to because he or she is hard of hearing. 

A person who makes him/herself so obnoxious that others put extra space between 

themselves and him/her.  

Someone who goes unnoticed by others and can therefore violate their personal space 

without causing a negative reaction.  

A person who smells bad so no one likes to be around him/her. 

Flag this Question 

Question 7 0.5 pts 

Nonverbal codes are more universally understood than verbal codes. 

True 

False 

Flag this Question 

Question 8 0.5 pts 

Nonverbals used to show emotion are called affect displays. 

True 

False 

Flag this Question 

Question 9 0.5 pts 
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Vocalic messages are classed as verbal rather than nonverbal communication 

True 

False 

Flag this Question  

Question 10 0.5 pts 

In general, higher status individuals are permitted to initiate touch more frequently than lower 

status individuals. 

True 

False 
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Communication 2110 – Interpersonal Communication 2014 – 2016 

Following a year in the CLEAR program in Engineering, I returned to the communication 

department and began teaching interpersonal communication. The faculty member who taught 

this class left and I became the instructor of record for the course for two year. During this time, 

I created an online version of the course to be taught in the summer. This course consisted of a 

Monday and Wednesday lecture and a Friday recitation section. There were 3 recitation sections 

of approximately 20 students each. This course was originally designed to have the faculty teach 

the lectures and a TA run the lab; however, I was in charge of both. The overview of the 

evaluations focuses on those returned from the lecture section, separate ones were also done for 

the recitation. The complete evaluations are in the appendix section.  

In this course, we will work from a large body of interpersonal communication research and 

theory in order to understand the significance of communication in our contacts and relationships 

with other people.  Our study will likely reveal that communication between people is more 

complex than we think and that “simple solutions” or “easy answers” are often illusions.   

Fall 2014 

*30/62 responding

Instructor Questions My Average Comm Average Comm Sem. 

Avg. 

SNYDER-

YULY 

Instructor 

Questions 

5 5.3 5.4 

Course 

Questions 

4.7 5.2 5.2 

Summary of positive comments: Summary of improvements needed: 

 Hands on learning

 Willing to work with students

 Pointless lab

 Course material

Spring 2015 

*33/66 responding

Instructor Questions My Average Comm Average Comm Sem. 

Avg. 

SNYDER-

YULY 

Instructor 

Questions 

5.2 5.3 5.3 

Course 

Questions 

5.2 5.2 5.1 
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Summary of positive comments: Summary of improvements needed: 

 Liked the use of technology

 Teacher fun and encourages learning

 Content was related and test and

quizzes were well done.

 Preferred lab to lecture

Summer 2015 

16/30 responding 

Instructor Questions My Average Comm Average Comm Sem. 

Avg. 

SNYDER-

YULY 

Instructor 

Questions 

5.3 5.3 5.4 

Course 

Questions 

5.2 5.2 5.3 

Summary of positive comments: Summary of improvements needed: 

 Good organization

 Good collaboration/interaction

 Responded well to students

 Too many little assignments

 Hard quizzes and exams

 Poor grading

Fall 2015 

*20/63 responding

Instructor Questions My Average Comm Average Comm Sem. 

Avg. 

SNYDER-

YULY 

Instructor 

Questions 

5.5 5.3 5.5 

Course 

Questions 

5 5.2 5.3 

Summary of positive comments: Summary of improvements needed: 

 Good discussion board

 Positive attitude

 Engaging with peers

 Organization of quizzes

 Unnecessary lab section

 Low participation

Spring 2016 

*21/56 responding
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Instructor Questions My Average Comm Average Comm Sem. 

Avg. 

SNYDER-

YULY 

Instructor 

Questions 

5.3 5.3 5.3 

Course 

Questions 

5 5.2 5.1 

Summary of positive comments: Summary of improvements needed: 

 Content was on point

 Course well structured

 Encouraged participation

 Fun

 Friday labs worthless

 Attendance structure and requirement

 Lecture room was poor

Summer 2016 

10/17 responding 

Instructor Questions My Average Comm Average Comm Sem. 

Avg. 

SNYDER-

YULY 

Instructor 

Questions 

4.8 5.3 5.4 

Course 

Questions 

4.8 5.2 5.3 

Summary of positive comments: Summary of improvements needed: 

 Good topics

 Attentive to course and students

 Liked group work

 Confusion due to technical problems

 Too many discussions online

* some responded to the lecture evals, some the lab, and some both.

With the exception of Summer 2016, my course evaluations were very good and comparable 

with those of the department. Summer 2016 was a challenge in several ways. First, we had a 

huge technological issue, which caused course problems and student confusion. I tried to work 

with students, but they were justified in their concerns. Second, I received a job offer and 

between teaching multiple courses, working on my dissertation and trying to move, the course 

often took a back seat on my priority list. The job offer came after I began teaching, otherwise I 

would have tried to find a replacement to teach. As been a common theme in my evaluations, 

students find me to be a respectful and caring teacher, who they typically enjoy. However, there 

is still critique of my organization. This is something that I continue to work on.  
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4/2/2017

1

Interpersonal 
Communication

Julie Snyder-Yuly

About Me!

 Julie Snyder-Yuly

 4th year PhD candidate

 I research online racism – microaggressions

 Other interests – visual communication, interpersonal,
new media

 Taught Interpersonal, Public Speaking, Women’s Studies, 
and Leadership Courses

 I foster cats, volunteer at Sundance, paint, make stained
glass, and love outdoor activities.

Activity

 I would like for you to arrange yourself alphabetically by 
last name. Start with the A’s in the front and work your 
way back.

 GO!
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4/2/2017

2

Announcements

 Attendance required

 Late assignments are zero

 Sit in the first 6 rows

 If you are not taking notes, your technology is stowed

 No extra credit

Major Assignments

 13 chapter quizzes and 1 syllabus quiz (5 points each)

 4 module exams (30-55 points each)

 Weekly discussion posts (2-5 points each)

 Yellowdig posts (5-10 points)

 Minor assignments – update your Canvas, short intro video,
and a few others (10-20 points each)

 Group presentation (points TBD)

Canvas

 Who is familiar and comfortable with Canvas?

 Let’s walk through some of what we will be doing.

 Menu

 Home page – assignments and due dates on the right side

 Rubrics

 Resources
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3

Characteristics of Communication

 A process

 Uniquely human

 A collective activity

 Creative endeavor

 Regulatory

Implications of Communication

 Through communication we create our own reality

 We allow what we have created through communication to control us

 Communication takes place in a cultural context

 In interpersonal communication what people do when they are together is
most important
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Julie Snyder-Yuly 

Instructor 

Interpersonal Communication 

University of Utah 

Student-Teacher Contract 

Welcome to Interpersonal Communication. I look forward to a mutually 

beneficial learning experience with you. My intention is to forge a partnership with you 

in order to make a difference in your skills so that you feel more empowered in this class. 

The following structure is designed to enhance our optimum learning 

environment. Please read and understand each point clearly. Then sign your name to 

express your agreement of this course’s expectations. Please date this contract and return 

it to me by your scheduled lab time on Friday, January, 15, 2016. 

CLASSROOM ATTENDANCE 

I understand that class attendance is mandatory. 

1. Attendance involves the start of class to its finish.

2. A lengthy tardy may be considered an absence, especially if a chronic problem

arises.

3. Any departure from class mid-stream must be communicated to the professor

prior to class and in writing (via email). You must plan ahead if you need to leave

class for any reason.

4. One absence is allowed without penalty.

5. Each further absence, will drop you two points in your final grade. For every

tardy, you will drop 1 point in your final grade.

6. For every 5 absences you will drop a letter grade, your absences will be factored

into this as well. So not only will you lose the points associated with those

absences, you will also drop a letter grade.

7. Excused absences are those sanctioned by the university, requiring a written

notification prior to the absence(s). A doctor’s note must accompany an illness

related absence. You must notify the instructor ASAP for any extreme

circumstances that arise. Notification after the fact, will not excuse an absence.

CLASSWORK 

I understand that my learning process demands my pro-active involvement. 

1. Assignments are due as scheduled, unless otherwise altered by the professor.

2. I understand that late work will not be accepted unless prior arrangements have

been made with the instructor.

3. Because written work will be done in the form of discussions, outlines, and

exams, I understand that it is expected I will always turn in my best work. As
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such, all written work will be well constructed, grammatically correct, and fully 

respond to prompts. Part of your grade will reflect this.  

4. I understand that discussions and quizzes cannot be made up. Assignments and

quizzes are always opened at least 1 week before they are due. If you are trying to

do something at the last minute and have issues, this is your problem, not mine

5. All written work that is due for a grade must be submitted directly to Canvas. I

understand that assignments delivered via email or hard copy are not acceptable

unless otherwise approved.

6. An “Incomplete” is only an option in extreme and documented circumstances, not

because you aren’t doing well.

7. I am responsible for dropping the class for a “W” so as not to earn an “E”.

CLASSROOM ETIQUETTE 

I realize that in order to improve my communication skills, I must be a responsible 

student, to myself, to my classmates, and to my professor. 
1. Computers can be used to take notes, all other electronic equipment must remain

in the off position and be housed in a backpack, etc. I understand that unapproved

used of technology during class may result in my dismissal from the class and a

lowered grade.

2. Private conversations are to be reserved for breaks and after class.

3. I understand that I need to sit in the first 6 rows of the class room.

4. Participation is part of this class. I understand that I will raise my hand when I

have something to contribute. I also understand that I may be called upon during

class and lab.

5. High caliber sharing demands polite, respectful language, devoid of swearing,

mumbling, and undue criticism.

6. Any clarification or problem regarding an assignment, a peer, or the professor

needs to be communicated to me at the earliest possible sign.

7. Disruptive behaviors cannot be tolerated and will result in a written notification of

necessary corrective behavior. Three such notifications will result in a class drop.
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STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY – Submit signed copy on Friday, January 15, 2016 

during lab. 

I agree to the above Student-Teacher requirements, and look forward to this 

structure to maximize the semester’s teaching/learning experience. 

Please write legibly. Print if necessary. 

Student:______________________________________________________ 

Student Signature:______________________________________________ 

Course title:___________________________________________________  

Course semester and lab time:________________________________________ 

Date:_________________________________________________________ 
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Comm 2110 – Interpersonal Communication 

Non Verbal Codes Writing Assignment 

For this assignment you need to first watch the video below. 

John Cusack Video (Links to an external site.) 

In a 3 page essay, (double space, 12 point Times New Roman Font, 1 inch margins) please list 

and describe all of the nonverbal codes that you find in the video. Please refer to your readings 

and lectures as you answer this question. I am most concerned that you are able to identify and 

describe the nonverbal codes that you see, so play close attention.  

This assignment is peer reviewed! Even so, I expect a solid draft of this to be uploaded. It does 

not have to be perfect, but it should meet the minimum guidelines by adhering to the length and 

content. 

The first draft of this assignment will be due on Friday, Sept. 18 at midnight. Peer reviews 

will be assigned on Saturday, Sept. 19. Peer reviews need to be completed by Friday, Oct. 2 

at midnight. Your final draft will be due on Friday, Oct. 9 at midnight. There will be a 

separate assignment set up for you to upload the final document. Please make sure to look 

at the rubric to help you with your writing.  

For the draft of this assignment, you can earn 5 points. 1 point for uploading a solid draft 

by the due date. 2 points each for a good peer review. 

Non Verbal Codes Final Draft 

In a 3 page essay,(double space, 12 point Times New Roman Font, 1 inch margins) please list 

and describe all of the nonverbal codes that you find in the video. Please refer to your readings 

and lectures as you answer this question. I am most concerned that you are able to identify and 

describe the nonverbal codes that you see, so play close attention.  

This is the final draft of the assignment that started with the John Cusack video during week 3. If 

I see that you submit almost the identical assignment that was the draft, without making the 

helpful changes as suggested by your peer reviewers, you may be docked 1 letter grade. This will 

be especially true if your draft needs a lot of work and you fail to take into consideration the 

changes provided by your peer reviewers. So please take time to consider your peer reviewers 

suggestions. You don't need to do everything they say, but often their help can substantially 

improve your work. 
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Final Rubric 

Criteria Ratings 
Pt

s 

Student 

successfully 

identifies each of 

the nonverbal 

codes present in 

the video  

All codes present are 

identified 

8 pts  

Only some of the codes 

are identified 

4 pts  

Zero codes are 

identified. 

0 pts  

8 

pts 

Students explicitly 

describes the 

nonverbal actions 

associated with 

each code that they 

identify  

Precise 

descriptions of the 

actions are given, 

so the instructor 

knows specifially 

what the student is 

referring to. 

7 pts  

Good 

descriptions 

given, but they 

don't match the 

appropriate 

codes 

6 pts  

Missing 

some 

descriptions. 

3 pts  

Student is unable 

to illustrate codes 

to demonstrate 

they understand 

codes and how to 

describe them. 

0 pts  

7 

pts 

Response is well 

written with clear 

sentences, 

explanations, and 

limited typos  

Student 

demonstrates 

excellent writing 

organization skills 

5 pts  

Well written, but 

with some errors 

in formatting and 

typos 

3 pts  

Poor organization and multiple 

writing errors. Student fails to 

consider the helpful feedback 

they were provided by peer 

reviewers to improve their 

paper. 

0 pts  

5 

pts 

Student utilizes the 

terminology of the 

course  

Student clearly 

undertands and uses the 

appropriate 

terminology associated 

with the course and 

assignment. 

5 pts  

Student uses some of the 

terminology, but could 

do more or student 

misuses the terminology, 

but makes an effort 

2 pts  

Student makes no 

effort to use 

terminology or uses 

it completely out of 

context. 

0 pts  

5 

pts 

Total Points: 25 
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Non Verbal Codes Assignment Example Response and Grade (CB) 

As soon as the video started, you could see this man greeting the woman with a smirk on his face and he 

checked her out up and down.  By the looks of his actions, he must have thought this gal was cute or 

something because his smirk and eyes gave him away.  His short-lived facial expression was 

accommodated with his quick gaze up and down.  As they started to talk, he seemed very interested in 

what she was saying, almost to the point where i thought it was just because he liked her.  And while 

she talked, he had another smirk on his face.  At one point, she said something that made him roll his 

eyes and ask “whats funny about that?”  And multiple times when he would confirm her questions with 

a “no”, he would always raise an eyebrow and look away while he said it.  And that added more to his 

response than just saying no.  And after she asked him the same question multiple times, he finally put 

his hand up in the air swearing to god he was telling the truth.  His illustration of him raising his hand 

made his words that much more powerful.  He called her out one time for being confused and he said “I 

think you are” but added a squint to it which made him appear very confident that she was mistaken of 

who he is.  Their distance the whole time was just social around 4 feet but he did appear very confident 

with his environment, and was able to relax midway through the interview.  And he even picked his nose 

out of comfortability in front of her. 

Criteria Assessment 

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Student successfully identifies 

each of the non...  

No details 

7/ 8.0 pts 

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Students explicitly describes the 

nonverbal act...  

Good descriptions given, but they don't match the 

appropriate codes 

6/ 8.0 pts  

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Response is well written with 

clear sentences, ...  

Well written, but with some errors in formatting 

and typos 

3/ 5.0 pts  

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Student utilizes the terminology 

of the course  

Student uses some of the terminology, but could do 

more or student misuses the terminology, but 

makes an effort 

2/ 4.0 pts  

Total Points: 18 out of 25.0 
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Nonverbal Codes Assignment (EK) 

There were many nonverbal codes used in the John Cusack video on Nonverbal’s. 

Nonverbal communication exists when people exchange wordless clues.  There were visual 

codes, auditory codes and invisible codes. All three of these systems help identify the way a 

person is feeling in a situation. 

The Visual Communication System was used a lot in this video. Kinesics involve the 

movement of the human body. These include gestures, posture, eye gaze, and facial expressions. 

John Cusack used these by gazing at the women when she walked in and while she was talking 

to him. Prolonged eye contact was used but he would look away every so often. Gestures were 

made when lifting his hands trying to convince the girl that he wasn’t in the movie. They were 

also made when he was scratching his nose and making a facial expression of surprise suggesting 

that he had no idea what she was talking about. Artifacts are the ways that one adorns or 

manipulates the body to communicate cultural or personal meanings. John does this throughout 

the video to try and manipulate her into believing that he wasn’t in the video. 

          The Auditory Communication System was used throughout the video between John and 

the lady. Vocal qualities were presented by the girl when he told her he was not in the movie 

“American Beauty.” The pitch, volume, and intensity of her voice changed. While John was 

convincing the girl, the rhythm and tempo became very steady because he was trying to keep a 

straight face and be serious. Vocal segregates were also used when she suggested that he was in 

the movie. Vocal segregates take place by stuttering, long pauses, or other dis-fluencies that 

interrupt the flow of speech. In the video, John paused and said, “what’s so funny about that?” 

when she implied he was in the movie. This shows that he was confused on why she would say 

that and tried to make her feel dumb. 

The Invisible Communication System was used throughout the video by using Haptic’s. 

Haptic’s is communication through touch. The video starts out by them introducing each other 

and shaking hands. Them touching each other by shaking hands intimates them and gives a sense 

of welcoming. 

The Nonverbal’s used throughout the video were very indicative on how John was 

feeling during the interview. Nonverbal’s are an unconscious language that truly broadcast the 

feelings of a person. 

Criteria Assessment 

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Student successfully identifies 

each of the non...  

No details 

7/ 8.0 pts 

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Students explicitly describes the 

nonverbal act...  

No details 

7/ 8.0 pts 
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Criteria Assessment 

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Response is well written with clear 

sentences, ...  

Student demonstrates excellent writing 

organization skills 

5/ 5.0 pts  

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Student utilizes the terminology of 

the course  

Student clearly undertands and uses the 

appropriate terminology associated with the 

course and assignment. 

4/ 4.0 pts  

Total Points: 23 out of 25.0 

Instructor Comments: When you talk about the interviewer, call her the female interviewer. You 

don't want to call her girl or lady. Both have connotations. Plus since we know her role, we 

should identify her as such. You do an excellent job of using the terminology appropriately. 

Describe some of what you saw a bit more. For example, what does a facial expression of 

surprise look like? You talk about artifacts, but don't say how they relate in this video, it seems 

like it is just stuck in there. 
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Comm 2110 – Interpersonal 

Journal Project 

PURPOSE:  This component of the course is the primary opportunity for each student to focus 

his or her study of interpersonal communication more sharply and with greater depth.  The 

Journal described below is a chance for you to pursue your understanding of specific ideas from 

each week that catch your interest and to explore them more fully and carefully.  I hope you see 

this assignment as an invitation to develop your personal learning within the course in particular 

ways that apply to your own communicative life. 

DESCRIPTION:  For each entry you will focus on one or two of the concepts presented in the 

chapter. This is not only an opportunity to explore some of the concepts presented more deeply, 

but add an element of creativity. Some of the entries will provide a specific assignment or 

activity to think about and others will give you a chance to write about or find another way to 

creatively present your thoughts or experiences with a concept. You will always be free to write, 

but you will also have the opportunity to display your understanding in other creative ways, such 

as: drawing, photography, cartoons, etc. The only caveat to this is that it has to be something that 

can be presented on paper. Most importantly for this assignment I am asking you to move 

beyond simple description and definition of the concepts to application, deeper thinking about, 

and analysis of the concepts. 

Specific descriptions of each journal entry, as well as a rubric, are below. 

PEER REVIEWS: Four times during the semester you are responsible for bringing your journal 

to lab. These dates are noted in the syllabus and on Canvas. During this time you will be 

assigned a peer review partner(s) who you will switch your journal with. The peer review will be 

the opportunity for one of your classmates to make sure you are keeping up with the assignment 

and meeting the guidelines established in the assignment and on the rubric. 

Your peer reviews will also be graded, therefore you will need to provide appropriate feedback 

to help your peer do the best they can on this assignment. If you fail to bring your journal to 

class, you will not be allowed to peer review resulting in loss of peer review points. 

FINAL JOURNAL: You completed journal should bound together in some type of small binder 

or folder and should include the following in order: 

 a cover page,

 a 1 page introduction to your journal project prior to any of the entries,

 your entries (each entry does not have to have a separate page, but they should at least

have a date that separates each entry),

 a 1-2 page conclusion of what you have learned about interpersonal communication, and

 an appendix that includes your original pages with their peer reviews attached.
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Feel free to be creative with your final project – add pictures, be creative in the layout – as it will 

be more fun for me to look at! 

Journal Entries  

Weekly journal entry associated with course content. To be peer reviewed at least 1 time per 

month. Your journal pages will be printed out and brought to class with you during peer 

reviews. There are a total of 12 entries that will happen throughout the semester. These entries 

will vary in length and content, but the rubric will remain the same for each. Make sure to follow 

the directions for each entry and you use the terminology presented in the course.  

Entry 1: For this week’s journal entry, I want you to write about why you took this course and 

what you hope to get out of it. It is fine to tell me that this was a requirement or that it fit your 

schedule, I would rather have an honest answer than you trying to suck up to me with a fictional 

justification. This entry should be about 1/2 to 1 page long (no longer), double spaced, 12 point 

font, and 1 inch margins. It should include only your name and date as a header.  

Please include the following: 

1. Why did you take this class?

2. What you hope to learn/gain from this class

3. How do you plan to engage with the course to help you learn/gain from it.

You entry will be graded on both content and quality so make sure you check out the rubric! 

Entry 2: For this week’s journal entry I want you to think about who the best or most competent 

communicator is that you know. What is it about this person that in your opinion makes them so 

good? Give at least 4 attributes that make them competent. Don't forget to utilize appropriate 

terminology or concepts presented in the text. This should be approximately 1 page. Your name 

and date of journal entry should be placed in a header at the top of the page. 

Entry 3: Observe a couple you know for a half hour. Watch carefully for all of the ways, both 

verbal and nonverbal, the partners control and influence one another. How do they differ from 

each other in terms of control? How do they seek and react to feedback attempts? What 

inferences can you make about their relationship? Write a 1-2 page journal entry about this. 

Please make sure to be descriptive in your entry. 

Entry 4: This entry can be about anything you want related to nonverbal communication. You 

are welcome to simply write about a nonverbal topic found in the text, or you can include 

comics, cartoons, or images of other artifacts and write about how what you have relates to non 
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verbal. If you just write, it should be about 1-2 pages long - you can tell a story, write about an 

experience, create a how to guide, or any other type of writing. 

If you want to include something visual (a cartoon, drawing, photo) you need to tell me about 

how it relates to the topic of nonverbal and why you chose it. 

Entry 5: Explain how new technologies post additional problems for listening. Give some real 

life examples to illustrate your answer. 1 page. 

Entry 6: For this week's journal pick a concept out of chapter 6 and write about how you see it 

functioning in your life. Once again, please be creative in your response, but also make sure to 

use the terminology associated with the concept and/or chapter. If you have questions let me 

know. 3/4- 1 page 

Entry 7: Analyze your own style of self-presentation from a dramatic point of view. Think of a 

particular communication incident in which you were trying to make a good impression. What 

face were you trying to present? What line did you take? How did your setting and personal front 

help or hinder you? Describe in detail all the relevant props, furnishings, and costuming 

decisions. has this a solo performance or did you count on other s to help you put on your front? 

If the interaction was successful how much was attributable to front? If the interaction didn't 

quite work out, how would you redirect it if you had the chance? This should be at least 2 pages, 

but no more than 3 

Entry 8: For this week’s journal I want you to write about something that happened over spring 

break that relates to any of the communication content we have talked about so far. Have fun and 

be creative with this. 

For example, one night during spring break at 1:30 am a couple in my complex broke up - I 

know about this because everyone heard them on their balcony screaming. If I were writing this I 

could talk about conflict management and give examples of hot emotions, gunny sacking and 

kitchen sinking and dysfunctional communication patterns.  Hopefully you have something more 

fun to write about. Roughly 1 page. 

Entry 9: For this week’s journal I want you to write about what basic needs motivate you the 

most. Make sure to read the content from p. 205-214 in your text book. Make sure to use the 

terminology associated with the chapter and course. 

Entry 10: Pick one of the following questions to answer: 

1. Some people have suggested that in America males and females are brought up in two 

different cultures. Do you believe gender is a culture? Explain your answer and give examples. 

2. Have you ever traveled abroad? If so, did you experience trouble in adapting? If so, how did 

you resolve your feelings? If not, what do you think prevented it? For those of you who traveled 

here to come to school, you can use that as an example as well. 
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3. Using the table on 13.1 "Dimensions of Cultural Difference," explain the ways in which each

of the 5 dimensions of difference impact you personally as it relates to your culture.

Your response should be 1 - 1.5 pages in length. 

Entry 11: For this week’s journal, pick any concept you would like and have fun with it. You 

can draw, focus on a cartoon, talk about a television episode and relate it to the material (please 

make sure to give me a link or a proper citation to the show you reference), but just be creative. 

You may also just relate a concept from the chapter to your own personal experience. If you are 

just writing, please write 1/2 to 1 page (no more). If you are doing something more creative, 

make sure to give me at least a paragraph to explain what you included and why. As always, 

make sure to utilize the concepts present in the chapter! 

Entry 12: For this journal entry I want you to tell me about what a family is. Tell me about what 

makes a family, what is unique about your family, what are some changes your family has gone 

through overtime, and how you anticipate your family to change in the future? 1-2 pages 
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Journal Rubric for each entry 

Criteria Ratings Pts 

The journal responded fully to any prompts given. If no prompts were 

given, the journal adequately addressed a concept from the course.  

Full 

Marks 

1 pts 

No 

Marks 

0 pts 

1 

pts 

The journal was well written with few grammatical or punctuation 

errors.  

Full 

Marks 

1 pts 

No 

Marks 

0 pts 

1 

pts 

The journal met all requirements such as page length, content 

requirements or other specified requirements.  

Full 

Marks 

1 pts 

No 

Marks 

0 pts 

1 

pts 

The journal entry utilized terms and concepts presented in the reading or 

lectures.  

Full 

Marks 

1 pts 

No 

Marks 

0 pts 

1 

pts 
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Final Journal 

Criteria Ratings Pts 

Cover page 
Cover page with your name on it 

1 pts  

No Marks 

0 pts 

1 

pts 

Introduction 

Roughly 1 page, introduces the 

project. Tell me about what I am 

going to find in this journal and why 

you did it. 

4 pts  

Very short or long, 

does not introduce 

the project well. 

3 pts  

Limited or no 

introduction 

0 pts  

4 

pts 

12 Journal 

entries 

Each journal entry 

follows the guidelines 

set forth in the 

description. There are 

limited or no typos or 

grammatical errors. You 

took feedback from 

your peer reviews. 

Entries were throughtful 

and included concepts 

and terminology from 

the text that was 

appropriate to the entry. 

36 pts  

Missing journal 

entries, failure to 

use appropriate 

feedback from peer 

reviewers, 

excessive typos and 

gramatical errors, 

or missing 

approprate 

concepts and 

terminology from 

the text. 

24 pts  

Missing journal entries, 

failure to use 

appropriate feedback 

from peer 

reviewers,poorly 

constructed responses 

with multiple errors, and 

missing approprate 

concepts and 

terminology from the 

text. 

12 pts  

No 

Marks 

0 pts 

36 

pts 

Conclusion 

1-2 page conclusion that

highlights what you have

learned from the journal

process and the interpersonal

class.

4 pts

Very short conclusion or 

a conclusion that fails to 

talk about what you have 

learned in class. 

3 pts  

No conclusion or a 

poorly 

constructured 

conclusion. 

0 pts  

4 

pts 

Visual 

Appeal 

The journal was well put together and pleasurable to read. It adds 

some creativity when appropriate or provides some visual appeal. It 

also includes the peer reviews from your fellow students and is put in 

a folder. 

5 pts  

No 

Marks 

0 pts 

5 

pts 

Total Points: 50 
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SA 

Section 4 

Journal #1 

My father is the most difficult person I know. I have had a—at best—strained relationship with 

him since I can remember. To describe our relationship, I’ve written a short letter to him about 

the last four years or so of our relationship, which took a hit as I entered High School and gained 

some perspective on him when I moved a state away from him with my mother and step-father: 

In the four years since you’ve known me, I’ve grown up.  

I’m not the 12 year old you hugged goodbye at that rest stop in July of 2010, me 

reluctantly pressing myself against your cigarette infested chest, you trying to hold on for 

dear life.  

We used to go feed the ducks at the pond by your house when I was little (you still call it 

“our house”), and sometimes I think you forget that its been years since I was little. You 

still want that little diaper bottomed, white blonde toddler to hold hands and sing “Down 

By the Bay”, and cower in your arms when the geese honked or got too close.  

In the four years since you’ve known me, I’ve become a 5 time swimming state 

champion. 

I remember calling you after I led off the medley relay at state; the first state title, my hair 

still damp from the swim, my cheeks rosy from the excitement, sophomore joy spilling 

out of me. I called because you hadn’t. I wish you’d called.  

In the four years since you’ve known me, I’ve become your mother more than your 

daughter.  

I worry about your health and your finances. I make you food when I come to visit you, 

and I pester you to see a doctor about the sore on your face and the gap in your mouth 

where a tooth should be. I get uncomfortable when you openly talk about your 
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immaturity and indecisiveness. Your catch phrase “I’m still trying to figure out what I 

want to be when I grow up” scares the shit out of me. You are a grown ass man; figure it 

out.  

In the four years since you’ve known me, I’ve started telling you I love you when we 

hang up the phone, because I’m scared you don’t know it. I credit my maturity to your 

lack of it, and I appreciate your role in my life. I shy away from calling you my dad 

because of the image that pops into people’s heads when I say “dad”. You are not a 

protective, predictable, responsible, or steady person in my life. You are Michael, but you 

are also biologically my dad, and even though that means something different to me than 

everyone around me, dad is who you are, and what you shall forever be.  

At this point in my life, I decided to instigate a break from my relationship with my father, until I 

feel that I am in a place where I can comfortably speak to and see him without feeling the 

emotional toll that I have for the past 18 years.  

To answer the journal prompt, I think that an “improvement” in the relationship would be if he 

came to a place where he could be more respectful of my wishes, and not just take into 

consideration the fact that he wants to see and talk to me all the time (he demonstrates a bit of 

communicative chauvinism in this respect). I don’t think that more contact or more 

communication on my part is going to change anything; he needs to come to it on his own.  

Journal 1 Rubric 

Journal 1 Rubric 

Criteria Assessment 

This criterion is linked to a Learning Outcome Adequately answer all parts of the 

journal prom...  
5/ 5.0 pts 

This criterion is linked to a Learning Outcome Grammatical Errors - To get full 

points there s...  
2/ 2.0 pts 
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Journal 1 Rubric 

Criteria Assessment 

This criterion is linked to a Learning Outcome Page lengeth requirments met. 1/ 1.0 pts 

Total Points: 8 out of 8.0 

Assignment Comments 

Since this prompt is going to come back up again, think of the ways in which you can/will 

improve your interpersonal communication with him, even if it is something you don't choose to 

do immediately. 
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KF
October 20, 2014
Comm 2110

Journal 3

 The relationship I will be doing this topic on is my grandfather. In my journal one, I 

talked about how we struggle with our relationship with one another. Due to him being so 

far, we rarely communicate every year and it is something I want to improve. When we do 

communicate, itsit’s sort of awkward and there are a lot of non-verbals that affect our 

communication and relationship. 

 The first aspect of verbal communication that affects us is understanding our 

cultural differences in proximity. Since he lives in Arkansas, there are little factors in both 

of our cultures that are different since I am from California. He says things that Arkansas 

people say, but I don't understand it or knows what it means. Another cultural difference is 

that he's a lot older than me so some of the language I use, he doesn't understand and they 

tend to make it hard to communicate because I have to explain everything to him so he can 

understand it. 

 Some non-verbals aspects that seem to affect our relationship, are the body 

movements and different types of gestures. Since we don't really know each other all to 

well, I could see different cues he would use when we wanted to end the conversation as he 

would use hand gestures or I could see through his avoiding eye contact. 

I feel like there are so many different aspects  andaspects and concepts of verbal and 

non-verbal that affect our relationship. Knowing these aspects now, I feel like I can improve 

our communication between each other and which would improve our relationship.  

Commented [JS1]: during the 

Commented [JS2]:  

Commented [JS3]: LIke what, can you give an example? 

Formatted: Strikethrough

Commented [JS4]: that tends 

Formatted: Strikethrough

Formatted: Strikethrough

Commented [JS5]: Explain some of these a bit more.  
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Journal 3 Rubric 

Journal 3 Rubric 

Criteria Assessment 

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Effectively utilizes concepts 

and ideas present...  

2.5/ 3.0 pts 

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome The journal is well written. 

This includes prop...  

1.5/ 2.0 pts 

This criterion is linked to a Learning 

Outcome Entry throughly responds to the 

prompt fully ad...  

You need to strengthen your arguments a bit more. 

Really illustrate where the problems are and how you 

intend to address them.  

2/ 3.0 pts  

Total Points: 6 out of 8.0 
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Each group will create a presentation related to a topic within the course that will be 

posted as a learning opportunity for your peers. You will have the chance to record 

yourselves lecturing, create a video, create a PowerPoint or Prezi lecture, or any other 

idea you might have. These presentations will happen throughout the semester and 

will be part of the chapter and module quizzes. You will also lead the discussion for 

that week and provide exam questions. These will take place at the end of the 

semester, but I will let each group know what chapter they will be responsible for in a 

few weeks.  

Each group has been given a topic related to one of the chapters (10, 11, 12) and page 

numbers associated with the content of the chapter. I want you just to focus on the 

content within the given pages. For each group you will create/provide the following: 

1. At least one content video, graphic, cartoon or other option to provide a better

explanation. If a video, it should be no longer than 15 minutes. When you provide

this, you also need to write a short statement explaining why your group chose it.

2. Create a short PowerPoint, Prezi, or video to "teach" us about your topic or part of

your topic.

3. A discussion post question - the members of the group will be required to make

sure the conversation is moving along by providing feedback and encouragement for

the posts. You can include a video, cartoon, or just a question.

4. A journal topic to write about. Both journal prompts will be available and students

will pick one to write about. The groups presenting for the week do not need to write a

journal entry as they will have a separate assignment (see #6).

5. At least one T/F and multiple choice question (and answer) related to their content.

6. Write a 1-2 page paper about your experience creating a presentation online. Please

include: what you did as part of your group, the challenges and opportunities present

in doing this project, an evaluation of your peers, and an evaluation of this project -

what worked, what didn't' and ideas/suggestions for continuing this project or

replacing it with something else (you must explain what you would do in place of it).

You will submit the content to this assignment either as a text post or upload. Only 

one person from your group needs to submit the content of your presentation. When 

you do submit, I want the first five items to all come at the same time. Each person 

will submit their own item 6.  
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By the due date, I expect a solid draft of your presentation materials. This will give us 

several days to get things finalized and posted. If you have any questions or want me 

to look at something, I am happy to do this at any time. 

Points 

50  

Group Presentation 

Group Presentation 

Criteria Ratings 
Pt

s 

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Outcome Draft 

submitted on time 

and group facilitator 

selected  

Well written draft 

provided to 

instructor that was 

ready to post or only 

needed minor 

revisions. Group 

facilitator identified 

and sent to 

instructor. 

3.0 pts  

Well written draft 

submitted on time 

but no facilitor 

named. Submitted 

draft is not 

complete or needs 

excessive editing. 

2.0 pts  

Poorly written 

draft or draft 

submitted late. 

Facilitator not 

named. 

1.0 pts  

Draft 

submitted 

late, not 

faciliator 

named. 

0.0 pts 

3.0 

pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Outcome Video 

Content  

Video submitted 

effectively conveys 

the material of the 

chapter. Write up 

with the video 

explains why it was 

selected and what 

the group hopes to 

acheive. 

9.0 pts  

Video submitted 

conveys the material of 

the chapter, but no 

write up included with 

the video. Or, video 

selected marginally 

relates to the content 

of presentation. 

6.0 pts  

Video does 

not relate to 

the chapter 

and no write 

up provided. 

4.0 pts  

No video 

submitted 

0.0 pts 

9.0 

pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Outcome 

PowerPoint/Prezi 

slides  

Slides focus on the 

content of the 

section. They are 

creative and easy to 

understand. They are 

visually appealing. 

No grammatical or 

formatting errors 

present. 

9.0 pts  

Slides focus on the 

content of the 

chapter. Very basic 

creativity and 

moderately visually 

appealing. Some 

minor errors. Or 

well done slides 

but submitted late. 

6.0 pts  

Slides focus on 

content of the 

section. There is 

limited visual 

appeal. 

Substantial 

errors. Slides 

submitted late. 

4.0 pts  

No slides 

submitted 

0.0 pts 

9.0 

pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Well thought out 

discussion prompt 

Moderately 

effective 

Moderately 

effective 

No 

submission 

7.0 

pts 
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Group Presentation 

Criteria Ratings 
Pt

s 

Outcome Discussion 

prompt  
that engages 

students with the 

material. Group 

members 

effectively engage 

with their 

classmates to 

ensure good 

discussion. 

7.0 pts  

discussion prompt, 

but good 

engagment on 

discussion board 

with peers. Or 

Good question but 

limited 

engagement with 

peers. 

5.0 pts  

discussion 

prompt and 

limited 

engagement 

with peers. 

3.0 pts 

or 

engagement. 

0.0 pts  

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Outcome Journal 

Prompt  

Well thought out journal 

prompt that engages 

students more deeply 

into the chapter content. 

5.0 pts  

Moderately effective journal 

prompt. Doesn't effectively get 

students thinking about content or 

is marginal to the content of the 

chapter. 

3.0 pts  

Poor 

prompt 

0.0 pts 

5.0 

pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Outcome Project 

Assessment  

Student effectively 

submits project 

assessment that includes 

challenges/successes, 

what they learned, a peer 

evaluation, and final 

evaluation of project. 

Comments are thoughtful 

and helpful to the 

instructor in evaluating 

the project. Assessment is 

well written and with 

proper grammar and 

punctuation. 

9.0 pts  

Students 

Submit 

assessment 

but it misses 

parts of the 

required 

content or 

does not 

provide 

effective 

evaluation 

content. 

Assessment 

contains 

errors in 

grammar and 

content. 

6.0 pts  

Poorly 

submitted 

assessment that 

misses 

requirements 

and doesn't 

provide content 

to help change 

or improve the 

project. 

Assessment is 

late and/or 

poorly written. 

3.0 pts  

No 

submission 

0.0 pts 

9.0 

pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Outcome Test 

Questions  

Group submits 

effective test questions 

(T/F and Multiple 

choice) and the 

answers on time. 

5.0 pts  

Test questions are poorly 

constructed or they don't deal 

with the groups content 

material. No answers submitted 

with the questions. 

3.0 pts  

No 

questions 

submitted 

0.0 pts 

5.0 

pts 
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Group Presentation 

Criteria Ratings 
Pt

s 

This criterion is 

linked to a Learning 

Outcome 

Description of 

criterion  

Peer reviews 

from 

assessment 

indicate you 

were a fully 

functioning and 

essential part of 

the team on this 

project. 

3.0 pts  

Peer reviews from 

assessment 

indicate that you 

were a good team 

member, but not 

excellent. You did 

your part but did 

not give 100%. 

You material was 

late or it contained 

material that 

needed editing. 

2.0 pts  

Your peer 

reviews indicated 

that you were 

consitently late 

with submitting 

your material, 

you submitted 

incomplete work, 

your work 

needed a lot of 

revision. 

1.0 pts  

Peer reviews 

indicate that 

you were an 

ineffective 

team member 

who did not 

pull their 

weight in a 

group. 

0.0 pts  

3.0 

pts 

Total Points: 50.0 
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MANAGING 
PROFESSIONAL 
RELATIONSHIPS
1) Interpersonal Communication in

Public Situations

1) Communicating in Our Communities

Chapter 12 Interpersonal Communication 

Introduction 
• This presentation will outline specific interpersonal 

communication components, within managing professional 
relationships in public settings, as well as within our own 
communities.  We will briefly address the public realms of 
interaction from past and present, while maintaining focus on 
components and their internal structures, that make us 
competent public communicators.  Components such as, (1) 
enacting roles and scripts, (2) showing and deserving respect, 
(3) giving priority to practical goals, and (4) making room for 
expressive behavior.  We will then move our focus towards 
communicating within our own communities. Specifically 
addressing two factors, Space and Place and Third Places, 
that make communities livable by encouraging communication

Chapter 12 Interpersonal Communication 

Interpersonal Communication in Public 
Situations 

Chapter 12 Interpersonal Communication 

Public Realms of History 

• Many earlier eras were less 
individualistic and more 
communal.

• Public spaces were designed 
for interaction.

• Interaction prescribed by 
gender, class, or other social 
characteristics.

• The rising influence of Print 
in the 18th century was seen 
as a threat to public 
discourse.

• Why? Because reading meant
isolation from others.

Interpersonal Communication Chapter 12

Public Realms of History Continued…

• When performed correctly, conversation was seen as a sifter of truth.

• Conversation performed without care could be harmful.

• During the 17th century, coffee houses and salons in France and 
England devoted almost exclusively to the practice of public 
conversation.

• Private forms of conversation began to dominate, which lead us into the 
present…

Chapter 12 Interpersonal Communication 

Interacting in the Public Realm Today 

• Every relationship begins as “public”.
• Once members of dyads become more familiar, interaction can become 

more individual.

• People in close relationships do not necessarily abandon
cultural or social level rules.

• Even in our closest relationships, we sometimes treat each other in 
terms of social role expectations.

• “Ideology of Intimacy”
• We tend to measure the quality of cultural and social-level encounters 

by the same yardstick that we use for intimate relationships.

Chapter 12 Interpersonal Communication 
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Interacting in the 
Public Realm Today 
Continued…

Four criteria to govern 
effective public interaction:

1. Interaction should involve 
appropriate roles and scripts.

1. Interactions should be 
respectful of each other.

1. Interaction should enable both 
participants to achieve their 
practical goals.

1. Interaction should allow some 
room for the expressive 
behavior of the individuals.

Chapter 12 Interpersonal Communication 

Enacting Roles and Scripts 
Script: “A highly predictable 
sequence of behaviors or events; it 
should tell us what should happen 
next in a given situation.” (Pg. 298)

Roles: “Define the expectations 
each person has of the other, they 
tell us who should perform each 
party of the script.” (Pg. 298)

Knowing our roles and 
scripts is an important part 
of communication with 
others. 

Interpersonal Communication Chapter 12

Enacting Roles and Scripts: Example 

To emphasize how 
roles and scripts play 
an important role in 
public settings, let’s 

watch a clip from 
Seinfeld.

Interpersonal Communication Chapter 12

Enacting Roles and Scripts: Reflection

• How are roles and scripts portrayed in this
clip?

• If George had stuck to the script and not
complained about not getting bread, do you
think he would have been happy?

• Can differing from our daily “scripts”be  a
good thing? Why?

Interpersonal Communication Chapter 12

Showing and Deserving Respect 

● Avoidance Rituals: These are 
the “cultural norms” that the 
majority of people follow in a 
particular culture. 

● Presentational Rituals: Rituals 
that are common in daily life. 
They can include, “Salutations, 
compliments, provisions of minor
services, and invitations to 
participate in group activities.” 

● Demeanor: Our attitude towards 
other people, how we act and 
react to certain situations. 

“The deepest human 
motive is to seek the 
respect of others.” (Pg. 298)

Interpersonal Communication Chapter 12

Giving Priority to Practical Goals 

Interpersonal Communication Chapter 12

People interact in public for one of 
two primary reasons:

1) To accomplish some 
practical end.

2) To enjoy the company of 
others through role playing.

Our top priority is the practical one.
• Example: Going to the grocery 

store to buy groceries. 
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Making Room for Expressive Behavior

Interpersonal Communication Chapter 12

Playacting: Trying on new 
roles.

• This is the other primary 
reason for public 

interaction that is often 
overlooked.

Places to “playact”:
• Concerts

• Sporting events
• New Years party

• Halloween 

Halloween is a great example of a time when 
strangers can “playact” in public.

Communicating in Our 
Communities 

Interpersonal Communication Chapter 12

Space and 
Place:
Community 
Design and 
Communication

• The design and symbolism of the buildings that
populate our public space speak a language of 
either public engagement or uncivil isolation.

• Buildings serve as “walls of a large outdoor room.”

• These “public rooms” are either inviting or
profoundly uncivil. 

• Porches: Is the porch close enough to speak 
casually to a passerby?

• 1960’s: The design of the pateo got smaller,
transitioning the center of social life to the 
backyard. 

Interpersonal Communication Chapter 12

“When buildings fail to 
define public space at a 
scale congenial to 
humans–as long as any 
commercial highway strip–
people cannot be there in 
safety and comfort.  They 
will not walk there.  They 
will not pause and mingle 
there with other people. 
They will not communicate 
there.”

-James 
Kunstler

Third Places: Connecting with Your Community

• Sociologist Ray Oldenburg 
argues that sustaining 

community requires third 
places beyond the home and 

the workplace.

• Third places are 
conversationally dominant, and 
are populated by a wide variety 

of people.
• “regulars”
• “casual drop-ins”
• Relative strangers

Ex: Student Union Building

Eight criteria that distinguish “third 
places”:

1. Neutral territory.
2. Patrons have relatively equal 

status.
3. Conversation is the dominant

activity.
4. Accessible hours, and is within 

walking distance for most of the 
patrons.

5. Recognizes a group of
“regulars”.

6. Unimpressive décore.
7. Maintains a playful mood.
8. “Home away from home”

feeling.

Chapter 12 Interpersonal Communication 

References

Trenholm, Sarah, and Arthur Jensen. "Chapter 12/ Interpersonal    
Communication in Public Situations and Communicating in Our 
Communities." Interpersonal Communication. 7th ed. New York: Oxford UP, 
2004. 296-301. Print.

"Seinfeld Clip - The Soup Nazi." YouTube. YouTube, 26 Mar. 2011. Web. 06 
July 2015. <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WRxEY8o3kc>.
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Communication

Chapter 12, pg. 301-310

in the Workplace
Jordan Burr

Margaret Carlson
Andrea Noble

Bailey Sargent
Emily Smith

Interacting in the Workplace

group meetings

onsite meetings

performance appraisals 

phone calls

e-mails

memos

internal newsletters 

and 

other corporate documents

Each day we have countless work interactionsInteractions don’t 
always have to be 
face-to-face or actual 
conversations. 

Examples include:

“Conversations are the stuff of organizations.”

Sizing up Organizational Cultures

Beliefs differ from 

organization to organization. 

These can be in relation to:

Organizational culture is a system of shared meanings and beliefs 

Hierarchy and authority.

Expectations about working overtime and weekends.

Tendencies to stifle or thrive on the creative ideas of 

employees, etc.

"The way we do things around here”  

New Employees

2.  attempt to “learn the ropes” and “make their mark” on the organization

1. Are taught the values and rituals of the organization and how to be a 
good employee

Tip: Stay in school longer to learn to better interpret scripts and schemas, and earn the trust of your p

Organizational Vocabulary - Each  

organization has unique metaphors and  

phrases used by employees.

It speaks volumes about the culture 

and expectations of employees.

We also use narratives 

and 

stories to try and and relate to 

new  information

Most stories are embedded in larger 

stories in the workplace

Attending to Organizational Stories and Rituals

“You don’t want to be a cog in 
the wheel...”

Informal Networks

Managers 
frequently use 
the grapevine to 
pass informal 
communication 
along.
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Leading the Team

Good leadership is not the act of one individual but of the 
leader-follower relationship

“the ability to influence organizational outcomes”

Dyadic Linkage Theory - the ability to understand the type of 
people who are following them and lead accordingly

Building      Skills

Members need to 
take on different (and 
multiple) roles and 
reinforce one another

Roles in a group:
Task Leader
Social leader
Information Provider
Tension releaser
Devil’s Advocate

Developing Cohesion

Cohesion factors: 
Sharing similar attitudes, beliefs, values, trust, 
inside jokes, unique rituals, traditions, stories, 
struggles, using "we" pronouns

Cohesion is the degree to which group members 
like one another and want to remain in the group

It makes life better

Cons of Cohesion:

Groupthink - sacrificing critical thinking to 
maintain the group. This leads to bad 
decision making. 

Pros of Cohesion: 

Group identity, sense of belonging, liking 
one another, strength of the group

Coping With Supervision + Status
Hierarchy of authority:  Supervisor vs. Subordinate

Supervisor-subordinate relationships can be difficult 
to manage, so it is necessary for supervisors to set 
the tone of the relationship and stick with it. 

GOOD LEADERS:

Are mindful of communication
Tend to listen
Ask instead of tell
Are sensitive to feelings

They need to build effective relationships, but 
keep in mind the goal is to produce results and 
further business, not for everyone to be best 
friends. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Business 3910 – Leadership as a Communicative Practice 

Summer 2016 

This section of the portfolio will focus on the business and communication course I taught 

summer of 2016. In this section, you will find the following content: 

 Course Syllabus

 Evaluation Summary

 Sample Lecture Slides

 Sample Assignments and Examples of Student Work

o Leadership Charter

 This project was designed to get the class groups connecting and

establishing rules and norms for their group.

 This assignment was designed to meet course objectives 4 & 6.

o Follow the Leader Assignment

 In groups students identified and analyzed a leader of their choice.

 This assignment was designed to meet course objectives 1, 2, & 5.

 This was a presentation assignment, therefore there are no examples of

group work.

o Leadership Diary

 Students were assigned to reflect on the concepts learned and how it

relates to their life. They also had to include activities done in class so that

they could reflect back on those.

 This assignment was designed to meet course objectives 1, 3, & 6.

o Portfolium Project

 In this project, students created an online portfolio designed to highlight

their leadership in a public way. Since many students did not have a

professional social media site, this was designed to help them point

potential employers, schools, and, references to a professional website.

 This assignment was designed to meet course objectives 2 & 6.
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DO YOU SEE WHAT I’M SAYING? 

Leadership as Communicative Performance 

BUS 3910 

Summer 2016 

Class Meeting Times:  T, TH 1-4 pm Class Location:  SFEBB 1180 

Professor:  Julie Snyder-Yuly  Office:  LNCO 2810 

Email:  Julie.Yuly@utah.edu   

Office Hours:  By appointment (although I will normally be available after class) 

TA:  Marek Muller Office Hours by appointment 

Email: Marek.Muller@utah.edu Office: LNCO 2810 

Course Description 

This course provides an overview of communication foundations of effective leadership.  Course 

material, assignments, and discussion focus on applying principles to practice across a variety of 

leadership contexts, including for-profit and non-profit organizations.  Course units highlight the 

communicative performance of leadership through ethical and effective communication.  The 

course equips students for effective and ethical leadership in their professional, civic, and 

personal lives.  

Course Objectives 

I have listed below my objectives for this course; however, I view this as a starting point for 

class discussion.  Students will add at least ONE additional course objective of their own to their 

Learning Portfolios and assess how they met their personal course objective along with those 

listed below.  

1. Students will demonstrate knowledge of several theories of leadership by identifying

connections between theories and practices of leadership.

2. Students will use concepts covered in the course to analyze and critically evaluate

leadership communication processes.

3. Students will use course concepts to evaluate their own leadership experiences and

develop personal leadership goals.

4. Students will increase their sensitivity to ethical issues that pervade the process of

leadership.

5. Students will improve their ability to reason through ethical issues that leaders and

followers face in a variety of contexts.

6. Students will use knowledge and skills gained in the course to be more reflective and

effective leaders in organizations, groups, and communities.

Required Texts/Reading 

Hackman, M. Z., & Johnson, C. E. (2013).  Leadership: A Communication Perspective (6th ed.).  

Long Grove, IL:  Waveland.  
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Primeaux, P., & Hartman, L. P. (2001).  Icons and values:  Communicating ethical leadership.  

American Communication Journal, 5(1). 

http://acjournal.org/holdings/vol5/iss1/special/primeaux.htm  

Tost, L. P., Gino, F., & Larrick, R. P. (2013). When power makes others speechless: The 

negative impact of leader power on team performance. Academy of Management Journal, 

56, 1465–1486. http://dx.doi.org/10.5465/amj.2011.0180 

Course Components 

“Tell me…I’ll forget, 

Show me…I’ll remember, 

Involve me…I’ll understand.” 

Author Unknown 

1. Attendance – Attendance is expected in this course. With the short semester, each class

you miss is equivalent to missing 3 during a regular semester. This course is designed for

much discussion among participants and groups, so attendance is a crucial component to

success in the course.  If an emergency or illness prevents you from attending class,

please provide me with written documentation so you will be excused from class.

Attendance is part of the participation grade for the course.  If you arrive late to class,

you must inform the TA after class or you will be marked absent.

2. Participation - Beyond attending class, your participation is a key to success in this

course.  Your participation grade will be based on how prepared you are to answer

discussion questions posed by your classmates and by me, as well as the quality of

questions and/or comments you make during class discussions.  There will be

opportunities for students to submit written responses to in-class activities that will be

used to assign participation points as well.  There will not be opportunities to “make up”

these points.  Comments or questions that indicate that you clearly have not read assigned

material will detract from, rather than add to, your participation grade.

3. Reading - Students are expected to read assigned material before each class.  Class

discussions and assignments will be evaluated based on use of course readings.  Students

are encouraged to upload Reading Notes by 11:59 am the day each reading will be

discussed in class.  These Reading Notes, while not individually graded, will be graded as

a whole at the end of the semester as part of the participation grade.

4. Leadership Diary - Each student will keep a leadership diary throughout the course. A

minimum of two entries per week is expected, more is better. You should reflect on the

weekly course material, but in a way that is meaningful to you. These entries do not need

to be long, 150-250 words is perfect. You will be expected to include personal

assessments and other in class activities as well, along with your thoughts on them. Your

final will be an entry relating to how you see yourself as a leader now and the ways in

which you would like to grow. A separate assignment sheet provides details of

assignment requirements and evaluation criteria.
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5. Movie Reflection – Each group will randomly be assigned one movie that demonstrates

leadership principles. Reflection questions regarding these movies will be provided,

which will guide class discussions about movies.  Groups assigned the specific movie for

that class will help facilitate the discussion and should come prepared to class with

discussion questions prepared. Written responses will be submitted to these questions for

points (see Grading, below). Although you are only required to watch the movie you are

assigned, consider watching the other two movies as well. It is a good team bonding

activity. All movies are available to check out at the public library and are on Netflix.

6. Follow the Leader Project – Leadership Teams will work together to research a local,

national, or international leader and present findings to the class.  The project will include

gathering information about the organization/group the leader is involved in and the type

of people the leader leads. Utilizing social media, documents, videos, and other related

sources, you will work to examine communication issues, ethical principles and

dilemmas, and principles of leadership that the leader follows or attempts to embody.

The Leadership Team will develop a 7-10-minute multi-media presentation of findings

and give the presentation to the whole class.  A separate assignment sheet provides

details of assignment requirements and evaluation criteria.

7. Online Learning Portfolios – Each student will develop a professional Portfolium

portfolio as a start to creating your own leadership identity, to demonstrate course

competencies, and to develop goals for future leadership growth.  The portfolios will

include your resume, skills, education, supporting materials from student coursework,

and other related content.  The final portfolio constitutes the final examination for this

course.  A separate assignment document provides details of the assignment requirements

and evaluation criteria.

8. Grading - Grades will be assigned using a point system.  The maximum points available

for each course component are listed below.  I do not grade on a curve.

Leadership Team Charter   25 

Movie Reflections    25 

Leadership Diary 100 

Follow the Leader Project 150 

Online Portfolio 100 

Participation  100 

Total Points Possible 500 

Final grades will be based on the following standard percentage scale:  

A+ = 98 - 100%     B+ = 87 - 89%           C+ = 77 - 79% D   = 60 - 69%         

A   = 93 - 97%      B   = 83 - 86%    C   = 72 - 76%     E   = 0 - 59%  

A- = 90 - 92% B- = 80 - 82% C- = 70 – 71%

Class Expectations 
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1. Academic Integrity – I encourage honest scholarship and follow the University guidelines

for academic integrity.  University Code: http://www.admin.utah.edu/ppmanual/8/8-10.html.

SECTION V: STUDENT ACADEMIC CONDUCT 

Section V. A.   … students must adhere to generally accepted standards of academic 

honesty, including but not limited to refraining from cheating, plagiarizing, research 

misconduct, misrepresenting one's work, and/or inappropriately collaborating. 

Section V. B.  A student who engages in academic misconduct … may be subject to 

academic sanctions including but not limited to a grade reduction, failing grade, 

probation, suspension or dismissal from the program or the University, or revocation of 

the student’s degree or certificate. 

2. Completion of Assignments/Examinations – Students are expected to turn in and/or present

assignments on due dates.  Late assignments will be accepted, but will be penalized 10%

automatically for each class day late.

3. Respectful Interaction – All class participants, including the instructor, are expected to

interact in a respectful manner during class time.  This includes refraining from using profanity

during class time, not interrupting students or the instructor during class discussions, and keeping

comments relevant to class discussion.

4. Electronics - All class participants are expected to turn off electronic communication devices

during class time, except laptops used exclusively for class activities.  This is your time to fully

engage with your classmates, the instructor, and the course content.  Texting or engaging in other

technologically-mediated communication during class time is rude and unacceptable.  Students

engaging in these behaviors will be asked to stop or to leave class and be marked absent.

5. Disability Accommodations – The University of Utah seeks to provide equal access to its

programs, services and activities for people with disabilities. If you will need accommodations in

the class, reasonable prior notice needs to be given to the Center for Disability Services, 162

Olpin Union Building, 581-5020 (V/TDD). CDS will work with you and the instructor to make

arrangements for accommodations.

All written information in this course can be made available in alternative format with prior 

notification to the Center for Disability Services. 

6. Content Accommodation Policy - The University recognizes that students’ sincerely-held

core beliefs may make it difficult for students to fulfill some requirements of some courses or

majors.  It is the student’s obligation to determine, before the last day to drop courses without

penalty, when course requirements conflict with the student’s sincerely-held core beliefs.  If

there is such a conflict, the student should consider dropping the class.  I have chosen content for

this course carefully and do NOT make content accommodations.

7. David Eccles School of Business Statement of Professional and Ethical Conduct
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Because of the importance of professional and ethical behavior in business, and its emphasis in 

our program, professional or academic misconduct is not tolerated in the David Eccles School of 

Business. Students are expected to adhere to the standards of behavior outlined in the University 

of Utah Code of Student Rights and Responsibilities (Policy 6-400). Students engaging in 

behavioral misconduct could be subject to suspension or dismissal from the University. Students 

involved in any form of academic misconduct, including but not limited to cheating on tests, 

plagiarism and collusion may, at the instructor's discretion, receive a failing grade in the course, 

examination, or academic assignment. In addition to or instead of this sanction, the instructor 

may refer the case to the Student Behavior Committee for hearing. If the instructor chooses not 

to do so, the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, after appropriate investigation, may do so 

along with a recommendation to dismiss the student from the Business School. If, after hearing 

the evidence, the Committee determines that the student in question is guilty of the misconduct 

charged, the Committee may impose sanctions in addition to those taken by the professor. If the 

academic dishonesty is not proven, the instructor must rescind any sanctions imposed and will be 

required to evaluate the student's performance with the assumption that there has been no 

misconduct. The School will treat the student likewise. If a student suspects another student of 

academic misconduct, he/she should refer the incident to the instructor, the appropriate 

department, the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, or the Student Behavior Committee, 

administered by the Associate Dean of Students, 270 Union. 

8. David Eccles School of Business Statement of Grading Policy

Grading provides feedback to students on how well they have mastered the content and learning

objectives of a particular course to allow students to capitalize on strengths and work to improve

weaknesses through future courses of action. The DESB grading policy is intended to ensure

grades offer reliable feedback regarding student performance, and to ensure fairness and

consistency across the School. The faculty member is responsible for arriving at a grade for each

student that the faculty member believes appropriately reflects the student's mastery of the course

material and learning objectives. The faculty member will then consider the class' overall

performance in terms of School guidelines. These guidelines are provided to ensure that grading,

on average for the School as a whole, is sustained at a reasonable level over time. The guidelines

are as follows:

          COURSE LEVEL           GUIDELINE 

1000-2000 2.4-2.8 

3000-3990 2.6-3.0 

4000-5990 2.8-3.2 

6000-6990 3.1-3.5 

If students have a concern about their grade in a particular course, they should consider whether 

it reflects an accurate evaluation of their mastery of the course material and learning objectives, 

in terms of the above descriptors. If they need clarification of the instructor's evaluation, they 

should meet with the instructor to obtain additional information and feedback. If after doing so, 

they believe their grade was arrived at in an inappropriate manner, they may pursue an appeal 

through the School's appeals process as described in Section 5.15 of the University of Utah Code 

of Student Rights and Responsibilities (Policy 6-400). 

Class Schedule 
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Dates Topic/Assignment Materials___ 

May 17 Leadership as Communicative Performance Syllabus 

Establish groups of 5   Ch. 1 

May 19 Styles of Leadership Performance Ch. 2 

Draft of Team Chart Due (Canvas) 

May 24 Communicating Ethical Leadership Ch. 11 

Portfolium Assignment 
Bring resume draft to class   Primeaux & 

Hartman;  

Pembina  

Pipeline Case 

May 26 Approaches to Leadership Performance Ch. 3 

Movie Reflection The Devil Wears Prada (Canvas) 

Portfolium Assignment 

May 31 Performing Transformational Leadership Ch. 4 

Community Think Tank 

Leadership Diary Review (Canvas) 

June 2 Developing Our Leadership Performances Ch. 12 

Movie Reflection Coach Carter (Canvas) 

Portfolium Assignment 

June 7 The Performance of Power & Influence Ch. 5 

June 9 Critiquing Performances of Power & Influence Ch. 6 

Portfolium Assignment (Canas) Tost et al. 

article 

June 14 Contexts for Leadership Performances Ch. 7 & 8 

Movie Reflection Apollo 13 (Canvas) 

June 16 Contexts for Leadership Performances, cont’d. Ch. 9 

Follow the Leader Presentations 

Portfolium Assignment (Canvas) 

June 21 Performing Diversity in Leadership Ch. 10; 

Portfolium Due (Portfolium) 
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Leadership Diary Due (Canvas) Zenger 

Follow the Leader Presentations Folkman 

article 
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Business 3910 – Leadership as a Communicative Performance Summer 2016 

This was my last semester teaching as a graduate student. During this time, I was also teaching 

an online version of Interpersonal Communication (COMM 2110).  This was the one and only 

section of this course I taught and had to adapt it from a full semester course to a six week 

course that met 3 hours twice weekly. I found out only weeks before the class that it had an 80 

student enrollment. I worked with the prior instructor to help develop the syllabus to meet the 

course objectives. This course provides an overview of communication foundations of effective 

leadership.  Course units highlight the communicative performance of leadership through 

ethical and effective communication.  The course equips students for effective and ethical 

leadership in their professional, civic, and personal lives.  

Summer 2016 

71 Students 

Evaluation Overview – 55/71 respondents 

Instructor Questions My Average Business 
Average 

Business 
Summer 
Average 

SNYDER-YULY Instructor 
Questions 

5.2 5.2 5.4 

Course 
Questions 

5 5 5.2 

Summary of positive comments: Summary of improvements needed: 

 Good lectures and discussions

 Good communicator

 Passionate

 Created a good classroom
environment

 Not specific enough

 Unorganized professor

 Unclear directions

For teaching this class for the first time and having to condense a 16 week course into 6 weeks, 

I was very pleased with the evaluations. The students in this course were excellent to work with 

and was quite diverse, with a number of international students. Organization seems to be 

something that is again pointed out as an area of improvement. However a number of students 

commented on my passion, creating a good environment, and willing to work with students. 
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Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

How Do You Define: 

• Morals

• Ethics

• Ethical Leadership

• Ethical Followership

Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

Terminology
• Morals – Habits with Respect Toward Right and

Wrong (Personal)

• Ethics – Group Codes

• Ethical Leadership – Personal Conduct and
Promotion of Similar Conduct to Others

• Ethical Followers – Obligation, Obedience,
Cynicism, Dissent, Bad News

Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

Overview of the Case
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Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

Moral Standards
• Intuitive Gauges

• Subjective

• These vary in
individuals

Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

Moral Standards
Giving to the Homeless

• Personal Goals

• Personal Norms

• Personal Beliefs

• Personal Values

Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

Moral Impacts
• Benefits vs. Harms

• Rights recognized
and extended vs.
rights ignored or
denied
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Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

State the Moral Problem
• Your balance of 

benefits and harms

• Your contrast of 
rights exercised and 
denied

• Your own moral 
standards

• Is it “right” to do 
“X” at the cost of 
“Y”? 

Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

Evaluate the Ethical Duties
• Long Term Interests 

(enlightened self-
interest)

• Personal Virtues

• Religious Injunctions

• Government 
Requirements

Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

Evaluate the Ethical Duties (cont.)

• Utilitarian Benefits

• Universal Rules

• Distributive Justice

• Contributive Liberty
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Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

Ethical Perspectives
• Categorical Imperative – Kant always do what is

morally right no matter the consequences

• Utilitarianism – benefit the greatest number of people

• Justice as Fairness – Equal right to basic liberties

• Virtue Ethics - Authenticity

• Altruism – Pursue group goals

• Leaders as Servants – combination of above

Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

Courageous Followership

• Assume responsibility

• Courage to serve

• Courage to challenge

• Courage to participate in transformation

• Courage to leave

Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

Jeffrey Hillman Case

• Who Benefits?

• Who is Harmed?

• Whose Rights Exercised?

• Whose Rights Denied?

• State the Moral Problem – Is it “right”?

• Evaluate the Ethical Duties
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Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

Questions to Consider
• What are the ramifications of the photographer’s

actions?

• If you were the newspaper editor, would you have
chosen to continue these stories or stop after the initial
feel good stories?

• Take a leadership position and attempt to logically 
convince your other classmates of your decision.

Department of Communication
Julie L. Snyder-Yuly

References
• Hackman, M. & Johnson, C. (2013). Leadership: A

communication perspective, 6th ed. Long Grove, IL:
Waveland Press, Inc.

• Hosmer, L. (2011). The ethics of management: A
multidisciplinary approach, 7th ed. New York, NY:
McGraw-Hill

• Johnson, C. (2009). Meeting the ethical challenges of
leadership: Casting light or shadow, 3rd ed. Los Angeles,
CA: Sage Publication.
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Leadership Charter 

Upload a copy of your leadership charter. Your original, signed copy will be turned in with your 

final presentation project. This way we can see that you have it done and provide feedback if 

necessary. 

You will be provided feedback for your draft and be allowed to correct it for full points when 

you turn it in with  your final presentation. If you don't turn in this draft or fail to make 

corrections, you will lose points. 

Points 

25 

Due For Available from Until 

May 24, 2016 at 12:59pm 

May 24, 2016 at 12:59pm 
Everyone 

May 16, 2016 at 12am 

May 16, 2016 at 12am 

May 24, 2016 at 11:59pm 

May 24, 2016 at 11:59pm 

Rubric 

Charter 

Charter 

Criteria Ratings Pts 

This criterion is linked to a Learning Outcome Repercussions for 

members failing to participated clearly articulated  

Full 

Marks 

7.0 pts 

No 

Marks 

0.0 pts 

7.0 

pts 

This criterion is linked to a Learning Outcome Plan of action laying 

out due dates and responsibilities  

Full 

Marks 

7.0 pts 

No 

Marks 

0.0 pts 

7.0 

pts 

This criterion is linked to a Learning Outcome Members names and 

contact info  

Full 

Marks 

6.0 pts 

No 

Marks 

0.0 pts 

6.0 

pts 

This criterion is linked to a Learning Outcome All responses are well 

written and error free  

Full 

Marks 

5.0 pts 

No 

Marks 

0.0 pts 

5.0 

pts 

Total Points: 25.0 
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Team Charter

Group 1 – BUS 3910-001
Team Name:  
I RAGAZZI DI ROCCIA 

Team mascot:  
Steve the stalagmite 

Introduction 
As a group we decided to be efficient in our work by working towards these common goals: 

● Use each team member's strengths to fullest potential

● Provide excellent work for excellent outcomes (we all get A’s)

● Help each other understand group objectives

● Utilize our diversity to provide greater collaboration, and critical thinking

● Have FUN!

Team information 
• Benedetta Lambert (Group Leader)  brensolambert@gmail.com 801-680-0748

• Ethan Shiveley  (Member)      heybrother2010@gmail.com 801-919-9587

• Brayden Miller   (Member)      brayden.miller20@gmail.com 801-953-3189

• Anna Tedesco    (Member)      anna.m.tedesco@gmail.com 315-214-1601

• Jordan Kattelman (Designated Presenter)  jordankattelman@gmail.com 801-643-2505

Team members skills as related to project. (movie and follow the leader) 
• Benedetta - gathering information, research, writing, excel and pp.

• Ethan - organization, writing, planning, presenting

• Brayden - powerpoint, excel

• Anna - data analysis, public speaking, not speaking Italian

• Jordan - powerpoint, excel, presenting, planning

Team Purpose 
We have joined together as students to prepare and understand leadership qualities. We will research the 

contributions of Gandhi, one of the most iconic peace keepers of the world. He used his leadership to create peace 

by finding alternative methods to fight tyranny. 

Assignments and due dates for members. 
● Devil Wears Prada May 26

○ Watch DWP individually by Monday (05/23/2016)

● Leadership presentation June 21

○ Brainstorm June 10th

○ Meet June 17th to outline presentation

○ Practice presenting Tuesday June 19th monday

A plan of action/ schedule of to complete our project: 
● Work smarter, not harder,

● Refrain from distractions

● Do not procrastinate

● Meet deadlines

● Actively participate in all group activities

● Try to make team meetings a priority

*Team members must carry this document at all times, and when greeting another member of the group dance the

super special team dance.
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Team Charter

Group 1 – BUS 3910-001
Repercussions for individuals who do not pull their weight: 

● If all the teams member do their assigned work, each of them gain 5 extra points.

● Any group member that does not show up to ALL group meetings will have to run through a bear cage

naked with honey smothered all over themselves during feeding hours. This can be partitioned by the

perpetrator as the individual sees fit.

● If a team member doesn’t do their work, they will be assigned extra work, such as revising, editing and

presenting the entire project followed by a peer review of a topic of our choice.

Anything else that will help organize and do the best work possible: 
● Members must come to meetings prepared and knowledgeable of course content

● Every meeting will be held in pajamas and in Italian/Spanish

Member Schedules 

Name Sunday Monday Tuesday Wed Thurs Fri Sat 

Ethan Preferably not 9 am- 6pm After 4pm 9 am- 6pm After 4 
pm 

Not 
between 2-
7 

Mostly open 

Anna Mostly open After 6 pm Before 11 
am 

Before 4 
pm 

Before 
11 am 

Before 4 pm Mostly open 

Benny NO After 10.45 Between 9 
and 1 pm 

After 10.45 Between 
9 and 1 
pm 

All day long NO 

Brayden Meh After 
10:45-6pm 

After 4pm After 
10:45am 

After 
4pm 

All day All day 

Jordan Meh After 6 PM After 4 PM After 6 PM After 4 
PM 

After 6 PM Mostly 
Open 

Best 
meeting 
times 

Emergency 
meetings only 

NOPE NOPE 10:45 - 
4pm 

From 9 
to 11 am 

From 9 to 2 
pm 

Emergency 
meetings 
only 

*** Secret and important team meetings will be given through text messages with the code name BROKEN ARROW 

or BENNY AND THE JETS and one will be required to drop everything they’re doing and run to the secret team 

location that will be accessible only through a secret password and handshake 
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BUS 3910 

See What I’m Saying? 

Leadership as Communicative Performance 

Follow the Leader 

Assignment Description 

Assignment Purpose 

The purpose of this assignment is threefold:  (1) to give students the opportunity to hone their leadership 

skills in a goal-oriented project team; (2) to give students the opportunity to apply theory & research to 

everyday practice of leadership as demonstrated by a leader; and (3) to give students the opportunity to 

hone their presentation skills, both in performance and in technology use. 

Assignment Requirements 

1. Get to know your Leadership Team members.  It is your responsibility to get contact

information for your teammates and keep in contact with them.

2. Craft a Leadership Team Charter, which includes standards of team behavior and expectations of

members.  You may include agreed-upon sanctions for members who do not follow the Charter.

All members must sign the Charter and keep a copy for their Leadership Diary.  A copy will be

submitted to the instructor by the Due Date (see Syllabus).

3. Decide as a team (consensus is best!) what leader you will target for the project and then decide

how to go about gaining information about the leader and organization/group involved.

4. Gather information about the organization/group and the people involved.  You will need to

gather information about this leader and the organization (s)he leads through the internet, social

media, traditional media, organizational materials, and any other applicable sources.

5. Create a presentation of your findings.  You will give a multi-media presentation to the whole

class at the end of the semester (approximately 7-10 minutes long).  This is to be a creative effort

of the entire team.  You may use an outline, PowerPoint, create a video/DVD, or whatever your

team decides will be the best way to communicate the information.  You should include at least 3

media in your presentation (in-person presentation is considered one medium).

6. Your group will also turn in a portfolio of the information you gathered. This should include

copies of materials you used to gather your information. Your notes on what you found. A listing

of who did what for the project.

7. Evaluate your teammates after the presentation is complete but before the instructor evaluates the

project.  All member evaluations must be received before the project will be assigned a grade.

Each member will receive a presentation grade and a participation grade for the project.
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Assignment Evaluation Criteria 

Introduction 15 points possible ______________ 

Attention Getter  ________ 

Purpose Statement ________ 

Preview of Presentation ________ 

Description of Organization/Group 30 points possible ______________ 

How Info Obtained _________ 

Thorough Description _________ 

People Described _________ 

Clear Presentation _________ 

Interesting Presentation _________ 

Description of Leader 60 points possible _______________ 

Leadership Theory Applied __________ 

Communication Constructs Applied __________ 

Interesting Quotes Included __________ 

Assessment of Leadership Ethics       __________ 

Interesting Presentation  __________ 

Conclusion 10 points possible ________________ 

Summary of Content __________ 

Closing Statement __________ 

Presentation Components 10 points possible ________________ 

Use of at least 3 media _________ 

Professionalism  _________ 

Engaging _________ 

Organized _________ 

Met Time Guidelines _________ 

Member Participation 25 points possible ________________ 

Participation in team discussions _________ 

Timely task accomplishment _________ 

Helped fulfill leadership functions _________ 

Task ability _________ 

Teamwork ability _________ 
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BUS 3910 

See What I’m Saying? 

Leadership as Communicative Performance 

Leadership Diary 

Assignment Description 

Assignment Purpose 

The purpose of this assignment is to give students the opportunity to reflect on their own 

leadership and that of those they engage. The entries are based on your own personal 

experiences; they should not focus on leadership outside your immediate context. Students will 

get the opportunity to write short entries that reflect how they apply or could apply the concepts 

presented in the text or how they see these concepts being applied in their own personal or 

professional environments. Students will also have the opportunity to hone their writing skills by 

learning to say more with less.  

Assignment Requirements 

1. Students will have a minimum of 20 original typed entries that reflect on topics or

concepts covered during each class. You only need to focus on one concept, do not try to

cover the entire chapter into your entry. You may talk about your success or struggle in

using one of the concepts, how you see others applying a concept in your personal or

professional life, or how you think yourself or someone you are familiar with could use

this concept to develop their leadership.

2. Students will also include individual, in class assignments with this diary. They should

also include a short reflection on what they think about or how they feel about the

activity. These short reflections can be hand written on the assignment. These

assignments should be scanned and included with your final diary submission.

3. Entries should be 150-250 words. These are reflections, so we want to see what you

thought, how you felt, or how you could engage with the concept within your own

leadership experiences. We do not want simply a definition of the concept and how you

used it, but rather your experience with it. This will be explained in more detail in class.

4. You may also include visuals with your entries, such as cartoons or images that illustrate

what you are saying.

5. Entries should we well written, grammatically correct, and punctuated correctly.

6. Your final entry, should be a reflection of how you see yourself as a future leader.

Consider what skills you need to improve and why, what you would like to learn more

about and a plan to do so, or how you see yourself leading in the future.
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PERSONAL VISION STATEMENT  My personal vision statement 
includes such things like being in a constant mode of emotional and 
intellectual growth, having a positive impact on every person with 
whom I come in contact, valuing relationships with them, being able 
to create enough resources to follow my personal and professional 
dreams. It’s all possible if everyone would contribute with their full 
potential and using their core strengths would deliver an 
outstanding value-added experience to each other’s life. 

“You must live in the present, launch yourself on every wave, find your eternity in 
each moment. Fools stand on their island of opportunities and look toward another 
land. There is no other land; there is no other life but this.”  
― Henry David Thoreau 

LEADERSHIP Diary as a Reflection of the Concepts Presented in BUS 3910 Class. 

Chapter 1: Leadership and Communication May 16, 2016 

As vital part of human life, leadership is all around us. We use verbal and nonverbal symbols, while creating 
the meaning, and it serves the purpose. It is typical for human nature to try influencing the situation and in a 
lot of ways manipulating it. This dynamic exchange between individuals through a common system of 
symbols and behaviors, named as a communication process, can be effective or not, but the goal would stay 
the same – to create a shared reality between message resources and receivers. In the age of social media 
many people live their lives online and everything we say and do has much broader audience than before. 
Since communication “modifies the attitudes and behaviors of others in order to meet shared group goals 
and needs,” it is extremely important to learn how to communicate effectively. 

Before I started to explore the subject of leadership I was certain that manager is a leader. I was surprised to 
find a significant difference between management and leadership as a process and made a few notes to 
remember it clearly. I believe, I can explain myself better next time on the interview when I am talking about 
my strengths. Here is a few highlights of differences for the future use: 

Leaders Managers 
Associated with: Change, crisis, innovation, conflict, 

turbulence 
Organizational stability, harmony, 
maintenance, constancy 

Creating agenda • Establishing directions and
communicating long-range
views of the big picture;

• Developing desirable goals
for the future (vision).

• Planning & budgeting;
• Focus on time frames, specific

details;
• Analysis of potential risks, &

resource allocation.
Developing a human 
network to achieve 
this agenda 

Aligning people: integration, 
teamwork & commitment. 

Organizing & staffing: getting individuals 
w/the right training in the job, & carrying 
out the agreed-upon plan. 

Executing Motivating & inspiring: 
• Empowerment
• Expansion
• Creativity

Controlling and problem solving: 
• Containment control
• Predictability

Outcomes Leads to useful change Leads to orderly results 
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Chapter 2: Leadership and Followership Communication Styles May 18, 2016 

There are so many details included into leadership and followership task and relationship behaviors that we 
can’t claim any particular style without crossing one another. I am totally agree with a statement “great 
leaders don’t just lead – they develop tomorrow’s leaders.” It means that we are leaders and followers in the 
same time. Every single new experience adds some value towards our individual set of skills and knowledge. 
More failures lead to better understanding of a real life experience and better decision making. We are more 
interactive now-a-days, better educated and learned how to manifest desired outcomes into our life. In order 
to become an active member of this new environment and society, we have to learn the differences in 
leadership and followership styles, so we can name it and take our experience to the next level.  

Saying that, I was pleasantly surprised to find out that I am an exemplary follower. I add the value to any 
organization by helping it reach the objectives and committing myself all the way through the process. I am 
actively joining the teams, building the bridges and partners. I am cultivating “a courageous conscience by 
making the right ethical judgements and following through on those choices.” So, being a great follower gives 
me a chance to become much better leader. Why “to become”? Because there is always space for 
improvement and I need to switch my authoritarian approach more towards democratic side. I never was a 
fan of Laissez-Faire but willfully ended up in the team which have chosen this style of leadership. We will see 
how it goes. So far so good with the enthusiasm, but it seems to me, this kind of style might find the way to 
justify some unwanted outcomes at the end.     

 Chapter 11: Ethical Leadership and Followership May 23, 2016 

The ethical standards held in different societies may emphasize different behaviors as ethical or unethical. I 
am, being a foreigner, aware of this part of communication process very well. We can’t stress enough that 
ethics are vital part of our survival as a leader or follower. America is a unique country that way. I learned so 
many great things here because of the diversity around me. It requires special effort from each of us to be 
inclusive and understand different backgrounds or demographic traits varying in their standards of ethics. I 
noticed that older generation is more being bothered by unethical behavior compared to younger. For 
example, from my observation for the past year of school I noticed quite a few people considering 
misrepresenting information and bluffing as a part of negotiation behavior, what could be questionable to 
my opinion. It’s extremely important to introduce challenges to managing ethical behavior to our diverse 
community especially now when cross-cultural business is a routine. The process of moral disengagement 
enables people step by step to be involved in some great crimes or frauds at the end, if small misleads were 
ignored in the beginning because they didn’t believe that they are causing harm or doing wrong.  

The goal of effective leadership is to create and deliver inspiring and convincing messages. The ethical 
implications of action plan communicated by leaders to their followers should be considered, and the 
importance has to be appreciated since the negative impact can be extremely devastating as the history 
showed before (the case of Hitler or Stalin). More power leaders have, more complicated ethical dilemmas 
arise. The choice of practicing dishonesty is always there: to further own interests or to promote the interests 
of a group… As an affective followers, since it’s a collective team-work where ever you go, we have to 
maintain a high standards of ethic too. It is important to acknowledge our own styles and techniques we use 
while achieving our goals.  
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Chapter 3: Traits, Situational, Functional, and Relational Leadership May 25, 2016 

There is a set of personal attributes, or traits, which would make someone be viewed as a leader and be 
successful as a leader. One of the most widely accepted is the “Big Five” model, which rates an individual 
according to Openness to experience, Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism. Several of these 
related to effectiveness and leaders appearance.  The traits and the background play a huge role in the 
beginning but we always can change and improve it for better. Educating ourselves and always making some 
progress in this direction would be essential for becoming a better leader and follower. It’s a team work 
towards mutual benefit. Taking a self-inventory where we lack a certain quality and consciously working on 
this area, seeking opportunities to practice these skills and confronting our fears are necessary steps towards 
more meaningful existence. We should set manageable goals, breaking it apart and always find a mentor to 
point out the areas in need of improvement. If I would like to master and focus on important strategies of 
intelligence gathering, I have to explore the problems of downsides and learn as much as I can how to 
sharpen my power of observation. 

Chapter 4: Transformational and Charismatic Leadership May 29, 2016 

The need for transformational leaders in today’s world is obvious and stronger than ever. Effective leaders 
should never rely only on formal authority, they should be able to influence. Transformational Leaders align 
followers’ goals with leaders’ goals. Thus, followers start focusing on the organization’s well-being rather 
than on what is best for them as individuals. There are four tools transformational leaders retain, and they 
use them to influence followers and create commitment to the organization goal. We name this process as a 
successful leadership. 

Charisma (“magnetic” appealing personality) is a demonstrated behaviors that create confidence in, 
commitment to, and admiration for the leader.  Inspirational motivation means coming up with a vision that 
is inspiring to followers. The use of intellectual stimulation means challenging norms and status quo plus 
encouragement to think creatively and work harder.  Individualized consideration represents personal care 
and concern for well-being of their followers. Extraordinary leader is using extraordinary communication and 
able to articulate and define ideas or concepts that escape others, be aware of the needs and motivations of 
his followers, and interacting on a daily basis. 

DONE with the first part of LEADERSHIP DIARY. 

Chapter 12: Leader and Leadership Development June 1, 2016 

I feel lucky to take this class in such an important time of my life, when I had just enough of my own 
experience to analyze what else could be done to enter the workforce again with more successful 
approaches. So far, I learned how to name correctly the patterns I possessed and developed during the life-
time, how to recognize and lead myself towards win-win situation or at least one progressive step at the 
time. My confidence and additional knowledge created this type of professional value which I was looking for 
not just for my future career but for parenting, personal relationships, etc. I always was dedicating myself to 
serve and take care about people surrounding me. Now I know how to systemize it and adjust as I go without 
hurting my own feelings. It helped me to see that it’s not all in black and white colors and I became more 
understanding and inclusive. Knowledge is a power and I can spread it for good.      
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Chapter 5: Leadership and Power June 6, 2016 

We call the ability to influence the behavior of others, in order to get what we want, power. Power 
distribution is usually clearly visible part within organization. History shows that power can be intoxicating 
and can devastating when abused, as seen in high-profile cases such as those involving Enron Corporation 
and government leader. One reason that power can be so easily abused is because individuals are often quick 
to conform. 

 People who have legitimate power 
should be aware of how their choices 
and behaviors affect others. A typical 
example of it when managers use their 
legitimate power to influence 
individuals to work long hours week 
after week. I believe that my approach 
to empower others whenever a chance 
will allow me to gain more followers 
and power as a leader in generally. My 
goal for the nearest future to gain more 
expert power and to create some value 
for myself and my future employer.  

Chapter 6: Transformational and Charismatic Leadership June 8, 2016 

This chapter opened my eyes on the difference between two types of leadership. I know by now, that it’s 
overlapping each other, but my goal is to develop as many transformational leadership qualities as possible. 
Furthermore, our team decided to choose an excellent example of one of the best transformational female 
leaders, CEO of PepsiCo, Indra Nooye. I am excited to find out more about her style and outstanding role 
model characteristics, since she is an amazing mentor for all of us in addition to it. I learned that charismatic 
leader is more person centered, and, even though, he or she is lighting up the room, when such leaders 
leave, so does their charismatic authority. Compare to more group-centered transformational leader, she or 
he wants to upraise the goals and morality of followers and leaders alike. The author mentioned that this 
dimension is missing in many discussions of charismatic leadership. I am glad that I understand this difference 
now. The chapter offered important insights, for me personally, while I am trying to learn about effective and 
successful approaches to leadership pathways. 

Chapter 7 & 8: Leadership in Groups, Teams, and Organizations June 13, 2016 

Every day we create and manage relationships at school (with teachers and peers), at work (with boss and 
company employees), at home (with immediate family members and relatives). These relationships are 
critical for our general success and career progress. Whether I like it or not, I am in charge of my relationships 
with my boss. The quality of such relationships helps me to achieve my goals and the boss, from another side, 
can’t accomplish his goals without my help. Interdependence is quite critical in this case because neither 
manager nor I can’t shine overall without each other’s help. Leaders do come in every size and have different 
skills and effectiveness. Developing positive, ongoing and supportive relationships will serve everyone well as 
a result.  
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I think, it’s good to use findings about trait approaches when 
organization chose their managers. Some traits become relevant in 
specific circumstances: bravery for military leaders, integrity in 
accounting world, etc. I also figured for myself that I poses more 
people-oriented behavior as a leader. I am not sure if it might be a 
disadvantage for me as an accountant since task-oriented behaviors 
were found to be more effective. While I was reading about the styles 
of leader decision making, I am thinking about the new trends in a lot of modern tech and other companies, 
where laissez-faire is a key answer to leadership style. I appreciate and value this approach but have a feeling 
that it will create a lot of loafing on the way. It’s my least favorite style of leadership approach and I am very 
sensitive when parents use such approach for their kids’ undeveloped brains. What possibly can come out of 
it in the long run? This question can be answered only in 10 years from now.       

Chapter 9: Public Leadership June 15, 2016 

As we mentioned before, leaders need some followers and it’s a dynamic and a constantly changing process. 
Public leaders are carrying a significant impact on the attitudes and behaviors of a lot of people. 
Collaborative, passionate and open-minded leaders bring diverse groups together and create a certain level 
of connectedness, mutuality and humility. As a result of it, they become a catalysts that speed up the 
collaboration process and help group members achieve more than they could have on their own 
(empowering others). By sharing power, and because they are interested more in the process of decision 
making, they create good and positive outcome for many followers. It facilitates trusting relationships and 
mutual learning development, and induce commitment.  It leads towards win-win situation, initiates and 
promotes changes in beliefs and behavior in others in a civilized and progressive way. The leaders of excellent 
public relations are usually managers, not technicians. The ability to set policy, solve problems or administer 
budgets are tools to their success. Usually, they determine organizational strategy and shape organization’s 
direction. 

Chapter 10: Leadership and Diversity June 19, 2016 

The workforce around the world is becoming diverse. Cultures borrow or create inventions necessary to 
maintain or enhance day-to-day functions. From one side, we increase our productivity using the new 
technology, from another side, we reduce our chance to be actively involved with each other. All this changes 
a culture’s external environment, sometimes not to our benefit. Cultures vary wildly and it’s a challenge for 
anyone involved in managing or leading groups to be on the top of all arising issues. We have to learn, master 
and update our skills as much as we can by observing world around us. In order to respond to the needs of 
diverse groups (which happen to be everywhere now-a-days), we need to search for cultural commonalities 
and adapt certain behaviors. Cultural synergy is a key to successful leadership. The benefits of fostering 
diversity include tremendous amount of cost savings for the company because it enhance the organizational 
performance at the end. Each of us can make a difference by NOT engaging ourselves in stereotyping, 
perceptual bias, discriminative thinking or prejudice. It’s an outstanding leader’s quality which can be 
effective as setting the tone. 
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Diary #1 

On the page of 115 of the book, there is a self-assessment.  Rokeach’s value table considers two 

types of personal values. When the test, so that the importance of their own on the level of the 

importance of the order of the two categories of value, the most important rank the first. This 

table can be used to measure the relative position, or the relative importance of different values 

in different people’s minds. In terminal values, I think the most important is happiness. Because 

we do anything, such as fall in love, work to earn money, entertainment and so on the ultimate 

goal is to get happiness, if life cannot acquire happiness, then do all have no meaning. In 

instrumental values, I think loving can rank the first. I think for a company or a leader, the same 

applies to this table. I think a business should conduct strategic development goals and planning. 

At the same time, this year, we also do the rearranging a merger of the corporate culture, also 

find our position, found the goal, this I feel is the core of an enterprise, to create a new corporate 

culture can put these good things preserved and inherited, and can be a number of 

complementary, mutual lack of things then the rest of a new enterprise culture formation may be 

a benefit for a long time. 

Diary #2 

There is another self-assessment I have test on the page of 138 of the book, my self-assessment 

result indicates that I prefer to influence others by using that particular form. Leadership, in 

short, is the leader’s influence. With the pass of time, the formation of the theory of leadership 

power has also developed and improved, but in general, it can be understood as the leadership 

power equal to position power and non-position power. In the book list 7 kinds right, I don’t like 

the coercive power, such as some units to implement the lowliest place elimination; the 

implementation of the penalty for late and leave early and so on.  The coercive power is based on 

the psychological basis of the organization’s members’ concerns and fears. The most I like 

reward power, it is the power of the leader to provide bonus, salary, promotion, praise, ideal 
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work arrangement and any other pleasant things.  Leaders take this kind of power can effectively 

improve the enthusiasm of the employees, but this kind of power may have another problem is 

leaders through the use of reward power can make the organization members to follow the 

leader, but often fail to produce other useful results, for example, members of the organization of 

a sense of belonging, sense of responsibility.  

Diary#3 

About leadership and followership, I have some ideas. A leader's emotions directly affect the 

mood of followers. Almost all of the followers, do not love to work with a leading subject to 

changing moods. Because of unpredictable mood, always let yourself in time with. And we 

found that a subordinate recognized and followed by the leadership, most of the time, are the 

people who know how to control emotions.  And for a motivated follower, not the opportunity to 

complete their work independently, in fact, is a failure of performance. As a leader, know how to 

timely and right amount of authorized followers to do things. It is also a very good way of 

influence. Because a good subordinate, always cherish a constant challenge themselves to grow 

their own opportunities for leadership. So, as a leader who expects to enhance personal 

influence. Properly control their emotions, know when to use what emotions. Thus better to 

affect the followers in order to affect the behavior of followers. 
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Diary #4

The importance of crisis management strategy system can be reflected in movie of Apollo 13. 

The initial strategic objectives and mission of the Apollo 13 is to make human beings be able to 

land on the moon. But this process entered a big problem, the spacecraft exploded, losing 

oxygen, power, and guidance. Ground control center members discuss rapidly. To make the 

flight plan, command space manned spacecraft use the Moon Lander around the moon 

homeward. Right decision is the first one in the whole management activity. Only when the 

direction is right, the destination is clear. In the business, plan is far from changing fast. When 

plans change, bold and wise decision-making, is the foundation of the next action. A good 

decision is often half the success. I think in dealing with a crisis management, leadership is 

particularly important, the top management’s judgement and wisdom, will determine the 

development of the situation. In addition to the leader should have the basic professional 

knowledge, but also to have a positive and good psychological quality. At the same time in a 

crisis and significant time to have decisive decision-making power, but also good at organize 

other members conduct communication.  

Diary #5 

I have some ideas in ethical of leadership theory. The traditional culture of Confucianism in 

China reflects the strong demand for ethical leadership. That practice not only improve self-

moral cultivation, but also to education and influence others. For an enterprise, ethics is the 

essential attribute of the ideal leader. Ethical leadership give subordinates the opportunity to 

express their own ideas, and provide to subordinate decision making process of the highly 

autonomy and influence, which can arouse employee's responsibility, and improve the work 

efficiency, and such leadership concern support subordinates, but in thought possible and staff 

have certain deviation. Marx believes that social existence determines social consciousness, 

social consciousness reflect social existence. Ethics is a social consciousness, and it has a great 
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counter effect on the development of enterprise management. The correct management of the 

role of ethics, it is necessary to promote the development of management practice, and 

promoting the development of enterprises.  

Diary #6 

Sometimes, I think a good leader does not necessarily have a good moral. For example, although 

Hitler is an evil person, but at the same time is an effective leader. The moral person is regard as 

a kind of decision maker, who pays attention to the others and the social welfare. The actions of 

these people show that they are working hard to do the right things, they have the characteristics 

of being honest, fair and public. In addition, ethical leaders in the face of moral pressure, there is 

a clear personal moral standard. Ethical leaders also are moral managers, they through clear 

expression of ethical values, view information, making ethic become their leading activities of a 

significant part of the organization. Although many leaders pay attention on power rather than 

moral, but a moral leader is essential in society, career can meet such a kind leader, is 

undoubtedly a lucky thing.  

Diary #7 

I think a person developed leadership should through a long process. When we were young, we 

have little knowledge about leaderships. As we grow older, we begin to collide with the world, 

learn about leadership, and begin to lead, and maybe we will meet the low of life, because we are 

not mature enough. After we accumulate experience, it will reach its peak. When we are old, our 

wisdom and feedback form the leadership. 

Diary #8 

Although this class just takes one and half month, but I learned a lot of things. I have a certain 

understanding of the science and art of leadership. At first, it was only a simple recognition of 
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the need for a certain strategy, but the fact proved that this kind of leadership is a science which 

is worth studying. Some knowledge I want to sum up, leadership skills including planning, 

organization, coordination and innovation ability; master the overall ability of the three aspects, 

at the same time, in the professional quality, leadership skills are equal to professional 

knowledge, professional skills and management level. So, if you want to enhance their leadership 

skills, to work in these areas, and, according to these characteristics determine their own 

shortcomings. I will in the future life, pay attention to the scientific leadership, not casually to 

manage an organization, but through scientific leadership model, standardize their behavior, 

forging their own ability, make oneself become a qualified leader. 

Final Leadership Diary 

Final Leadership Diary 

Criteria Ratings Pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a 

Learning 

Outcome 

Number of 

entries  

10 or more complete entries 

10.0 pts  

5-10 Entries

5.0 pts

No Marks 

0.0 pts 

5

/ 10.0 pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a 

Learning 

Outcome 

Additional 

Assessments  

4-5 Additional

Assessments

included, with

reflection on each.

10.0 pts

4-5 Additional

Assessment

without

additional

reflection

5.0 pts

Fewer than 4 

additional 

Assessments 

3.0 pts  

No 

Marks 

0.0 pts 

5

/ 10.0 pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a 

Learning 

Outcome Images 

Gramatically 

correct and well 

written  

Entries are each 150-250 words 

long. Well written and error free. 

May include some interesting 

visuals or graphics. 

15.0 pts 

Multiple entries 

are too short/long 

or many errors 

8.0 pts  

No 

Marks 

0.0 pts 

15

/ 15.0 pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a 

Learning 

Outcome Class 

content is 

included  

Each entry reflects 

back on the 

material from the 

the class by using 

the terminology or 

topics we talked 

about. 

Terminology is 

included and used 

correctly. 

20.0 pts  

Some entries 

reflect on the 

material from 

the class, using 

terminology 

correctly. Or 

terminology is 

used but 

incorrectly. 

11.0 pts  

Limited use of 

class material, 

limited 

terminology or 

failure to show 

understanding of 

concepts. 

5.0 pts  

No 

Marks 

0.0 

pts 

15

/ 20.0 pts 
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Final Leadership Diary 

Criteria Ratings Pts 

This criterion is 

linked to a 

Learning 

Outcome 

Student relates 

contene to their 

life.  

Student reflects on the 

terminology and 

concepts from course 

and ties it into their 

everyday life. Student 

illustrates their 

understanding of the 

concepts as it relates to 

their everyday life. 

20.0 pts  

Student relates 

some content to 

their everyday 

life, but often 

definitions are 

just stated or 

described 

incorrectly. 

10.0 pts 

Student 

makes some 

effort to 

relate 

concepts to 

life, but 

most entries 

do not do 

this. 

5.0 pts 

No 

Marks 

0.0 

pts 

10

/ 20.0 pts 

50/75 points 

Rubrics are here to help you get the most out of your assignment. It is unfortunate that you were unable 

to follow it to improve our grade. You included the content, but overall failed to reflect on it or connect 

it to your life. Part of understanding leadership is understanding how you can use it and apply it, as well 

as how you see it applied in real life situation.  
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BUS 3910 

See What I’m Saying? 

Leadership as Communicative Performance 

Portfolium 

Assignment Description 

Assignment Purpose 

The purpose of this assignment is fourfold:  (1) to give students the opportunity to create a 

leadership identity; (2) to give students the opportunity to reflect on and  promote their own 

leadership skills to others; (3) to give students the opportunity to see how their peers publically 

communicate their leadership and (4) give students the opportunity to peer review each other’s 

resumes.  

Assignment Requirements 

1. Students will set up a Portfolium account that will be used for the duration of class.

2. Roughly each week students will be adding information to this account to grow their

portfolio in a meaningful and thoughtful way. Students should follow the due dates in

class and not jump ahead.

3. Students will connect with each other to informally review each other’s portfolio. I

encourage you to work with your groups to proof read and help improve each other’s

work.

4. Students will follow businesses of their choice.

5. Students will reflect and post the leadership skills they have, were they got them, and

how they use them in various ways.

6. Students will give a thoughtful peer review to at least two of their classmates to help

them improve their resumes.

7. By the end of the course, each student should have completed a Portfolium portfolio that

includes their jobs, education, leadership skills, useful courses, activities, and portfolio

posts highlighting selected aspects of their leadership. Ideally, by the end of the course

the students have created an excellent online leadership presence directed at potential

employers and creating a positive online identity.
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APPENDIX 

Complete Course Evaluations 

Comm 1020 – Principles of Public Speaking Student Evaluations 

Cveen 3100 – Technical Communication for Engineers Written Evaluations 

Comm 2110 – Interpersonal Communication Student Evaluations 

Bus 3910 – Communicating Leadership Student Evaluations 
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Evaluations for Comm 1020 – Principles of Public Speaking 

Fall 2012 – Sections 1 & 2 

Spring 2013 – Sections 1 & 2 
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM f12 Div Avg Div f12 Sch Avg Sch f12
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 5.4 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 15 65% 5.5 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 7% (1) 33% (5) 60% (9)
2 Objectives met 14 61% 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 7% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 7% (1) 43% (6) 43% (6)
3 Content well-organized 15 65% 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 7% (1) 20% (3) 27% (4) 47% (7)
4 Course materials helpful 15 65% 5.3 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (2) 40% (6) 47% (7)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 15 65% 5.5 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 7% (1) 40% (6) 53% (8)
6 Learned great deal 15 65% 5.5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 7% (1) 33% (5) 60% (9)
7 Overall effective course 15 65% 5.5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 47% (7) 53% (8)
9 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 15 65% 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 7% (1) 13% (2) 40% (6) 40% (6)

10 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 15 65% 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 7% (1) 53% (8) 40% (6)
11 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 15 65% 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 53% (8) 47% (7)
12 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 15 65% 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 47% (7) 53% (8)
13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 15 65% 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 53% (8) 47% (7)

14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 15 65% 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 47% (7) 53% (8)
15 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 15 65% 5.5 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 47% (7) 53% (8)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
Participation and understanding of the material 
was great, yet, a good experience!
Just doing all the different types of speeches 
helped a lot.

I really enjoyed watching examples of the 
speeches we were to perform. It was great to see 
both positive and negative examples. It was also 
great to practice speeches with class members 
before the actual graded speeches.
I enjoyed the variety of assignments and 
speeches in the class. Group work made the 
subject fun
Question: Instructor Comments

Assignments and things were a little confusing on 
when they were due. Things got switched around 
and canceled and then ended up being turned in 
later without an announcement so a lot of 
people's grades were affected by that. It just 
needs a little more clear concise organization in 
the syllabus that is followed.
The instructor's encouragement for academic 
success.

The instructor was very approachable. The 
intstructor worked very hard to make sure we 
understood expectations. At times it seemed the 
instructor was not prepared for class.
I thought the instructor did a great job of 
interacting with the students and getting to know 
them personally, it made the class a safe 
environment to speak in. Sometimes the lectures 
seemed a little scattered, however, I believe that 
was, at least in part, due to a lack of student 
participation and work.

University of Utah
JULIE SNYDER-YULY Teaching COMM 1020 Undergraduate Princ 
Public Speaking LEC sec: 1 2012 Fall
There were: 23 possible respondents.
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM sp13 Div Avg Div sp13 Sch Avg Sch sp13
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.5 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 5.7 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 16 67% 5.6 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 0% (0) 25% (4) 69% (11)
2 Objectives met 16 67% 5.8 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (4) 75% (12)
3 Content well-organized 16 67% 5.6 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 0% (0) 25% (4) 69% (11)
4 Course materials helpful 16 67% 5.8 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (4) 75% (12)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 16 67% 5.8 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 19% (3) 81% (13)
6 Learned great deal 16 67% 5.7 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 19% (3) 75% (12)
7 Overall effective course 16 67% 5.6 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 25% (4) 69% (11)
9 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 16 67% 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 13% (2) 25% (4) 56% (9)

10 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 16 67% 5.6 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 31% (5) 63% (10)
11 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 16 67% 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 6% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 19% (3) 69% (11)
12 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 15 62% 5.6 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 7% (1) 27% (4) 67% (10)
13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 15 62% 5.7 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 7% (1) 20% (3) 73% (11)

14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 14 58% 5.6 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 7% (1) 21% (3) 71% (10)
15 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 16 67% 5.7 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 19% (3) 75% (12)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

I liked the course modules. They helped me stay 
on top of things throughout the semester.
Talk more about how to hide and help nerves
while giving speeches. It was a fun helpful 
environment.
Watching examples of speeches helped me 
present as well as the group work we did to 
contribute to our speeches.

I liked the textbook we used in this course and I 
liked how we had four different speeches!

This course was well organized and the materials 
were very useful to assist in learning.
Course was very nice and helpful. I have learned 
many lovable things in this course.
The course was great for learning how to best 
speak in front of an audience.
I really enjoyed this course, but the class structure 
itself seemed very disorganized. I think that the 
details could be more refined, overall though it 
was a very fun, interactive course that opened up 
a lot.
Expectations could have been more clearly stated 
in regard to what was expected in an A speech. 
Clear grading rubric.

I think the class was mediocre, I didn't progress 
with my public speaking as much as I had hoped
Julie was very into being the best instructor she 
could, she was a great great great teacher and has 
acceptable expectations.
This class was great. The teacher was fun and 
energetic and involved everyone in the class. I saw 
an improvement with myself and everyone else in 
the class and I really enjoyed waking up to come 
to this class.

1. The course taught great skills for public 
speaking. 2. I learned how to properly organize 
and present different types of speeches.
Question: Instructor Comments

I liked Julie a lot, she is very friendly and open 
with the class, and the class as a whole was very 
friendly. We engaged in a lot of group activity and 
got to know eachother well. Sometimes the 
atmosphere would be too relaxed, and it seemed 
to cause some problems in the organization of 
classtime. We followed a good schedule though 
and did all of our speeches and quizzes when we 
planned to.

I think that you were slightly critical in your 
grading of the speeches for the type of class this 
is. For a 1010 level class I feel like you could ease 
up on the grading of the speeches or focus more 
critically on the outlines of the speeches rather 
than the actual speech.
Julie is an amazing instructor. She was very
helpful in answering questions I had about the 
material and very well organized.
Julie was always positive and out going which 
made class very fun! She was open to discussing 
your grades and would explain the reasoning 
behind them.
Made it a fun classroom and was very excited 
about the class
Julie was a great instructor, she gave great 
feedback and helped us set well organized 
layouts.
I liked this instructor, she was always very friendly 
and always willing to help.
More guidance about what was to be learned in 
our readings would have engendered more 
discussion in the class. Sticking to module 
schedule.

She used videos to show differences between 
speeches we would be presenting, and having us 
present on those topics and being able to come up 
with our own was a lot of fun. We also, as a class, 
worked together every class period and that made 
it a lot of fun and enjoyable.
I thought she was very nice and a great teacher
although there could be lots of room for 
creativity. I was bored most of the time and didn't 
learn a great deal.

Julie was very clear about what it was she would 
be talking about on whatever day of the week we 
were meeting. She taught the subjects very 
thoroughly and clearly and easy to understand
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1. Julie was always on-time, prepared, and 
organized. 2. She always had a great attitude and 
was willing to work with me if I was having 
problems.
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Order Question Text Prev N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM f12 Div Avg Div f12 Sch Avg Sch f12
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 4.9 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 4.6 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2

Wanted Another Planned No Time Hard Others Closed Bad Time
Reason why registered for class 21630 1 4% 0% (0) 100% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0)

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 16 70% 4.9 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 6% (1) 0% (0) 6% (1) 6% (1) 50% (8) 31% (5)
2 Objectives met 16 70% 4.6 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 6% (1) 6% (1) 0% (0) 25% (4) 31% (5) 31% (5)
3 Content well-organized 16 70% 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 13% (2) 6% (1) 0% (0) 25% (4) 13% (2) 44% (7)
4 Course materials helpful 16 70% 4.7 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 6% (1) 6% (1) 0% (0) 25% (4) 25% (4) 38% (6)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 16 70% 4.8 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 6% (1) 6% (1) 6% (1) 6% (1) 38% (6) 38% (6)
6 Learned great deal 16 70% 4.3 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 13% (2) 6% (1) 6% (1) 13% (2) 38% (6) 25% (4)
7 Overall effective course 16 70% 4.6 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 13% (2) 6% (1) 0% (0) 6% (1) 44% (7) 31% (5)
9 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 16 70% 4.6 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 13% (2) 0% (0) 13% (2) 6% (1) 25% (4) 44% (7)

10 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 16 70% 4.8 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 6% (1) 6% (1) 0% (0) 19% (3) 31% (5) 38% (6)
11 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 16 70% 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 6% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 31% (5) 63% (10)
12 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 16 70% 4.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.4 6% (1) 6% (1) 13% (2) 13% (2) 38% (6) 25% (4)
13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 15 65% 5.1 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 7% (1) 0% (0) 7% (1) 0% (0) 33% (5) 53% (8)

14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 16 70% 5.2 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 6% (1) 6% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (4) 63% (10)
15 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 16 70% 4.8 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 6% (1) 6% (1) 0% (0) 13% (2) 38% (6) 38% (6)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

Going through things with us as a class helped us 
be more comfortable with each other. I liked how 
you got us to work together and let us talk to one 
another so we aren't so shy around everyone.
n/a
1. Assignments and readings need to be more 
clearly stated and enforced. We rarely discuss the 
readings. 2. Canvas was a mess. If that is 
organized from the beginning there would be a 
lot less confusion

Maybe having more short talks worth less points 
throughout the semester would have helped me.
I think the assignments could be better spaced 
apart. For the first speech we had forever to 
prepare, while only a short time to prepare for a 
much longer speech.

Getting to know the people in the class before we 
gave our first speech helped a lot Could have 
spaced the speeches out a little bit better
Brought me out of my comfort zone to learn a lot.
The variety of speeches made it interesting and 
fun.
Speaking in front of class Being able to watch 
others speak. Course material was presented in a 
very mundane way
More practice in front of the class
Question: Instructor Comments

Knew her material well and presented material 
effectively Technology problems were a little bit 
frustrating, but that couldn't have been helped
1. Lectures were boring. Speech classes were 
great, but when giving lectures jazz up your 
powerpoint or engage with the class 2. I thought 
you did a wonderful job making everyone 
participate and feel comfortable.
The inclass examples were excellent and the 
assignments were helpful.
n/a
Answer e-mails quicker

I liked the group things where you group us up 
and we talk about things sharing ideas and telling 
each other what's a goo idea or a bad idea.

She got us brainstorming ideas in class and used 
class time wisely. Her teaching style was 
beneficial by providing variety in content.
Julie is a really nice teacher. She is patient and 
friendly. She helped me to develop my passion 
and confidence for this course.
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Order Question Text Prev N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM sp13 Div Avg Div sp13 Sch Avg Sch sp13
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2

Wanted Another Planned No Time Hard Others Closed Bad Time
Reason why registered for class 21630 1 5% 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0)

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 11 50% 5.4 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 18% (2) 27% (3) 55% (6)
2 Objectives met 11 50% 5.4 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 18% (2) 27% (3) 55% (6)
3 Content well-organized 11 50% 4.9 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 27% (3) 27% (3) 36% (4)
4 Course materials helpful 11 50% 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 27% (3) 27% (3) 45% (5)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 11 50% 5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 18% (2) 36% (4) 36% (4)
6 Learned great deal 11 50% 5.5 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 27% (3) 64% (7)
7 Overall effective course 11 50% 5.5 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 18% (2) 18% (2) 64% (7)
9 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 11 50% 5 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 18% (2) 36% (4) 36% (4)

10 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 11 50% 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 18% (2) 18% (2) 55% (6)
11 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 11 50% 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 27% (3) 64% (7)
12 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 11 50% 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 18% (2) 27% (3) 55% (6)
13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 11 50% 5.6 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 18% (2) 73% (8)

14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 11 50% 5.6 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 18% (2) 73% (8)
15 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 11 50% 5.5 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 18% (2) 18% (2) 64% (7)

Follow up -- Yes No
Was it helpful 52958 1 5% 0 0.8 0.7 0.7 0% (0) 100% (1)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
The material was beneficial.
Julie was great and we never questioned what 
was due or how to do it. Very effective course 
and teacher
Julie's enthusiasm was a great boost to your
mornings. You got to choose your topics which 
made it more personal.
I didn't found the textbook too helpful, what I did 
found helpful was speaking the speaches in front 
of the class.

The syllabus was very clear about what and when 
things were due as well as the readings that were 
expected to be complete.I also found it helpful 
how often canvas was updated. It made it much 
easier to gauge how well I was doing in the class.
The course material seemed like a lot of common 
sense. I would have preferred giving more 
speeches and less reading, even though I was the 
only one who ever did the reading. I feel like the 
actual speaking helped me more than anything 
else.
Question: Instructor Comments

Julie created an intimate environment and at the 
end of it all it felt like one big family. Julie was 
very knowledgable about the course content.
She was very personable and made for a great 
classroom environment!
Julie was always prepared for class and 
enthusiastic about her subject. She was also 
available and approachable to students which 
made it helpful to improve in her class. The only 
criticism is that she did not hold her class 
accountable for the materials in the book and 
looking back I did not need the book or reading 
materials.
More practice speeches and in-class activities,
instead of learning from a book. Overall a fun 
class to take.

I really enjoyed Julie this semester. She came 
across as laid back and happy which made each 
student feel extremely comfortable answering or 
asking questions. She did a great job at explaining 
the material in depth which was really nice. 
Overall, she was a great instructor that I would 
highly recommend.
Julie was SO good at helping every student. I
wanted her to push me and she did. I learned so 
much. She also was very patient with EVERY 
student and their QUESTIONS!
It was really helpful for me t meat with the 
teacher one on one. She was great with helping 
me practice and going over my speeches. She 
was great!!
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Evaluations for Cveen 3910 – Technical Communication for Engineers 

Fall 2013 - Lecture 

Spring 2014 - Lecture 
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Evaluations for Comm 2110 – Interpersonal Communication 

Fall 2014 – Lecture and Labs 

Spring 2015 – Lecture and Labs 

Summer 2015 – Online Course 

Fall 2015 – Lecture and Labs 

Spring 2016 – Lecture and Labs 

Summer 2016 – Online Course 
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM f14 Div Avg Div f14 Sch Avg Sch f14
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 4.7 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 29 47% 4.9 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 3% (1) 0% (0) 3% (1) 21% (6) 41% (12) 31% (9)
2 Objectives met 29 47% 4.9 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 3% (1) 0% (0) 3% (1) 24% (7) 38% (11) 31% (9)
3 Content well-organized 29 47% 4.7 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 3% (1) 7% (2) 3% (1) 17% (5) 38% (11) 31% (9)
4 Course materials helpful 29 47% 4.6 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 7% (2) 14% (4) 24% (7) 28% (8) 28% (8)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 29 47% 4.7 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 3% (1) 0% (0) 10% (3) 28% (8) 28% (8) 31% (9)
6 Learned great deal 29 47% 4.7 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 3% (1) 10% (3) 28% (8) 28% (8) 31% (9)
7 Overall effective course 29 47% 4.6 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 7% (2) 0% (0) 10% (3) 24% (7) 28% (8) 31% (9)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 30 48% 5 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 7% (2) 27% (8) 30% (9) 37% (11)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 30 48% 4.8 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 3% (1) 3% (1) 7% (2) 20% (6) 30% (9) 37% (11)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 30 48% 5 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 3% (1) 0% (0) 3% (1) 23% (7) 23% (7) 47% (14)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 29 47% 4.9 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 3% (1) 3% (1) 7% (2) 14% (4) 34% (10) 38% (11)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 30 48% 5.4 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 3% (1) 10% (3) 33% (10) 53% (16)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 30 48% 5.1 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 3% (1) 0% (0) 3% (1) 10% (3) 40% (12) 43% (13)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 28 45% 4.8 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 4% (1) 0% (0) 11% (3) 25% (7) 25% (7) 36% (10)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
The lab on a Friday is pointless since all we do is
take more notes just like we do in lecture. 
Everything that was in lecture was straight out of 
the book so it is pointless that Julie made lecture 
mandatory if she was only going to repeat what i 
read.

Presentations at the end were great in helping me 
engage in specific topics. Stories during lecture 
helped me understand some topics better.
If you are super worried about the fact that 
people don't attend the lecture based classes then 
you need to make those worth something, rather 
than being upset with the people who do show up 
to class.
first test was way too hard, more study guides like 
the last one.
weird confusing

I liked that we could pick which paper we wanted 
to do so we could focus on something that 
interested us. I also liked when she used clips from 
television shows as examples, those are the 
examples that really stuck with me.
it was nice to be able to break the class down into 
smaller groups and get some more one on one 
time with Julie
hands on and visual learning during lab
I enjoyed the power points

I didn't mind the powerpoint lectures but since 
slides were just copied and pasted straight from 
the book, it made the class feel unnecessary.
The study guides and practice quizzes
More explanation between similar sounding
topics would have been good. I liked the use of 
videos and examples other than simply what the 
book said.It would be good to respond to emails 
more quickly and submit grades on a more regular 
basis.
Could have picked better material, many more 
books that can explain and present this course 
material better.

We had activities that we had to come together to 
do. This wasn't so much communication as it was 
regurgitating what we learned to the rest of class.

I liked the small groups. I liked the projects 
because of how the related to the coursework.
Question: Instructor Comments
not very great
Really loved Julie. She is a great teacher and 
awesome and involving students more.
Encouraged class participation.
She is relatable.
She's a great teacher, loved taking this class, she 
made it a lot of fun

She is kind of corky but she embraced it which I 
liked. She was very helpful and very nice.

Avid instructor willing to work with students, 
making sure everyone understand the concepts 
and theories. Worked very hard at putting 
content, lectures together! Thanks Julie!
willing to work with students!

She was nice and was good about working with 
students. When she was unsure about a topic, she 
would research it more and get back to us with a 
better definition. She was also lively.
Kind and willing to help students out
I liked how she interacted with the class.
Helpful to students that wanted to excel.
She was helpful with students and was always 
willing to help out.
She is well prepared and was on time for class and 
she had a plan for class.
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM f14 Div Avg Div f14 Sch Avg Sch f14
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 4.8 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 4.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 9 47% 4.4 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 44% (4) 33% (3) 11% (1)
2 Objectives met 9 47% 4.7 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 33% (3) 33% (3) 22% (2)
3 Content well-organized 9 47% 4.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 11% (1) 11% (1) 33% (3) 22% (2) 22% (2)
4 Course materials helpful 9 47% 4.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 11% (1) 22% (2) 33% (3) 11% (1) 22% (2)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 9 47% 4.1 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 44% (4) 11% (1) 33% (3) 11% (1)
6 Learned great deal 9 47% 4.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 78% (7) 0% (0) 11% (1)
7 Overall effective course 9 47% 4.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 22% (2) 44% (4) 22% (2) 11% (1)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 9 47% 4.7 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 33% (3) 33% (3) 22% (2)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 9 47% 4.7 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 33% (3) 33% (3) 22% (2)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 9 47% 5 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 11% (1) 44% (4) 33% (3)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 9 47% 4.6 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 33% (3) 44% (4) 11% (1)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 9 47% 5 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 22% (2) 22% (2) 44% (4)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 9 47% 4.9 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 11% (1) 56% (5) 22% (2)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 9 47% 4.6 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 33% (3) 44% (4) 11% (1)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
The participation was nice and loved the smaller 
lab sections.
N/A
The textbook for the class is terrible!
weird confusing

The questions for the exams were not clear. The 
instructions for the essays were too vague and 
were more confusing than helpful.

Her power points were easy to follow and held 
very basic information. she engaged with the 
students to answer which was helpful.
Question: Instructor Comments
not very great
N/A
Was good at guiding discussions during lab and 
prompting us/letting us explore when we were 
stuck on concepts

Her power points and her presentations were 
thought out and she was very prepared for class.
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM f14 Div Avg Div f14 Sch Avg Sch f14
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 5 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 8 38% 4.9 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 13% (1) 50% (4) 25% (2)
2 Objectives met 8 38% 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (2) 38% (3) 38% (3)
3 Content well-organized 8 38% 5 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 13% (1) 38% (3) 38% (3)
4 Course materials helpful 8 38% 4.9 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 13% (1) 50% (4) 25% (2)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 8 38% 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (2) 38% (3) 38% (3)
6 Learned great deal 8 38% 4.9 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 13% (1) 0% (0) 13% (1) 38% (3) 38% (3)
7 Overall effective course 8 38% 4.9 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 13% (1) 50% (4) 25% (2)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 8 38% 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (2) 38% (3) 38% (3)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 8 38% 5 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 38% (3) 25% (2) 38% (3)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 8 38% 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 25% (2) 63% (5)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 8 38% 5.1 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (2) 38% (3) 38% (3)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 8 38% 5.2 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 50% (4) 38% (3)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 8 38% 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 38% (3) 50% (4)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 8 38% 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 50% (4) 38% (3)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
Overall, it was a good course. The hardest part 
was the fact that you lectured very vaguely, and 
then your exams were nothing like your lectures. 
The practice tests before the exams were helpful, 
but they shoudlve been open to view more than 
once.
Seemed a bit bland and sometimes just no 
excitement for the subject.
She was a very laid-back teacher and that made 
her easy to approach.
a lot of visual learning which helped along with 
communication within the class not just the 
teacher
I felt like the exams were very difficult. I wish that 
the exams reflected the lectures.

Lectures were an important part that the 
professor stepped out of her comfort zone to 
help students understand. Videos of analogous 
concepts helped implement material into daily 
life. I would suggest getting the reading done and 
having an assignment each week asks to 
summarize the chapters to help the students 
understand the material on a greater level.
She used real life examples that helped. I wish 
she took attendance every day.
Question: Instructor Comments
The instructor was very nice, and willing to 
answer questions.
She's funny and very willing to work with you if 
you just talk to her and let her know what's going 
on
Friendly and upbeat.
very kind and easy to work with!
made changes based on how we would learn 
better, and was willing and open to meet if you 
needed help.
Knowledge, friendly, and organized. Always 
prompt and ready to help any student.
She applied examples that the students could 
relate to.
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM f14 Div Avg Div f14 Sch Avg Sch f14
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 4.9 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 4.6 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 12 55% 4.8 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 8% (1) 33% (4) 25% (3) 33% (4)
2 Objectives met 12 55% 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (3) 42% (5) 33% (4)
3 Content well-organized 11 50% 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 9% (1) 9% (1) 0% (0) 18% (2) 27% (3) 36% (4)
4 Course materials helpful 12 55% 4.4 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 8% (1) 0% (0) 25% (3) 8% (1) 25% (3) 33% (4)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 11 50% 4.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 9% (1) 9% (1) 9% (1) 18% (2) 27% (3) 27% (3)
6 Learned great deal 12 55% 4.6 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 8% (1) 0% (0) 42% (5) 25% (3) 25% (3)
7 Overall effective course 11 50% 4.6 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 9% (1) 9% (1) 0% (0) 9% (1) 36% (4) 36% (4)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 11 50% 4.7 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 9% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 27% (3) 27% (3) 36% (4)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 11 50% 4.5 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 9% (1) 9% (1) 0% (0) 18% (2) 27% (3) 36% (4)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 10 45% 5.1 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (1) 20% (2) 60% (6)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 11 50% 4.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 9% (1) 9% (1) 0% (0) 18% (2) 36% (4) 27% (3)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 11 50% 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 18% (2) 18% (2) 64% (7)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 11 50% 5.2 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 9% (1) 0% (0) 9% (1) 27% (3) 55% (6)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 10 45% 5 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 10% (1) 0% (0) 20% (2) 20% (2) 50% (5)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

A lab for this class was unnecessary since all we 
did was do the same things that were done in 
class aka take notes on the lecture which was 
straight out of the book. The lab should just be 
regular lecture. The discussions never showed up 
on canvas' to-do assignment list, so I would make 
sure that they do. I would not have things due at 
8:35 but rather midnight.

Didn't post notes, wasn't accommodating. POST 
NOTES. EVERY other professor does it, get off your 
high horse. It'll help overall and people won't be 
so angry to attend your class. Not posting notes 
was her passive-aggressive way of trying to get 
people to her class. Sent a rude email to the entire 
class and told us she wasn't going to put forth 
effort anymore.
I liked the practice quizzes and the study guides. 
Helped me understand what I should study for the 
exam.

The presentations simply restated what was in the 
book. I would have liked more personal examples 
or other ways of defining subjects.
loved they way she taught and cared for her 
students

The practice tests were very helpful in studying 
and reviewing for the final. I would like to have 
practice tests for the midterm as well. I found the 
online discussions helpful when used for 
discussing the course material. I would suggest 
doing more online discussions.
Question: Instructor Comments
She is relatable.
Some of the times when one would ask a
question, she didn't know answers when in 
lecture, didn't seem prepared. She's very friendly, 
which is great, but for a 1000 level course it's way 
too stressful.

Thanks Julie, you were an awesome instructor! 
Very willing to work with students. Ardent on 
explaining theories and making sure all of us 
understood the concepts. Thank you for working 
with all of us!

Sometimes she didn't know the topic well enough 
to explain it in different ways so I could 
understand. More definition between some of 
topics would have been helpful in differentiating 
between some that sounded similar. She was 
happy to work with students though and was very 
approachable.
Very kind and willing to help students. I felt 
comfortable around her

Going out of her way to help students succeed, ex 
letting take final when convenient for them
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM sp15 Div Avg Div sp15 Sch Avg Sch sp15
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 33 50% 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 3% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (3) 39% (13) 48% (16)
2 Objectives met 32 48% 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 3% (1) 0% (0) 3% (1) 3% (1) 50% (16) 41% (13)
3 Content well-organized 32 48% 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 3% (1) 0% (0) 3% (1) 9% (3) 44% (14) 41% (13)
4 Course materials helpful 30 45% 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 3% (1) 0% (0) 3% (1) 7% (2) 43% (13) 43% (13)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 32 48% 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 3% (1) 0% (0) 3% (1) 6% (2) 44% (14) 44% (14)
6 Learned great deal 31 47% 5.2 5.1 5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 3% (1) 0% (0) 3% (1) 6% (2) 45% (14) 42% (13)
7 Overall effective course 32 48% 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 3% (1) 0% (0) 3% (1) 3% (1) 47% (15) 44% (14)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 33 50% 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 6% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (2) 45% (15) 42% (14)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 30 45% 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 7% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) 3% (1) 43% (13) 47% (14)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 32 48% 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 6% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (3) 34% (11) 50% (16)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 31 47% 5.2 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 6% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) 3% (1) 42% (13) 48% (15)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 31 47% 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 6% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) 3% (1) 39% (12) 52% (16)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 30 45% 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 7% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) 3% (1) 40% (12) 50% (15)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 31 47% 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 6% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) 3% (1) 42% (13) 48% (15)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

this course was really easy to pay attention in 
because you are always doing something different
The tests and quizzes directly related to the 
concepts we talked about in class and read in our 
textbooks. I liked that we had two big lectures and 
one smaller class a week.

I'm not sure what the difference it was in between 
the two classes other than it being the lecture vs 
the lab, but I really enjoyed the lab. If it was 
possible for this class to be taught in lab form it 
would have been really nice. But I also enjoyed the 
lecture part of the class as well.
I'm not sure how exactly but the in class
presentations could be more well organized or 
modified
powerpoints and group activities
videos, quizzes
1the book used was great 2 the videos shown in 
class were very beneficial

1. Used technology in the class to show what was
being taught. 2. I liked how the subjects were 
broken up into three sets of chapters
I liked the quizzes and tests
y
Question: Instructor Comments
Loved this class! It was interesting and easy to 
follow. I don't have much to suggest that would 
greatly improve the class. I really like the 
examples and videos that were used to 
demonstrate class material.

Julie challenged us to try harder, participate, and 
understand the course concepts. She designed the 
course in a way that we were able to relate it to 
ourselves and therefore understand the content 
better. She is friendly, nice, funny, and interested 
in our lives personally.
Julie was really passionate about this topic and 
made it easy to learn. she was always viable to 
talk with.

Great communication skills and public speaking
explained well and tried to keep the group 
engaged
1. Julie was great to learn from. She makes it fun. 
2. She has been the most willing to work with me 
when I had to miss for university sanctioned 
activities.
1. She was helpful in answering any questions that 
we had. 2. She created a positive environment to 
learn in.
She was very kind and understanding
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM sp15 Div Avg Div sp15 Sch Avg Sch sp15
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 7 33% 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 0% (0) 43% (3) 43% (3)
2 Objectives met 7 33% 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 0% (0) 43% (3) 43% (3)
3 Content well-organized 7 33% 5.3 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 43% (3) 43% (3)
4 Course materials helpful 7 33% 4.9 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 14% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 43% (3) 43% (3)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 7 33% 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 0% (0) 43% (3) 43% (3)
6 Learned great deal 7 33% 5.3 5.1 5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 43% (3) 43% (3)
7 Overall effective course 7 33% 5.3 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 43% (3) 43% (3)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 7 33% 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 29% (2) 29% (2) 43% (3)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 7 33% 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 29% (2) 29% (2) 43% (3)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 7 33% 5.1 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 0% (0) 43% (3) 43% (3)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 7 33% 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 29% (2) 57% (4)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 7 33% 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 14% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 71% (5)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 7 33% 5.1 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 14% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 71% (5)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 7 33% 5.4 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 0% (0) 14% (1) 71% (5)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
powerpoints and group activities
Well structured class, very organized and clear, 
making it easy to stay on top of the material and 
do well.
The fact that attendance was counted was
ridiculous. I pay for the class I should be able to 
make the call myself. I felt as though she didn't 
want to be there most of the time so it made it 
hard for me to focus
Everything was very clear and well organized. I 
always knew what to expect.
Question: Instructor Comments

Julie was a great instructor, always on-time and 
prepared for lecture. She was easy to approach 
for help and always encouraged engagement from 
students. The only thing I would change, 
personally, is the fact that she made a point of 
calling on people in class. This was effective at 
times but also seemed to waste time, too. Overall, 
she's a great instructor and I would recommend 
her to others.
Incredibly helpful and accommodating, Julie really
wanted us to do well which made her class more 
enjoyable.
explained everything well about the material. 
Sometimes when she talked she would close her 
eyes as she spoke maybe work on having more 
eye contact
I felt that she was too lenient with the student 
athletes. After a few weeks it gets super annoying 
that the gymnast and basketball player get cut 
some much slack.

Our instructor had a lot going on this semester 
but it didn't show in the classroom she was very 
organized and always on time and efficient in her 
teaching. I loved learning from her she is very 
engaging and sweet!
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM sp15 Div Avg Div sp15 Sch Avg Sch sp15
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.1 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 4.9 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 11 50% 4.7 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 9% (1) 0% (0) 9% (1) 73% (8) 9% (1)
2 Objectives met 10 45% 5 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (1) 80% (8) 10% (1)
3 Content well-organized 10 45% 5 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (2) 60% (6) 20% (2)
4 Course materials helpful 10 45% 5 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (1) 80% (8) 10% (1)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 10 45% 4.9 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (2) 70% (7) 10% (1)
6 Learned great deal 11 50% 4.9 5.1 5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 18% (2) 73% (8) 9% (1)
7 Overall effective course 10 45% 4.8 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 30% (3) 60% (6) 10% (1)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 10 45% 5 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (2) 60% (6) 20% (2)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 11 50% 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 64% (7) 27% (3)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 10 45% 5.1 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (1) 70% (7) 20% (2)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 10 45% 5.2 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (1) 60% (6) 30% (3)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 10 45% 5 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (2) 60% (6) 20% (2)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 11 50% 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 55% (6) 36% (4)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 10 45% 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (1) 60% (6) 30% (3)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
I wish you would provide your PowerPoint 
presentations. I understand you don't to 
incentivize going to class, but I can only right so 
fast.
journal, group project
1. Weekly quizzes were helpful in being quizzed on 
the material 2. The video examples that she 
presented in class were helpful in understanding 
the concepts.
I like the quizzes and tests

Slides were useful and quizzes were good reviews.
Question: Instructor Comments
make tests a little shorter, don't include a video 
on the final

You know a lot about the material and you are use 
great videos to show as examples. The videos 
were my favorite. However, I wish you wouldn't 
wait so long for people to answer questions. It's 
awkward, and we could cover more material if 
you weren't quite so insistent. Also, the no 
technology rule is a nuisance. I understand why 
you do it, but I found it annoying. Overall, you are 
great at presenting material and you are a lot of 
fun.
1. She explained the concepts in a way that we 
could understand. 2. Her power points were clear 
and understandable.

She had helpful activities and group projects that 
pertained to the class material.

She always was available for questions and help
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM sp15 Div Avg Div sp15 Sch Avg Sch sp15
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 4.8 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 4.8 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 18 78% 5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 11% (2) 0% (0) 6% (1) 0% (0) 28% (5) 56% (10)
2 Objectives met 16 70% 4.8 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 13% (2) 6% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 31% (5) 50% (8)
3 Content well-organized 17 74% 4.6 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 18% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 35% (6) 41% (7)
4 Course materials helpful 16 70% 4.7 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 13% (2) 0% (0) 6% (1) 13% (2) 25% (4) 44% (7)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 17 74% 5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 12% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 41% (7) 47% (8)
6 Learned great deal 16 70% 4.9 5.1 5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 13% (2) 0% (0) 6% (1) 0% (0) 31% (5) 50% (8)
7 Overall effective course 17 74% 4.7 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 18% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 41% (7) 41% (7)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 17 74% 4.7 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 18% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 41% (7) 41% (7)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 17 74% 4.8 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 18% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 35% (6) 47% (8)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 16 70% 4.9 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 19% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 19% (3) 63% (10)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 17 74% 4.8 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 18% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 29% (5) 53% (9)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 16 70% 4.9 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 19% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 19% (3) 63% (10)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 17 74% 4.9 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 18% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 24% (4) 59% (10)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 17 74% 4.8 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 18% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 29% (5) 53% (9)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
The quizzes and exams drew content directly from 
our textbook/discussions in class. It was nice 
having two big lecture classes and one small class 
on fridays.

The journals were really helpful in reflecting the 
material that was learned that week with real life 
situations. I also really liked that you had the 
students involved in teaching the material, and 
the structure and outline for how to do this got 
better as the semester progressed.
The communication skills and the way of 
construction
1. The videos showed in class were very
beneficial. They helped me understand the 
concepts. 2. The book was an awesome tool. I 
definitely learned a lot from reading it.
1: Consistent quizzes helped emphasize reading
the chapters and mastering the information. 2: 
The journals allowed us to give the terms real-
world applications.
Very well organized and clearly stated.
Question: Instructor Comments

I adored this class. It was my favorite class. I really 
like the environment that the teacher kept the 
class in. It was fun and informative. I thought that 
Julie handled the class in a very professional 
manner and was able to keep it interesting and 
moving along at a good pace.

She forced us to participate in class and share 
examples which made us all connect with the 
material in a better, more helpful way. She 
interacted with us on a personal level by sharing 
stories, cracking jokes, and being friendly.
She was very smart,and was very organized.
Julie is the worst. She has no life so she expects 
her students to also have no life.

1. She was understanding of university sanctioned 
activities and was willing to work with me. 2. Julie 
is awesome. She made learning fun.
Julie is an excellent professor. She showed a large 
investment of time and effort throughout her 
lectures. She came off as attentive, friendly, and 
well experienced in the subject. Overall superior 
job.

1: Julie was very nice and supportive, she 
provided a safe and fun environment to learn. 2: 
My one suggestion; make the peer journal reviews 
bi monthly rather than every four journals so 
people consistently do them when they are 
assigned and not all in one night
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM su15 Div Avg Div su15 Sch Avg Sch su15
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 16 53% 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 0% (0) 50% (8) 44% (7)
2 Objectives met 16 53% 5.4 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (2) 38% (6) 50% (8)
3 Content well-organized 16 53% 4.9 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 6% (1) 0% (0) 19% (3) 44% (7) 31% (5)
4 Course materials helpful 16 53% 5.1 5.1 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 13% (2) 44% (7) 38% (6)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 16 53% 5.4 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 6% (1) 31% (5) 56% (9)
6 Learned great deal 16 53% 5.2 5.1 5.3 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 6% (1) 0% (0) 6% (1) 44% (7) 44% (7)
7 Overall effective course 16 53% 5.1 5.1 5.3 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 6% (1) 0% (0) 13% (2) 44% (7) 38% (6)

17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 16 53% 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 6% (1) 0% (0) 13% (2) 44% (7) 38% (6)
18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 16 53% 5.2 5.2 5.4 5.2 5.3 5.1 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (4) 25% (4) 50% (8)
19 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 16 53% 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 38% (6) 63% (10)
20 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 16 53% 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 19% (3) 25% (4) 56% (9)
21 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 16 53% 5.4 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 6% (1) 0% (0) 38% (6) 56% (9)

22 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 16 53% 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 50% (8) 50% (8)
23 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 16 53% 5.1 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.2 5.2 6% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (2) 31% (5) 50% (8)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

The organization i.e. separate modules, 
powerpoints, outlines, etc. really helped solidy 
information. The instructor was good about 
answering questions in a timely manner.

The course was a really great introduction to the 
various forms of communication. The text went 
perfectly with what we were learning and was 
easy to read. This was the first time it was offered 
online and while it was ok, there should be 
changes made by the professor.
Too many little assignments. They became 
overwhelming and I don't feel I gained a lot of 
new information because I was always trying to 
finish the little assignments.

The exam and quiz questions tried to trick you, it 
wasn't fair. Everything was open note, but there 
were questions you would never know without 
looking them up in the book, and there was never 
enough time for that. For discussions, you were 
docked points if you didn't engage with your 
peers. I understand responding to others posts, 
but it is unrealistic to expect a full on 
conversation. I'm a full time student and took an 
online class for the purpose of being able to do it 
on my own time. She tried to create a face to face 
classroom via online. That doesn't work.
The course is very collaborative and interactive. 
Everything you'd expect from an interpersonal 
communications class.

The content laid out each week was easy to follow 
and successfully completed. The materials given 
let me learn a great amount in this class.

There is a lot of content, but each assignment 
flows well with the other. It is easy to understand 
and after the first couple weeks, easy to manage.

There were a lot of content for each chapter and it 
made it easier to grasp the concepts. I would 
suggest more time for the group project.
Get a few of the kinks worked out with Canvas
automatically assigning peer reviews (sometimes 
it didn't happen and I had to email ask the 
professor where mine were), and maybe consider 
lowering the amount of work per week (it wasn't 
difficult, just a LOT to manage and remember to 
do).

Question: Comments about online components
The organization was great for sections, ideas, 
etc., but the group project was extremely difficult 
due to the online nature of the course. The quizzes 
were fine except they could definitely use a little 
more time.
It tried to be an in-person class, online. That was 
frustrating and ineffective.
As usual, the online class was easy to use.
A lot of discussion, but they are fun and 
collaborative. There is a lot of volume with the 
assignments, but they are short and not too 
challenging.
I love the online components of the course 
because it was easy to work around my work 
schedule.
Navigates easily

It allowed me to take the course even being home.
Question: Instructor Comments
Julie was great and very accommodating. She 
worked around my schedule and was very timely 
at getting back to me. She's a great online 
professor!
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She graded incredible harsh. A friend and I 
compared our scores and our average for each 
thing was a C. According to canvas, the average 
grade for the majority of the class was a C. She 
offered a fair amount of extra credit at the end, 
but that didn't change the fact that I've gotten A's 
in every 5000 level class I've taken, yet am 
struggling with a lower division class. Her course 
load was more than Mass Comm Law. And when 
she realized she made her course a week longer 
than the actual semester, instead of removing 
that week, she combined it with the final week of 
the class. I signed into canvas with 17 to do 
assignments, all in her class. That was ridiculous. 
She is instructing A LOWER DIVISION CLASS. It 
shouldn't have turned out to be the most stressful, 
frustrating, and heaviest work load of my entire 
collegiate career.
I the future. the grade structure that was used 
was not helpful. I found myself always guessing 
what my grade would be because there were 
always new assignments being added. Also, I 
would not recommend continuing the "every 
assignment is a zero until graded." This was 
confusing and really stressed me out during the 
entire semester.

This was probably the most unorganized professor 
I have ever had. She informed us right away that 
she was in another state for the summer (which is 
fine) and that she would only be able to have 
internet access once a day (also fine). The main 
problems arose with the sheer amount of course 
materials there were. Three discussions, one large 
amount of reading, a quiz, and a paper were due 
every week. While this was a good amount to get 
done only M-F, this professor made a mistake in 
thinking the class went one week longer than it 
did. That meant twice the amount of course work 
(2 quizzes, 2 chapters, 9 other discussions and the 
final is the amount I counted) in only one week. 
This was a tremendous amount of work to do 
during finals week. Students should never be held 
accountable for the mistakes of teachers. Overall 
she was a decent professor, but the organization 
and lack of consideration for the work has made 
me give a less than stellar review, however I feel 
the need to be honest so that she knows what to 
improve upon.
I would suggest doing away with the group 
project and cutting back on the weekly workload 
slightly. I often found myself debating whether I 
should sacrifice quality for quantity just to meet 
the deadline.

Great instructor. She provided timely feedback 
and effective sources to understand the content. 
She was engaging and made me feel like I was 
more than just a student. She seems to really care 
about her students.

Julie was a great teacher and very good at keeping 
everyone informed. She was always quick to email 
me back on my concerns about certain things. She 
made us all get involved as a class which made it 
feel like we were actually in an in person class 
environment which was nice!

She was a great online professor. There is few 
suggestions i have for her, one is being more clear 
with the discussions and how to earn your points. 
I thought i was "engaging" other students, but it 
wasn't till later that i learned you have to reply to 
people who commented on your post. Make that 
clear, i lost a lot of points because I didn't 
understand.

She got back to questions quickly and was readily 
available if needed. She used current topics and 
clips to help portray the topics.
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM f15 Div Avg Div f15 Sch Avg Sch f15
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.5 5.3 5.5 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 5 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 20 32% 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 15% (3) 45% (9) 40% (8)
2 Objectives met 20 32% 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (4) 40% (8) 40% (8)
3 Content well-organized 20 32% 5 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 5% (1) 5% (1) 15% (3) 35% (7) 40% (8)
4 Course materials helpful 20 32% 5 5.1 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (2) 15% (3) 40% (8) 35% (7)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 20 32% 5 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 5% (1) 5% (1) 10% (2) 40% (8) 40% (8)
6 Learned great deal 20 32% 4.8 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 5% (1) 10% (2) 15% (3) 40% (8) 30% (6)
7 Overall effective course 20 32% 5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (2) 15% (3) 45% (9) 30% (6)

21 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 20 32% 5.4 5.2 5.4 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 15% (3) 25% (5) 60% (12)
22 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 20 32% 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (2) 10% (2) 40% (8) 40% (8)
23 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 20 32% 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 5% (1) 25% (5) 70% (14)
24 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 20 32% 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (2) 40% (8) 50% (10)
25 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 20 32% 5.6 5.4 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 35% (7) 65% (13)

26 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 20 32% 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 40% (8) 60% (12)
27 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 20 32% 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 5% (1) 10% (2) 30% (6) 55% (11)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
No
The professor demonstrated a positive attitude
each class and had thorough knowledge of the 
subject.

I enjoyed the first paper, and the video project.
I wish we would have taken the quizzes after the
lecture. The student involvement was nice 
though, and I loved that we could hear opinions 
from other students.
This was a course that was part of another 
course. The instructor was really nice, but we 
would take the quiz, then spend the rest of the 
week discussing the materials we were just 
tested on. It was sometimes frustrating to come 
to class just to discuss what we'd already studied 
in the textbook.

The videos were good and the discussions were a 
good shot at trying to get interactions moving
I am not sure if this course needs a lab portion to
it. I found the lab to be repetitive. Having the lab, 
we went over the material again, which makes it 
clearer in a way.
Already did this one! Haha the course is great. I
loved having so many materials to choose from, 
and getting to make my own! Also, DISCUSSION 
boards for the win!
Question: Instructor Comments
I hate these surveys
Positive attitude and willingness and ability to 
help students.
Julie is great. She loves her students.

The instructor struggled with getting the class to 
participate. The instructor was always trying very 
hard to get the class to participate.

Very friendly disposition and open to questions

It would be nice if we could have taken the quiz 
after we discussed in class, or expounded on 
different subjects. The Instructor was really nice 
and she was really willing to work with me and 
other students.
Julie was very nice and always willing to help. She
was easy to relate to and explained things 
effectively.
Interaction with fellow classmates helped me 
understand the topics we were covering, I also 
feel the lab setting helped lock in things I was 
unsure about.
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM f15 Div Avg Div f15 Sch Avg Sch f15
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 4.9 5.3 5.5 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 4.5 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 5 25% 4.8 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 40% (2) 40% (2) 20% (1)
2 Objectives met 5 25% 4.6 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 60% (3) 20% (1) 20% (1)
3 Content well-organized 5 25% 4.4 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (1) 40% (2) 20% (1) 20% (1)
4 Course materials helpful 5 25% 4.6 5.1 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 60% (3) 20% (1) 20% (1)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 5 25% 4.8 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (1) 20% (1) 20% (1) 40% (2)
6 Learned great deal 5 25% 4.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (1) 40% (2) 40% (2) 0% (0)
7 Overall effective course 5 25% 4.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (1) 40% (2) 40% (2) 0% (0)

21 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 5 25% 4.4 5.2 5.4 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 60% (3) 40% (2) 0% (0)
22 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 5 25% 3.6 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 20% (1) 20% (1) 40% (2) 20% (1) 0% (0)
23 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 5 25% 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (1) 0% (0) 80% (4)
24 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 5 25% 5.2 5.5 5.6 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (1) 0% (0) 20% (1) 60% (3)
25 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 5 25% 5.8 5.4 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (1) 80% (4)

26 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 5 25% 5.2 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 20% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 80% (4)
27 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 5 25% 4.4 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 40% (2) 0% (0) 40% (2) 20% (1)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
I wish the canvas page was better organized and 
modules opened sooner.

The quizzes should have been after the lecture so 
that we could be tested on what we learned. 
Reading it and then taking the quiz wasn't very 
effective. I also don't think the discussion portion 
of the class was necessary since we had a 
discussion in our lecture anyway.
I enjoyed the course material, it was interesting 
to see why people communicate in my family the 
way they do. It would be nice though if we talked 
about the chapter before taking the quiz, instead 
of after, or just expound on different topics, in 
lecture.
Loved all the extra material provided! Movies, 
articles, things that related to us as students. 
Helped a lot to increase understanding of the 
material!
Question: Instructor Comments
Julie cares a lot about her students and really 
tried to get us to communicate with her and each 
other! Great experience.

If I were to take this course again, I would really 
like it if the schedule was arranged differently. It 
was sometimes really frustrating to come to class 
and listen to a lecture we just took a quiz on. The 
instructor was really friendly and was more than 
willing to help if I was running late on an 
assignment, she was really understanding and 
empathetic.
Julie did good at involving the class and getting 
student input so it was nice to hear opinions from 
my peers. She also was prepared with good 
examples and videos that helped teach the 
lesson.
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM f15 Div Avg Div f15 Sch Avg Sch f15
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.3 5.3 5.5 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 9 39% 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 44% (4) 44% (4)
2 Objectives met 9 39% 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 22% (2) 33% (3) 44% (4)
3 Content well-organized 9 39% 4.7 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 22% (2) 22% (2) 22% (2) 33% (3)
4 Course materials helpful 9 39% 5 5.1 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 11% (1) 44% (4) 33% (3)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 9 39% 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 22% (2) 11% (1) 56% (5)
6 Learned great deal 9 39% 5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 11% (1) 0% (0) 11% (1) 33% (3) 44% (4)
7 Overall effective course 9 39% 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 11% (1) 33% (3) 44% (4)

21 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 9 39% 5.3 5.2 5.4 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 67% (6) 33% (3)
22 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 9 39% 5 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 22% (2) 22% (2) 44% (4)
23 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 9 39% 5.7 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 33% (3) 67% (6)
24 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 9 39% 5.2 5.5 5.6 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 33% (3) 11% (1) 56% (5)
25 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 9 39% 5.6 5.4 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 44% (4) 56% (5)

26 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 9 39% 5.4 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 56% (5) 44% (4)
27 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 9 39% 5.1 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 22% (2) 11% (1) 56% (5)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
I really, really enjoyed the online engagement.
Questions were on point, and responses were 
equally constructive.

The video clips were very useful to make the 
connections between concepts. The labs were 
great for getting us to participate more.
The instructor was effective at conveying her 
material.
The discussions were helpful to gain new 
perspective on subjects in the class. While the 
discussions were helpful I believe that there were 
far too many discussion posts, resulting in me 
missing a few discussions because they were so 
frequent.
1. I loved the textbook we used, it explained
everything very thoroughly and was easy to 
understand 2. Most of the online material and 
assignments were very effective in understanding 
the material
I enjoyed working on the first paper assigned.
Also I thought the video was fun and provided 
beneficial group time.

I enjoyed our small classes every friday it was 
easier to ask questions and learn a lot more.
Question: Instructor Comments
Julie really pulled out all the stops for this class.
The smaller "lab" days really helped clarify course 
materials. And she has a knack for promoting 
intelligent discussion.
She was so much fun to learn from and was very 
knowledgeable about the topics.

1. Great explanation of course material 2. I feel 
there should be timelier grading, particularly for 
the paper Overall, great instructor

The professor encouraged classmates to interact 
with one another a lot, aiding in understanding 
the subject. In addition the professor presented a 
very positive attitude every class.
I enjoyed that she like to engage with us to show 
us certain types of communication.
Julie was very helpful and nice as a teacher, but I
feel would work more effectively with a smaller 
class size.
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM f15 Div Avg Div f15 Sch Avg Sch f15
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.3 5.3 5.5 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 4.9 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 11 55% 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 18% (2) 55% (6) 27% (3)
2 Objectives met 11 55% 4.9 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 18% (2) 45% (5) 27% (3)
3 Content well-organized 11 55% 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 27% (3) 36% (4) 36% (4)
4 Course materials helpful 10 50% 5.1 5.1 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 30% (3) 30% (3) 40% (4)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 11 55% 5 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 45% (5) 9% (1) 45% (5)
6 Learned great deal 11 55% 4.7 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 36% (4) 27% (3) 27% (3)
7 Overall effective course 11 55% 4.6 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 18% (2) 18% (2) 45% (5) 18% (2)

21 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 11 55% 4.7 5.2 5.4 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 18% (2) 18% (2) 36% (4) 27% (3)
22 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 11 55% 4.6 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 18% (2) 9% (1) 0% (0) 36% (4) 36% (4)
23 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 11 55% 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 36% (4) 64% (7)
24 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 11 55% 5.5 5.5 5.6 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 36% (4) 55% (6)
25 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 11 55% 5.7 5.4 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 27% (3) 73% (8)

26 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 11 55% 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 27% (3) 64% (7)
27 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 11 55% 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 9% (1) 9% (1) 27% (3) 55% (6)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
It was good

It was basically an online class. I felt it was 
pointless to go to class when we were quizzed on 
subject material before it was lectured.
I feel like the book was regurgitated. I liked that 
we were required to teach but would have rather 
chosen groups
I think that the book was helpful, but in class it 
was really broad.
The module exams and group project were 
helpful.
The book was clear, and the teachers use of the 
material from the book was also effective. The 
instructor was clear on the what to do for 
assignments and papers.

I really liked the group project and i liked the was 
she taught in class she was all ways very happy

Could be an all online class. If you didn't make it to 
class, just reading the book would catch you up.
Question: Instructor Comments
Yes
She was very interactive She had a lot of video 
examples

Going over chapter material after already reading 
it in the book and being quizzed on it seems 
redundant. She was very approachable, willing to 
meet with students.
She was very good at explaining what she was
talking about and would show videos to show 
examples and she was good about encouraging 
people to talk which was nice so we could learn 
from each other
The instructor is passionate about the subject 
matter. The instructor was always ready and 
prepared for class.

She was always on time although lectures could 
be a bit more comprehensive/interactive

I loved julie, she really tried her hardest to make 
the course interesting and fun. But she did tend to 
ramble on sometimes and I would still be 
confused about some things in the lecture.
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Order Question Text Prev N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM sp16 Div Avg Div sp16 Sch Avg Sch sp16
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 5 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 21 38% 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 0% (0) 5% (1) 5% (1) 10% (2) 38% (8) 43% (9)
2 Objectives met 21 38% 5 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 5% (1) 5% (1) 10% (2) 43% (9) 38% (8)
3 Content well-organized 21 38% 5 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 5% (1) 10% (2) 10% (2) 33% (7) 43% (9)
4 Course materials helpful 21 38% 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 5% (1) 0% (0) 10% (2) 52% (11) 33% (7)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 21 38% 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 5% (1) 0% (0) 10% (2) 43% (9) 43% (9)
6 Learned great deal 21 38% 5 5.1 5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (3) 10% (2) 43% (9) 33% (7)
7 Overall effective course 21 38% 4.9 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 5% (1) 14% (3) 5% (1) 43% (9) 33% (7)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 21 38% 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 5% (1) 14% (3) 48% (10) 33% (7)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 21 38% 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.1 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 24% (5) 43% (9) 33% (7)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 21 38% 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (3) 48% (10) 38% (8)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 21 38% 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.5 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 5% (1) 52% (11) 43% (9)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 21 38% 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 5% (1) 5% (1) 43% (9) 48% (10)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 21 38% 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 5% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 52% (11) 43% (9)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 21 38% 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (2) 48% (10) 43% (9)

Follow up -- Yes No
Was it helpful 52958 1 2% 0 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0% (0) 100% (1)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
The modules were on point and I really like how 
they were structured. Also, having an open 
notebook test was a lifesaver in terms of 
retaining information and trying to juggle 
between my other classes. Admittedly, I had my 
doubts when you sent out an email stating that 
"these things take zero effort" and went into this 
class with low expectations. I have been 
pleasantly surprised at how fascinating 
communications is and how relevant it is to my 
major and interests in the healthcare field. Will 
definitely be utilizing these lessons and tools, 
especially with personal and familial 
relationships.
The lab was unnecessary.
1. Learning interpersonal communication within 
the readings. 2. Having the opportunity to 
express communication within my classmates 
and teacher for better learning of interpersonal 
communication.
-not to require us to go to class every day -to not 
learn everything basically from the book, which 
didn't make sense

Course content was clearly organized on canvas, 
which made it easier to get things done on time. I 
did not like the discussion part on assignments 
becuase I would finish my homework early or on-
time and then I would have to wait last minute 
for other students to submit their assignments 
before I could begin the discussion part.
lecture notes
Great class discussions and group projects
Organized. I liked the layout of the modules, 
made it easy to see what I had left.
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Discussions were very helpful with course 
material.

The class could have not met on Fridays; I think I 
would have learned more and it would be more 
convenient if the class was online on Fridays 
instead. The Yellowdig board was confusing and 
seemed pointless with the canvas discussion 
board already being implemented.
Question: Instructor Comments

Even though you talked more than your students, 
I still like how you encouraged us all to talk, 
answer questions, and participate. I, too, found 
the room very discouraging and detrimental to 
the topic being presented. Hopefully you are able 
to find a new room that encourages 
communication and conversation so we can 
better know each other. There was a handful of 
people majoring in the same thing as me and it 
was hard to get to know them with the classroom 
setup.
1. Learning through her lecture slides of the 
readings through the week. 2. Post quizes and 
homework through canvas to provide feedback 
and help gage my learning.

Was able to meet with us. Maybe explain 
concepts and then have students demonstrate 
they understand rather than just list and go on.

So friendly and open to questions and discussion
her lectures

Although, our specific class had a hard time 
participating in class, our professor continued to 
encourage participation. I liked the varying 
activities and guest speakers our professor had in 
class. It helped make class an interesting place to 
go becuase it wasn't constantly the same every 
time.

-not to do notecards every day for attendance 
credit -not to do the main test on sundays
Very helpful and understanding.
She made the class as fun as possible and was a
great story teller. She could have been more 
confident while teaching.
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM sp16 Div Avg Div sp16 Sch Avg Sch sp16
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 4.9 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 4.7 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 5 28% 4.8 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 40% (2) 40% (2) 20% (1)
2 Objectives met 5 28% 4.6 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 60% (3) 20% (1) 20% (1)
3 Content well-organized 5 28% 4.6 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 60% (3) 20% (1) 20% (1)
4 Course materials helpful 5 28% 5 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (1) 60% (3) 20% (1)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 4 22% 4.8 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (1) 0% (0) 50% (2) 25% (1)
6 Learned great deal 4 22% 4.5 5.1 5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 75% (3) 0% (0) 25% (1)
7 Overall effective course 4 22% 4.8 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (1) 0% (0) 50% (2) 25% (1)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 4 22% 5 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (1) 50% (2) 25% (1)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 4 22% 5 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.1 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (1) 50% (2) 25% (1)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 4 22% 4.8 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (1) 0% (0) 50% (2) 25% (1)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 4 22% 5 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.5 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (1) 50% (2) 25% (1)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 4 22% 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 75% (3)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 4 22% 4.5 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (1) 25% (1) 25% (1) 25% (1)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 4 22% 4.8 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (1) 0% (0) 50% (2) 25% (1)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
2 discussions a week was a bit much.
Question: Instructor Comments

Very helpful if you needed help of had questions
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Order Question Text Prev N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM sp16 Div Avg Div sp16 Sch Avg Sch sp16
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 4.6 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 4.6 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 10 45% 4.7 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 0% (0) 10% (1) 10% (1) 0% (0) 60% (6) 20% (2)
2 Objectives met 10 45% 4.4 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 10% (1) 0% (0) 10% (1) 0% (0) 80% (8) 0% (0)
3 Content well-organized 10 45% 4.9 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (1) 10% (1) 60% (6) 20% (2)
4 Course materials helpful 10 45% 4.4 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 10% (1) 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 70% (7) 10% (1)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 10 45% 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 80% (8) 20% (2)
6 Learned great deal 10 45% 4.3 5.1 5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 10% (1) 10% (1) 0% (0) 10% (1) 60% (6) 10% (1)
7 Overall effective course 10 45% 4.5 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 10% (1) 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 60% (6) 20% (2)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 10 45% 4.5 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (2) 60% (6) 10% (1)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 10 45% 4.7 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.1 5.2 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 80% (8) 10% (1)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 10 45% 4.6 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 90% (9) 0% (0)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 10 45% 4.6 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.5 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (1) 70% (7) 10% (1)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 10 45% 4.8 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (1) 0% (0) 90% (9) 0% (0)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 10 45% 4.9 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 70% (7) 20% (2)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 10 45% 4.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 10% (1) 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 80% (8) 0% (0)

Follow up -- Yes No
Was it helpful 52958 1 5% 1 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 100% (1) 0% (0)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
The weekly quizzes were beneficial to the 
module quizzes. We could have had more time 
for our presentations.
I'm not sure which evaluation you will see first, 
but my comments will remain the same from the 
other one.
The online files for each chapter were very 
helpful.
1.Giving opportunity to work in interpersonal
groups within the classrooms. 2. Take quizzes 
and test that are applicable to the chapters each 
week.
Assignments were really useless and I learned 
virtually nothing from them. After the class I feel 
that my communication skills didn't improve at 
all.
-I liked discussing with the whole class -I did not 
like the quizzes that where given every single 
friday
quizzes and online notes
I liked working in groups and getting the chance 
to put the concepts in my own words. I liked 
incorporating the concepts into ways I could 
understand.
book was very important for this class materical 
was clear
Question: Instructor Comments
She was really interactive and encouraged us to 
be really interactive. Her lessons were very 
prevalent to our quizzes and exams which helped 
improved our grades.
Julie was a great instructor. Very fair. One thing I 
didn't completely agree with was the attendance 
grading.
Again, see the more wordy evaluation. I hope 
you find a better room that encourages 
conversation between the students. If needed, 
you can ask the students to harass the 
department. The more voices, the better.
1. Lectures to help us understand our readings in 
the textbook. 2. We also were given avenues of 
learning through groups and then present in 
front of class.
made it easy to understand concepts with 
projects did a good job at getting students to 
communicate
She was well organized and knew what she was 
talking about.
notes, quizzes

-making us give in note cards every morning I felt 
like I was in high school again and didn't like it -
nothing was really effective from her overall

I feel like the structure of the class was set up 
poorly. The teacher didn't clearly explain things. 
She just rushed through the material. Didn't fell 
like I learned anything from the class.
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Order Question Text N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM sp16 Div Avg Div sp16 Sch Avg Sch sp16
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.5 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3
Grp Course Questions n/a 5.3 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.1

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 8 50% 5.5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 25% (2) 63% (5)
2 Objectives met 8 50% 5.4 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 38% (3) 50% (4)
3 Content well-organized 8 50% 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 13% (1) 25% (2) 50% (4)
4 Course materials helpful 7 44% 5.4 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 57% (4) 43% (3)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 8 50% 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 50% (4) 38% (3)
6 Learned great deal 8 50% 5.1 5.1 5 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 63% (5) 25% (2)
7 Overall effective course 8 50% 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.1 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 50% (4) 38% (3)

13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 8 50% 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 25% (2) 38% (3) 38% (3)
14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 7 44% 5.7 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.1 5.2 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 14% (1) 0% (0) 86% (6)
15 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 8 50% 5.5 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 25% (2) 63% (5)
16 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 8 50% 5.6 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.5 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 38% (3) 63% (5)
17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 8 50% 5.6 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 13% (1) 75% (6)

18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 8 50% 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 0% (0) 13% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 13% (1) 75% (6)
19 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 8 50% 5.6 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 38% (3) 63% (5)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

I would suggest having more in-class interaction 
instead of the majority of the time having a 
lecture type based class. I think there was too 
much busy work online and I would've preferred 
learning the content in-class than the majority 
being online.
Disscussions and Quizzes

The material was diverse and fun. The weekly 
quizzes were a good test of knowledge and 
questions were directly taken from the material.
The lectures were great. Maybe more guest 
speakers.
Question: Instructor Comments
Very friendly and gave clear instructions
I loved the enthusiasm that the professor 
maintained throughout the course. I would 
suggest not doing note cards and expect more in-
class participation in order to get attendance 
points.
I just loved this class. The teacher was thorough 
and fun.

She did not respond to student emails. She was 
very nice and knew the material, but she could 
have encouraged more participation.
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Order Question Text Prev N RR My Avg COMM Avg COMM su16 Div Avg Div su16 Sch Avg Sch su16
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 4.8 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.6
Grp Course Questions n/a 4.8 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 10 59% 5 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.2 5.3 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (2) 10% (1) 60% (6)
2 Objectives met 10 59% 4.9 5.2 5.4 5.2 5.4 5.2 5.3 10% (1) 0% (0) 10% (1) 10% (1) 10% (1) 60% (6)
3 Content well-organized 10 59% 4.1 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.1 5.2 20% (2) 0% (0) 10% (1) 20% (2) 20% (2) 30% (3)
4 Course materials helpful 9 53% 4.9 5.1 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.1 5.2 11% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 33% (3) 44% (4)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 9 53% 5 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.2 5.3 11% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 11% (1) 22% (2) 56% (5)
6 Learned great deal 10 59% 4.6 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 40% (4) 10% (1) 40% (4)
7 Overall effective course 10 59% 4.8 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.3 5.1 5.2 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 20% (2) 30% (3) 40% (4)

17 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 10 59% 4.1 5.2 5.4 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 10% (1) 10% (1) 10% (1) 20% (2) 30% (3) 20% (2)
18 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 10 59% 4.5 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.1 5.2 10% (1) 0% (0) 10% (1) 10% (1) 50% (5) 20% (2)
19 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 10 59% 5.1 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 40% (4) 50% (5)
20 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 10 59% 4.9 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.5 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 60% (6) 30% (3)
21 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 10 59% 5.1 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 40% (4) 50% (5)

22 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 10 59% 4.9 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 10% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 10% (1) 40% (4) 40% (4)
23 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 9 53% 4.9 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.3 11% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 56% (5) 33% (3)

Follow up -- Yes No
Was it helpful 52958 1 6% 1 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 100% (1) 0% (0)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
I loved the topics of the discussions, made it 
more personable and applicable to real-life 
situations. One of either Yellowdig or Portfolium 
could go though...
Text book and test's correlate nicely. Many great 
discussions.
The group discussions and Portfolium.

Question: Comments about online components
N/A
Canvas was not cooperative, so it was difficult to 
find what assignments were due at what time 
sometimes. The due dates would change mid-
way through the week.

The teacher did a good job at making sure that 
everything was posted correctly on Canvas.
Many discussion, assignments and posts.
Question: Instructor Comments
This instructor was really good. She had to deal
with a lot of technical problems, and did her best 
to manage them. Canvas was so difficult, that 
nobody could keep up. There was still a lot of 
confusion in this course.
She was always attentive when Canvas was
having issues. The content was organized and 
was nice to be able to prepare each week in 
advance.

Ms. Snyder-Yuly should not teach any more 
online classes in the future. She assign far too 
many assignments, over 80 plus required 
responses. This is too much work who a 2000 
level class. Some of the questions she asked the 
class for discussion were far to personal. Also, 
two of final assignments are basically asking for 
feedback on the class, which can not be truly 
answer if you want to get a good grade. She was 
also disorganized. She would forget to active 
modules and assignments and blame the Canvas 
software or UOnline support people. This class 
one of my least favourite classes I have ever 
taken at the University of Utah, and someone 
need to mentor this instructor if you wish her to 
continue to run classes solo for the University in 
the future.

The professor did a good job at creating YouTube 
videos for us to understand each chapter. The 
instructor did a good job at helping us get to 
know each student by having group posts.
Muddiest points section was helpful, yellowdig 
was not helpful
Question: Were there other reasons to drop this 
class
I took an internship this summer instead
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Order Question Text Prev N RR My Avg BUS Avg BUS su16 Div Avg Div su16 Sch Avg Sch su16
Grp SNYDER-YULY Instructor Questions n/a 5.2 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.6
Grp Course Questions n/a 5 5 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.3

Str Disagr Disagr Mild Disagr Mild Agree Agree Str Agree
1 Objectives clearly stated 55 77% 5.1 5 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 2% (1) 4% (2) 4% (2) 9% (5) 36% (20) 45% (25)
2 Objectives met 55 77% 5.1 5.1 5.3 5.1 5.3 5.2 5.3 4% (2) 0% (0) 4% (2) 13% (7) 38% (21) 42% (23)
3 Content well-organized 55 77% 4.8 5 5.2 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.2 4% (2) 9% (5) 2% (1) 16% (9) 31% (17) 38% (21)
4 Course materials helpful 55 77% 5 5 5.3 5 5.2 5.1 5.2 4% (2) 4% (2) 4% (2) 11% (6) 36% (20) 42% (23)
5 Assignments & exams covered the course 53 75% 5.2 5 5.3 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.3 2% (1) 2% (1) 2% (1) 13% (7) 30% (16) 51% (27)
6 Learned great deal 55 77% 4.7 4.9 5.2 5 5.2 5.1 5.2 7% (4) 4% (2) 2% (1) 22% (12) 25% (14) 40% (22)
7 Overall effective course 55 77% 4.9 4.9 5.1 5 5.2 5.1 5.2 7% (4) 2% (1) 0% (0) 18% (10) 33% (18) 40% (22)
9 SNYDER-YULY Instructor was organized 55 77% 4.8 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5% (3) 4% (2) 5% (3) 20% (11) 20% (11) 45% (25)

10 SNYDER-YULY Instructor presented effectively 54 76% 5.1 5.1 5.2 5 5.2 5.1 5.2 2% (1) 2% (1) 2% (1) 22% (12) 22% (12) 50% (27)
11 SNYDER-YULY Instructor created respectful environment 55 77% 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.5 5.3 5.4 2% (1) 2% (1) 0% (0) 13% (7) 15% (8) 69% (38)
12 SNYDER-YULY Demonstrated thorough knowledge 54 76% 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.5 2% (1) 2% (1) 2% (1) 15% (8) 19% (10) 61% (33)
13 SNYDER-YULY Instructor encouraged questions/ opinions 54 76% 5.5 5.3 5.5 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.4 2% (1) 0% (0) 2% (1) 11% (6) 17% (9) 69% (37)

14 SNYDER-YULY Instructor available for student consultation 55 77% 5.2 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 2% (1) 2% (1) 5% (3) 13% (7) 18% (10) 60% (33)
15 SNYDER-YULY Overall effective instructor 55 77% 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 5.3 4% (2) 4% (2) 2% (1) 11% (6) 24% (13) 56% (31)

Follow up -- Yes No
Was it helpful 52958 1 1% 0 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.7 0% (0) 100% (1)

Text Responses

Question: Comments on course effectiveness

The readings were interesting and the in-class 
activities related well to the course lessons.
She had good slides, and incorporated good 
group work during class
I enjoyed the many Varieté of Media present in 
the class ot was helpful for different learning 
styles.
I would prefer taking this class in a regular
semester. Leadership class should contain much 
more examples, rather than solely focusing on 
theories.
The in class assignments and chapter notes
assignments were effective in keeping me on 
task.

Effective group work assignments that helped 
students to practice effective leadership. 
Excellent combination of lecture, questions and 
answers, and group work.

I learned a lot about leadership. Especially I 
learned about leading in groups and how to 
cultivate and maintain different types of power.

Class was not specific enough. Everything 
presented was too obvious to be useful. I did all 
the assignments and showed up everyday but I 
can't look back and say that I learned anything.
The textbook is awful. The one positive part of 
this course was that there are no exams but just 
a final presentation
This course was great

The lecture discussions were excellent because 
Julie encouraged feedback from the class. She 
was very helpful with assignments, very caring.
it was good.

Extremely important and practical material, plus 
given in the right form and with the right 
dynamic from the instructor's side, makes it 
"must have class" for every business student.
I thought the class discussions were very
beneficial to applying the material we were 
learning to real world scenarios. If I were to 
change one thing, I would make the reading 
notes and different assignments actual 
assignments on Canvas so they will in the 
student calendar.
The course was not organized very well. The 
instructor and the TA gave us different 
instructions on how to complete the same 
assignment.
The course content was informative but I would 
have like more time to go over what was 
covered in the text book.
Content that we went over in class was similar to 
what we read in the book Group discussions 
were very helpful.

The book is full of amazing information! I 
thought the leadership videos were fantastic

Some of Julie's directions were confusing, and 
contradictory. I felt like I had to guess a little 
about how the material applied to class. I don't 
know if all the assignments really helped me 
understand course objectives.
Group work and personal reflection
Easy to follow and designed for learning

Teacher was very unorganized. Doesn't grade 
you individually in a group presentation, which is 
frustrating because the other members on my 
team didn't speak English and presented poorly 
and I got the same grade as them.
Going over the material covered in the book, 
either through group activities or lectures, 
helped me understand the material in the book a 
little better. The lack of organization was 
troublesome.
Learning what type of leader you are. Learning
what type of leader excels in certain situations & 
how to achieve it.

The videos in the slideshows add a lot to the 
class! I also liked how we had to type up notes of 
the readings, it helps me stay on track!
The professor who taught it. The information 
that was discussed.
Question: Instructor Comments

She was very respectful of student opinions and 
tried to validate them. She was also very willing 
to work with students when necessary.
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July is a fun teacher. However, i think sometimes 
she was rushing through the materials because 
of the limited course period.
I liked the presentation styles for class Material 
and felt that Julie was very enthusiastic about 
the content.
She was very willing to work with students, and 
she tried her best to make it a fun class

The professor was very supportive when 
students had additional questions after class. 
She chose an excellent TA. The professor was 
very dynamic and made the meaning of 
leadership and leader more significant.

She made me think about the material. She was 
helpful on concepts that I didn't understand.
She was soooooo disorganized. This class was 
one of the most stressful classes I have ever 
taken because of it. Her TA, Marek was not a 
good TA at all. She gave every group in the class 
full credit on an assignment besides our group. 
When we looked at the comments she said 
multiple spelling and grammatical errors. There 
weren't any. We went up and talked to her and 
she told us that "Oh this was the first one I 
graded and was in a bad mood" So she gave us 
one point back. Both teachers need to work on 
public speaking and organization. I feel 
frustrated that I paid $1800 for this class.

Used a lot of vivid example that helped bring the 
material to life for me. Was a very clear, concise 
instructor that presented the material in a way 
that it was easy to understand.
overall good.
Julie was a great professor to work with. She 
was readily available and had great 
communication skills.
Passionate and knowledgeable, diverse and 
inclusive, empowering and enthusiastic, 
inspirational and honest. One of the best 
instructors I knew so far!
Julie was great, she made a fantastic
environment for the class to participate in. Julie 
showed a passion for teaching, and made the 
class for me.
She tried very hard to work with students She 
encouraged class participation

According to her, she was very very busy this 
term. From students' perspective, she wasn't 
available when needed her help and guidance.
The instructor used real life examples that were 
easy for me to relate too.
Explained things well and was available for 
discussion.
Positive and always available.

Julie was a great instructor. I often struggled 
with her directions. They were confusing and 
contradictory. I really enjoyed what I learned, 
and I think it is super useful. I liked keeping the 
journal, it helped me to reflect on what I learned.
The way stuff is listed on Canvas is a little 
confusing, other than that it was a great class, I 
loved it! Thanks Julie!!

Was willing to take extra time out of classroom 
to help you with the material. Knew her material 
& included students participation by 
encouraging classroom discussion.
The instructor encouraged students to 
participate and made the classroom 
environment comfortable. There were times 
when the teacher's assistant said things that 
were different from what the instructor stated, 
causing confusion.
Personality Willing to help in whatever way that 
she can
Question: Further comments on instructor
I was allowed to register due to university error, 
and the instructor would not allow me to 
participate in the course.
Question: Further comments about course
I was allowed to register due to university error, 
and the instructor would not allow me to 
participate in the course.
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